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The Ordinary General Meeting of the Society 
was held in the Chamber of Mines, on Saturday, 
December 15th, Mr. E. H. Johnson (President),' 
in the chair. There· \vere also present :-

46 Members: Mr. Wager Bradford, Dr. .T. 
Moir, Prof . .T. Yates, Messrs. W. A. Caldecott, 
J. R Williams, It. G. Bevington, T. Lane Carter, 
W. R Dowling, K. L. Grahll,m, A. Heymann, 
A. M cA. Johnson, Dr. D. Macaula.y, M. Torrente, 
A. Whitby, H. A. White, S. G. Bartlett, W. 
Beaver, H. D. Bell, G. D. Brown, 13. p. Cartel', 
G. A. Darling, J. S. Fisher, C. T. Gardiner, G. 
Goodwin, J. Gray, R. E. Hall, Dr. Irvine, W. H. 
. Tollyman, .T. Kennedy, J. Lea, W. D'A. Lloyd, 
G. A. Lawson, G. Melvill, W. P. O. Macqueen, 
W. E. C. Mitchell, J. McLennan, F. T. Mumford, 
P. T. Morrisby, W. Nicklin, P. M. Newhall, 
L. J. ROQinson, O. D. Ross, S. H. Steels, Prof. 
G. H. Stanley and A. D. Viney. 

8 Associates: Messrs. W. M. Coulter, N. W. 
Finla:y, J. A. P. Gib~, C. 13. Hilliard, H. R Jolly, 
R W. Leng, J. Ransome and E. M. Weston. 

10 Visitors and Fred Rowland, Secretary. 
The minutes of the previous monthly meeting, 

as published in the Jmbrno,l, were confirmed. 

NEW MEMBERS. 
Messrs. Melvill and Gray were appointed 

scrutineers, and after the ballot the President 
announced that all the candidates for member
ship had been duly elected, as follows :-
BUTLEH; JOSEPH JOHN, M'1Y Consolid,tted G. M. 

Co., Ltd., P. O. Box 50, Gel'rniston. Chief 
Assayer. 

CHAPMAN, Fm:DERfCK THOMAS, May Consolidated 
G. 1\1. Co., Ltd., P. O. Box 50, Germiston. 
Assayer. 

JAMES, CHRfSTOPHER GORDON, Namaqlla Copper 
Co., Ltd., Concordia, Nallla'lllaland, C. C. 
Metallurgist. 

KINW'lTON, CHARL1·;S B., Messrs. J,ewis & Marks 
P. O. Box 1030, Johanneshnr,,·. COllsllltin'; 
Engineer. (:I . tl 

LlnvIS, HENRY HASELDEN, NamaqlU\ Copper 
·Co., Ltd., Concordia, Nall\aqualancl, C. C. 
Metallurgist. 

ROSgNDORFF, H., Geneml MlninO' nnd Fim1l1ee 
Corporation, Ltd., P. O. Box 1118, Johannesbnrg. 
Buyer. 

I The Secretary announced that the following 

I 
genllemall lwd been admitted as an Associate by 

. the Council Slllce the last general meeting. 
IlAKEH, HAfWLD EDII'AHD, A.R.S.M., Veracity 

Mine, Lower.Gwelo, .Rhodesia. Cyanider. 

GENERAL BUSINESS. 

Mr. C. T. Gardiner: I have a suggestion to 
make which I should like the Council to eon sider, 
namely, as to whether our Secretary could not 
keep a list of Members of the Society desiring 
employment. It may perhaps have struek some 
of,you who like myself have recently been out of 
work, how difficult it is to get to hear of any 
situation that may be going. If this proposal 
had the support of those gentlemen who .have the 
giving away of situations, I think it would be a 
great help to many of our members .. Members 
could lodge copies of testimonials' with the 
Secretary so that those· looking for employes 
could probably at once pick out a nmn . 

The President: I think 11r. Gardiner's 
suggestion has a great deal to recommend it. I 
think it would serve a good purpose to both sides, 
because there is an equal difficulty on the other 
side, when a man is wanted in a hurry, to know 
precisely where to find one. If the Secretary had 
a list, with addresses and testimonials, it might 
facilitate matters. both for the employer and 
employed. I will bring it up at the next Council 
meeting and promise it Illy own support. 

I would like to propose a hearty vote of thanks 
to the management of Ohlsson's Brewery for the 
very enjoyable afternoon they g~ve us last 
Saturday, when we had an opportunity of visiting 
them and hearing explained to us the whole 

• process of an up-to-date and modern brewery. It 
was a matter of very great interest to this Society, 
as there is now so much scientifie detail in the 
work of a brewery. It was very interesting to 
see the extreme care required to exclude the 
insidious and ubiquitous bacillus from our table 
beer. 

There is one other matter I should bring for
ward. There IHwe been framed by a sub
committee a new- set of rules-practieally an 
amendment to the Constitution of the Society
which will necessitate a special general meeting, 
which it is proposed to take before the ordinary 
general meeting in January. rVe are getting 
copies of these rules printed and sent out to every 
member, so that you can. carefully study them 
before the meeting. We sha:ll be obliged if 
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members will take a careful note of them. The 
amendments are mainly intended to simplify the 
elections and lwoid the tremendous amount of 
labour and delay that usually occurs at our annual 
general meeting in June; I should like members 
to criticise them as severely' as they know how, 
because although the Council have gone very care
fully into them, and have passed them as they 
stand, they are anxious to get the views of the 
members themselves. 

At the same time th6re is' a motion being 
brought forward to have the Society incorporated 
under the Societies Act of the Transvaal. 

A NEW METHOD OF OBTAINING THE 

DENSITY OF SETTLED SAND. 

By DUNCAN I. R SIJIIPSON (Member). 

No method at present in use for arriving at the 
real tonnage of the sand in settling tanks seems 
to be free from objection. The old-fashioned cubic 
foot box is liable to slight inaccuracies in dimen
sions, due to faulty workmanship and ill-usage. 
The uncertainty of the results obtained by it is 
sufficient . to condemn its use in settling 
tanks. The flow of pulp through the box some
times causes the deposit therein of the coarser 
particles whilst washing out the finer; and some· 
times owing to the resistance offered by thc wire 
screening and the frame, and the consequent 
retardation and divergence of the Ftream, deposits 
only the finer particles inside, leaving the heavier 
particles outside. Whilst, as 'a rule, the results 
obtained are witnin reasonable limits of accuracy, 
yet in the sallle tank I have been able to get 
figures as widely separated as 17· cub. ft. per tOll 
and 23 cub. ft. per ton with 'cubic foot boxes. 

The cylinder method of esti~natiQn, while gi ving 
results practically unvarying for any particular 
product, introduces a constant and serious error. 
due to compression of the pulp. 

To ol'ercome these and other objections to 
recognised methods I introduced on the New 
Goch G. M. one in which I have not yet 
discovered a fiaw. 

A rectangu~ar prism is made of stiff sheet iron 
as shown ill the accompanying sketch. A handy 

So\.. OT C-D-E-F. 

" ' ~ __________ ~._-L-

size is 7! in. square by 9 in. deep with a slot the 
whole width of three of the sides 7 ~ in. from the 
top, giving effective cubic contents of about 422 in. 

To calibrate this instrument it is inverted on a 
sheet of soft rubber and kept in position ·by COlll
pression by means of a bar passed into the slot 
and sufficiently curved near the middle so that 
there will be no interference with the surface of 
the ~ater which is then filled into the prism up 
to the slot from a measuring cylinder. I have 
found that the error due to the rise in level of the 
surface of the l'llbber inside the prislll is about 
compensated for by the curved surface of the 
water above the d1'Y edge of the slot. This 
'method of calibration is the same as I have seen 
used for the ordinary cylinder. 

To ensure greater accuritcy the prism may be 
cemented to a perfectly level surface and then 
filled with W3,ter as before, the edge of the slot 
howel'er being previously 'Wetted. The actual 
cubic contents may then be calculated very 
correctly. Possible chances of error due to 
differences in temperature may be occasionally 
checked, but they practically amount to nil so 
that the cubic cOlltents, once ol)tained, may' be 
regarded as constant. 

cVI y only claim for novelty is in the method of 
using this machine. A mass of sand at the 
desired lel'el is"blocked out with set-square foot rule 
and troweli1l S£t1~ in the tank during its discharge 
care being taken that the surface is not· tram pled 
upon. Its size is gradually reduced to such an 
extent that its sides areabout}in.longerthau those 
of the prism, and are at right angles to one another. 
The prism is t?en ver.y carefully and gently 
lowered perpmldlCularly Its fnll dcpth on to this 
mass, cutting off the small excess of sand which 
was left. A thin plate of steel, say, 9 in. wide 

. ~nd 1 ft. long, .with knife edge and fitting firmly 
111 the slot, IS now gently pressed into it 
until its forward edge rests against the fourth 
side of the prism. The exposed upper surface of 
the cube of sand is then levelled off with a flat 
steel bar. If these operations are conducted 
with sufficient care and skill, compressio~ of the 
pulp is entirely obviated. 

The sal.nple is now lift:d bodily in the prism, 
dropped wto a pan, weighed and dried and 
from it and similar samples taken from v~rious 
positions in the tank 1,he tOllnage is calcuhted 
as usual. The shape of the instrument is not 
material, bllt a rectang1l1ar block of sand is 
easier to cut out than one of, say, circular "Ian. 
I have found this a very quick and the most 
reliable method that. I have investigated. 

The P.resident: Gentlemen, if brevity is the 
soul of Wit, our papers have got into the habit of 
being distinctly humorous of late. This descrip-
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tion of a new method of determining sand density 
is very much on the lines that have been 'in 
practice for a good many years. There may be 
one or two details which are a decided improve
ment, and I hope the mn.tter will come up. for 
discussion, for, after all, the accurate determma
tion of tonnage is a great desidemtUlJn. I think 
Mr. Simpson certainly deserves our thanks for this 
little contribution. 

SAFETY MEASURES IN MINING. 

( Read at llleeti'llfj.s: .NouemVe1", 1905, and 
Api·a, 1906.) 

By DONALD MACAUL.~Y, M.A., M.B., C.M., and 

LOUIS' G. IRvIN", M.A., M.D., B.Sc. 

(i\fem bel's). 

REPLY '1'0 DISCUSSION. 

Our first and pleasant duty in this reply is to 
thank the Society for the interest which has been 
taken in the discussion of our papers on " Safety 
Measures in Mining," and for the valnable 
opinions from many sources which that discussion 
has elicited. The number of these contributions 
makes a reply perhaps more difficult than the 
original preparation of the papers, and must 
perforce make it rather longer than we could· 
have wished it, to have been. Nothing has come 
out in the discussion which has caused any 
substantial modification of the views which we 
expressed. But that discussion has nevertheless 
been of great service in bringing the whole 
subject of " Safety Measures" down to a concrete 
level, and has helped also, we hope, to direct 
opinion towards one or two practicable lines of 
action. The discussion indeed has given sub
stantial proof of the very general unanimity of 
representative opinion amongst members of the 
mining community as to the further steps which 
it is desirable to take in order to lessen some of 
the risks which are peculiar to mining work here 
and elsewhere all the world over. The dis
cussion, 'however, has not been wholly confined to 
the particular concrete problems which we intro' 
duced. Others, besides ourselves, have been 
criticised by some of our critics, and nir. Bradford 
and Prof. Yates have added to our obligations by 
introducing a statistical discussion of the general 
question of the health aspect of mining life in 
this country, to which; in addressing a local 
audience presumably aware of the facts, we had 
not thought it necessary to make more than 
incidental reference. 

The practical conditions of mining work are 
forming the subject of inVf~stigation at the present 

moment in several of the leading mining centres, 
in England and in Australia just' as in this 
country. It was as a contribution to the local 
study of this important question that our' papers 
were prepared. They were meant as a study of 
certain conditions in which detailed improvement 
might be eff~cted, and a series of practical 
suggestions as to how th~t might be done. The 
particular objects we had in view were these ;---

(1) To advise certain systematic measures 
which should be adopted in dealing with ordinary 
accidents occurring underground. . 

(2) '1'0 determine the active agents which are 
responsible for accidents by "gassing," and the 
actual conditions under which these accidents 
occur, to sugge&t means to obviate them, and to 
lay down certain defined lines for the treatment 
of these cases. 

(3) To restate the present position of the 
Ininers' phthisis question in relation to the 
main factors which are in varying degrees 
re~ponsible for its causation. 

These main divisions of our subject we shall 
follow in our reply. 

I. 
VVe recommended in olir first paper the 

systematic general provision of certain rescue 
appliances, to enable prompt measures to be taken 
in dealing with cases of ordinary accident and 
with cases of accident by "gassing." These 
suggestions have met with approval from all the 
practical mining men who have spoken on the 
subject. It was proposed by ·Mr. Bradford at the 
October meeting that the Council of the Society 
should draw up a short pamphlet on the causes of 
gassing and its remedial treatment. "\V c 
thoroughly approve of this, and we need hardly 
say that we should be glad to co-operate in the 
preparation of such a statement, which might be 
made to cover also the treatment of ordinary 
accidents, and would have added value if it 
comprised a detailed list of the emergency 
appliances which should be kept on every mine. 

There is one matter in this connection with 
regard to which the recent experience at 
Courrieres has added to our knowledge. In our 
first paper we suggested the use of safety helmets 
in. rescue work after gassing. Herr Meyer, the' 
leader of the German reSCUfl party at the 

. Courrieres mines, read a paper on "Rescue' 
AptJaratus" before the Institution of Mining 
Engineers in June of this year. He strongly 
condemned the u~e of any helmet apparatus in 
rescue work underground. He described luinutely 
the form of portable respirator used by the 
German rescue party, which is based on the 
principle of the regeneration of the expired air 
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by the removal of carbon dioxide and moisture, 
and the supply of oxygen in the necessary pro
portions. This principle was originally suggested 
by Prof. Schwann, of Liege, as far back as 1853. 

It is adopted in the" Pneumatogen," shown by 
Prof. Prister to the Society last December, but 
the method of fixing the CO2 differs, and whereas 
in the apparatus shown by Pro£'\ Prister the 
oxygen supplied is generated by chemical reaction, 
in the apparatus used at Courrieres it is directly 
supplied from portable cylinders of compressed 

. oxygen, carried in a knapsack on the back. This 
knapsack, together with a mouthpiece, and a 
breathing bag of strong indiarubbei', worn across 
the chest, form the essential parts of the apparatus. 
The carbonic acid and moisture are removed from 
the expired air in an absorption vessel contained 
in the breathing bag; the CO2 is fixed by caustic 
potash. This particular type of appliance' was 
perfected by the management· of the Shamrock 
colliery at Herne, and this "Shamrock" type of 
oxygen breathing apparatus stood the most severe 
practical tests at Courrieres, where it was shown 
tha.t "both men and appliances could resist for 
weeks the. severest strain." I¥"e appear therefore 
t? have in this apparatus a thoroughly practical 
device, which might well furm part of the rescue 
appliances on every mine. Herr J\ieyer was 
equally emphatic however on the point, that any 
rescue appliance has only a value, if men are 
previously thoroughly trained in its handling and 
use. To make effective rescue work practicable, 
a small rescue corps would have to be organised 
on every mine. This point we also insisted upon, 
ag did several of the speakers in the discussion on 
our papers. Happily we do not have in met.alli
ferous mines disasters from the development of 
noxious gases comparable in any way in magni~ 
tude to those which occur in coal mines, nor is 
the danger area usually extensive. It is to be 
hoped that greater attention on the part of 
employers and employed to the simple measures, 
which would suffice to obviate the great majority 
of accidents from this cause, will· in the future 
reduce their number. But even so the risks of 
gassing from pu'rely accidental causes cannot be 
altogether eliminated, and the provision of a 
certain number of rescue appliances of this 
nature still remains desirable, while in the coal 
mines of this country it is essential. ' 

Herr Meyer mentions further an extremely 
simple device for use with compres.;ed air, which 
has been tested by many years of experience. It 
consists of a mask, to which is attached a flexible 
spiral tube of the necessary length, with coupling, 
for making connection with the compressed air 
service. The connection can be made in a few 
minutes. The wearer of the mask thus receives 
fresh air through the air pipe. For use at short 

di~tances from the air ~ervice system, as, for 
example, when lllen are gassed in a winze, where 
the danger zone is qLlite limited, where speed is 
all important, and a couple of men thus provided 
might suffice to rescue those overcome, this device 
might prove extfemely serviceable, and might 
indeed meet all ordinary requirements in metalli
ferou~ mines. Herr Meyer states also thnt the 
ICfLder of each rescue party of four carried with 
him a leather case, containing two bottles of 
oxygen and an indiarubber bag. By means of 
this he can force oxygen into the lll()uths ·of 
people extricated in <\n unconscious state, owing 
to the effect of poisonous gases. Such a handy 
oxygen apparatus would undoubtedly prove of 
the utmost value in the immediate treatment of 
men who have been gassed. Equally necessary 
are small portable electric lamp8. 

II. 
With regard to the particular agents which 

produce accidents by "gassing" there IS no 
. di:;pute. Carbon monoxide and nitrous fumes 

are here the enemies to be feftred, carbon dioxide 
plays a secondary part. And nitrous fumes are 
the most treacherous foe of all. It is only within 
the last couple of years that the dangers arising 
from the evolutioll of nitrous fumes after blasting 
have been ade'quatcly realised on the Hand j only 
the other day we met with an experienced mine 
manager, who had spont all his life underground, 
and whom we found it hard to convince that 
ga,ssing from this cause occurred a,t ,,11. It is 
the typical and the mus t common forlll of poisoning 
after the burning of explosives, but it occurs also 
after apparently normal explosions, What is 
particularly significant is that even a brief 
exposure to the fUllles immediately or shortly 
after blasting may have serious or fatal results. 
The contributions to the discussion which are of 
main interest in relatiJIl to this portion of our 
subject are that of Dr. J. S. Haldane and several 
by Dr. Moil'. In the April number Dr. Moir 
gave the results of two experiments, made in 
order to determine thc constitution of the gn,ses 
produced by the burning of blasting gelatine 
and gelignite in excess of air, and he calculated 
the volume of the resulting gases in cubic feet 
per pound of explosive burned. In the September 
number he published the results of a series of 
eight fresh determinations of the gases formed 
after ordinary explosions of blasting gelatine. 
The samples were taken by the ingenious method 
of employing an evacuated oxygen cylinder, 
which n,llowed of an automatic sampling of the 
gases produced at the moment of explosion. The 
only drawback in this method is the very 
important one to which Dr: Moil' himself alludes, 
that it does not allow of the estimation of nitrous 
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;fumes. The disadvantage is of course inlleren!; 
Jin the method, and one certainly does not want 
to look a gift horse in the llloutll. At the salne 

,time we do want to know all we can 
r~garding the quantities in which this especially 

,.dangerous product is present after explosions. 
The analyses of "::\1ine Air after the Explosion 
<Jf Dynamite," conducted for the Miners' Phthisis 
~Commission, showed determinations of NO in 
five out of the nine samples, H,nd in only one case 
gave the value of NO as high as '02 per cent. 
'The average of the other four was '0056. These 
.~gures are decidedly low in comparison w.ith 
the values for carbon monoxide, and they point 
to the desirability of furth( r investigation. It 
is probable, of course, that, at the time these 
';samples were taken, the settlement of dust and 
,moisture had removed from the air a considerable 
'proportion of the hydrated nitrous fumes which 
may havG originally been present. 

We are still unaware of the approximate down
'ward limit of toxicity of nit~ic oxide; whflt weknow 
,of the occurrence of gassing from this source poin ts 
ito the fact that very small quantities may su'ftice 
ito produce serious results. Dr Haldane has 
:produced the characteristic poisoning in mice 
1\;ith typical delay in the onset of symptoms. and 

. eventual death from pneumonia after about 24 

.hours, by exposing them for half-an-hour to air to 
'which '05 per cent. of nitric oxide had been 
; ,added. 'fhis figure is higher than any value of 
NO hitherto demonstmted in the air of drives 

.immediately or shortly after blasting. Only one 
,ef the samples taken for the Miners' Phthisis 
,Commission approximates to it. The subject 
,therefore still appears to await complete elucida
tion Our Caledonian friends will probably 
'remind us this month of the common suscep
ltibility of mice and men to the ordinary 
'ini'sfortunes of life, but there appears to be 
"definite evidence to show that mice and rabbits 
.are less susceptible than lIlen to the toxic action 
'Df IIi tri tes. 

Meanwhile Dr. :Moir's important determinations 
,-give further precision to our knowledge of the 
'practical composition of the fumes, which produce 
Tlmmediate or delayed poisoning after the ignition 
·or explosion of gelatine and gelignite, and in 
;the August number he gave practical application 
>to his experimentH,1 results,by, deducing from 
1them the probable degree of contamination 
.existing in the ends of dri ves and in ,winzes and 
1'ises, when the air is allowed to stagnate ,after 
blasting, and in showing that a. dangerous degree 
of vitiation may in such cases extend for con
siderable distances from the faces. We had 
already arrived at the sallle conclusion from 
a study of the actual history of gassing 
accidents. 

There is another consideration which arises 
from the study of Dr. Moir's analyses of the gases 
produced after apparently normal blasting. 
That is the practically invariable appearance of 
carbon monoxide in dangerous quantities. So 
far as the valuf> of carbon monoxide is concerned, 
these l~ter determinations go to confirm the 
general accuracy of the simil«r analyses 
undertaken for U:e Miners' Phthisis Commission. 
If we combine the two s~ts of observations we have 
seventeen analyses in all, taken uncler ordinary 
conditions, of the air immediately 0\" within a 
short time after blasting, and ina!! but two the 
value of CO was over 0'1 per cent. and in eight at 
or over 0'5 per cent. These results are so constant 
as to le.,ad us to the conclusion that dangerous 
quantities of CO (and presumably of NO) are not·· 
only occasional but almost invariable accolllpani
ments of the ordinary use of explosives in our 
mines. The theoretically perfect and relatively 
harmless explosion, \:esulting only in the produc· 
tion of carbon dioxide, uitrogen, and oxygen, is 
much more obvious in text-books than in actual 
practice. And these results suggest two important 
practical questions. 

Is it possible that the practical n:ethods of 
ll1anufacture of our explosiyes might be improved 
upon ~ Or is it possible that there is something 
sWl to be learned in the actual method of hand
ling and using these explosives? 

The answers to these questions fall outside our 
competence. But it is clear that the reasonable 
and more economical policy in this regard is in the 
first instance to aim at preventing the generation 
of these dangerous gases, rather than to trust 
simply to dealing with them by ventilation when 
formed. . 

Mr. Bmdford has s'ated his belief that 
" accidents from gassing, as a general thing, are 
due more to the fault of the men themselves than 
anything else. For the most part," he says, 
"gassing occurs when men are returning to the 
working faces or exposing themselves unneces
sflrily." Now there is no doubt that this factor 
of ignorance or carelessness enters very largely 
into the causation of gassing accidents. But a 
smaller proportion of these than one might 
ill1agine is actually due to white men or 
natives intentionally returning to the working 
places too soon, or to their needlessly exposing 
themselves to the fnmes of blasting going on in 
their vicinity. In several instances natives have 
been a.ffected by nitrous fumes in the course of 
their work at considerable distances from the 
point where blasting occurred. And there remain' 
those cases, numbering fifteen out of a total of 
twenty-five, where exposure to the fumes did not 
occur until two /wnr-s or' 'fIwr'e, in one instance nine 
hours and in another as much as twenty·six hours,. 
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after blastin~. These cases were directly due to the 
avoidable stagnation of air ill close places~Jterexi)lo
sives had been used. Now the only means of venti
lating these close places at present in general use is 
the turning on of the compressed air ifter blasting. 
In some of these instances this had been neglected 
so that the factor of carelessness may here again 
be adduced. But in other instances there is 
sufficient evidence that the air had been turned 
on, but that thiS measure had proved insufficient. 
Making full allowance therefore for the factor of 
carelessness, the evidence st.il! poin ts to the 
conclusion that more systematic atten tion to the 
local ventilation of places of this sort 'would 
suffice to prevent a good many occurrences of this 
nature. The more quickly the workingo places 
can be cleared of dust and smoke after a blast 
the greater is the time gained for effective work. 

Both Dr. Haldane and Dr. Moir refer to the 
toxicology of poisoning by nitrous fumes. The 
interest herc is 'mltinly medical, and Dr. Haldane's 
account is so clear that we have nothing to add 
to it. One point which' he brings out is of some 
praetical interest, namely, that in his experiments 
on animals the symptoms of poiwning were the 
same whether nitric oxide or the fumes of burning 
dynamite were added to the air. This experi
mental result together with thc several jlublished 
descriptions of cases of :l.cnte pneumonia, following 
the accidental inhalation of the concentrated fumes 
of nitric acid, shows that nitric oxide is apparently 
the sole agent operative in producing cases of this 
sort in gassing accidents. Precisely similar accidents 
from this cause have occurred in other mining dis
tricts. 'When we say "nitric oxide" wc agree, 
of course, that this gas does not per se prod uce these 
results and that Dr. Moir is right in ascribing the 
direct agency to the mixture of nitrolls and nitric 
acids, which are the result of the hydration of 
nitrogen peroxide. The cij-ses of nitrous fumes 
poisoning which we have met with are all of the 
type produced by slllall percentages of the gas, in 
which death is due to lung inflalllmation, and not 
to the profound blood change, precisely cOllwarable 
in its naturc fl,nd effects to that produced by carbon 
monoxide, which is the direct cause of death 
when the gas 'is concentrated. But we dissent 
from, unless perhaps we misunderstand, one 
statement of Dr. Haldane's, namely, that "the lung 
inflammation will not, be benefited by oxygen." 
If the lung inflammation is not, certainly its 
effects are, for its effects are to produce a 
practical asphyxia by waterlogging of the lungs, 
and in such a 'condition oxygen is our most 
vaJuable therapeutic ally. The condition of the 
lungs is certainly not due, as Dr. Moil' seems to 
suggest, to a physical blockage of the alveoli by 
swollen epithelium but to'anacute inflammation 

with copious sero-sanguinolent exudation. Since· 
our papers were written one or two cases of 
nitrous fumes poisoning have been successfully 
treated by others by the method we recommended, 
namely ammonia, oxygen, venesection and saline, 
transfusion. 

Mr. vVeldon has suggested that cases, where
the onset of symptoms was delayed after gassing, 
might be due to the after-effects of carbon 
monoxide poisoning inducing heart failure. 
Such cases may conceivably occur, and it has. 
also been recorded that in cases "where a man 
had, been rendered unconscious for some hours
by carbon monoxide, he might die with symptoms. 
of pneumoni:. after regaining consciousness or 
partially regaining consciousness." But we have· 
met with no cases of this natl1l'e. ,Ve have seen 
no cases of ga~sing, with delayed onset of pulmon
ary symptoms, in which the condition has been 
preceded by initial unconsciousness. Mixed 
poi~onillg by CO and NO combined might, 
pror\uce this train of, symptoms, but, as we have, 
said, mixed cases of gassing in our mines do not 
appear to be frequent, and all the instances we 
have met with which exhibited a delayed onset, 
of symptoms, conformed to the type of poisoning: 
by diluted nitrous fumes. 

IlL 
Dr. Haldane, in his contribution tq the dis 

cussion, has strongly reaffirmed his position Oil. 

another question which we spoke about, namely, 
the causation and prevention of miners' phthisis., 
He says "with regard to the causes of the heavy 
mortality amongst white miners on the Rand, I 
should like to take this opportunity of repeating 
my conviction that the inhalation of stone dust 
is enormously the most important cause, and that 
while the authors have also shown very clearly 
that fatal accidents or temporary disablements. 
from carbon monoxide and nitrous fumes are not 
uncommon on, the Rand, and ought to be, 
prevented by appropriate means, the prevention 
of dust is at present much the most urgent 
matter." Dr. Haldane, of course, has always. 
maintained in addition that superadded infection 
by tuberculosis is almost invariable in the later' 
stages of the disease. 

Dr. Moir has also referred to this matter in a. 
somewhat different strain. He welcomes the. 
refreshing attitude of scientific open-mindedness,. 
which h·a.e, enabled us to give a new _definition of' 
miners' phthi~is which is after his own heart. He' 
rejoices in the retll,rn of us sinners to the· 
scientific fold.. -Now all this is either mere" 
pleasantry or pure misunderstanding. Our
definition of miners'.phthisis is no't new-it was" 
actually written in April, 1904, and it represents. 
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.substantially the position which we took up in 
·the discussion on Mr. Heymann's paper before 
;this Society in August, 1903. As for sin we 
Jlave not confessed to any, and if by the scientific 
:tfold Dr. Moir means the little sheep pen which 
Mr. Heymann and he constructed for themselves 

.iin 1903, we certainly have no present or future 
\intention of entering it. We doubt indeed if Dr: 
Moir himself would care to take shelter any longer 
lbehind its now rather crumbllllg walls. Of the 
'analyses of "mine air after explosion of dyna
mite," of "air supplied by the compressor," and 
" normal mine air under ordinary working con
ditions," on which Dr. Moir and Mr. Heymann 
lrested their case, the two latter have not 
'weathered particnlarly well. Let us be precise, 
'even at the risk of being accused of undue 
'repetition. Mr. Heymann's and Dr. 1.10ir's con
·tention was this, that the heavy mortality 
;amongst our miners in 1901 and 1902, while 
.partly due to silicosis, was really due in greater 
part to gas poisoning, acute 'l.nd chronic. Acute 

·cases of gas poisoning )ve have always fully 
.allowed for, although we did not then, nor did 
.any one else so far as we know; adequately 
.realise the comparative frequency of acute 
,gassing by nitrous fumes. It was the cause of 
-the mortality from ch1'Onir: pulmonary clisease 
which 'was in dispute. And we still hold, as we 

:held in 1903, that the primary and most important 
.::ause of this is the inhalation of stone dust, 
'that the second most iIll portant cause is the 
Influence of superadded infective processes, and 
mainly of tuberculosis, in the later stages of the 
disease, and that lastly we have to add the 
influence of noxious gases operative on those 
exposeu to them for cqnsiderable periods in close 
l)laces. We believe that the effects of these 
gases, operative on inclividual cases under the 
-circulllstances described, would be that carbon 
monoxide would induce a!Hemia, and lower the ' 
general resistance, and that nitrous fumes would 
act through their irritant action on the air' 
passages and lungs, by helping to create and 
maintiJin catarrhal processes. B.eturning too 
soon to the working faces after blasting would, 
(){ course, increase the risk of exposure to these 
influences. We have seen clinical cases which 
:support this view. But we still maintain that 
-this influence is subsidiary and that that of dust 
'is primary. Where our knowledge and opinion 
:have advanced since 1903 is in the recognition of 
the increased frequency of supemdded tllbercular 
'infection in these cases, a fact of which we offered 
an explanation in our papers, and in the recogni
tion of the importance of nitrous fumes in causing 
'cases' ·of acute "gassing." One of the main 
.;objeCts of our papers was to emplJasise the 
jmportance of this latter fact. 

With regard to the influence on health of 
subtoxic doses of CO, .Dr. Haldane'S statement 
of the conditions previously existing on the 
Metropolitan Underground H.ailway is of much 
interest. He tells us that althollgh the .drivers 
employed were constantly breathing air of, say, 
.an average of about '02 per cent. of CO, often 
running up to '05 or '06 per cent., they never
theless were extremely healthy. This description, 
however, seems to be somewhat at variance, with 
other published statements of Dr. Haldane. In 
Appendix IlL to the Report on the He(~lt1" of 
C01"1~ish ~jJJinel's, we find the following state
ments: "Carbon mOIloxlde ill an appreciable 
proportion ("01 per cent. '()r more) ought cerhli.nly 
never to be presf'nt in air continuously breathed 
by miners ... '1 per cent. will gradnally clisable 
a man completely, even '05 per cent., if-breathed 
for several hours, may cause faintness or dizziness 
on exertion, and probably anything over '02 per 
cent. will, after some time; reduce distinctly a 
m8,n's power of doing work." And in the section 
contributed by Dr. Haldane to the recently 
published Examination of Mine Ai?', there 
occurs an almost identical statement, that" '03 

. per cent. will' in time produce symptoms distinctly 
felt on any exertion." It is snfficient to remind 
you that the latter values of- CO ("02 and '03 per 
cent.) were found in two out of six estimations 
made of CO in the local air of particular' working 
places, in which men were actually at work, 
in the deep level mine whose condition was 
investigated by Dr. :NIoir in 1904; and that 
another sam pIe of the return air of a portion of 
the mine beyond the npcast shaft, where a 
specially large 'quantity of explosives was being 
used, gave a value of '053 per cent. of CO. 

Let us come down,' however, to perhaps more 
practical matters. Dust or gases, gases or dust, 
it is our business to remove both where they are 
present in deleterious quantity. :Much of the 
discussion has turned on the best practical llleans 
for laying dust underground. The principle of 
the water drill, which we commended as' the 
ideal solution for laying dust dnring rock drilling, 
has Leen advocated by:WIr. Weston, who hoped 
to be able shortly to demonstrate' its general 
pl'lLcticability. From our point of view, one 
great reason in its favour is that the water supply 
is 'automatic, a;s a necessary part of the operation 
of the drill, and is not dependent on the good 
will of the miners; and, further, that the water is 
supplied at the place where it· is most wanted, 
namely, at the point "of generation of the dust. 
As you are all probably aware, extended trials 
are now being made at the B.obinscin mine of the 
"Gordon" drill, which has been brought out as 
a: light stoping water drilL We ha've seen this 
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drill at work, and so far as hygienic conditions 
are concerned, it may go a long way to solve 
our difficulties. But it lllust, of course, be first 
proved to be economically efficient. It appears, 
however, in operation to 'produce a certain 
amount of supersaturation of the air, and al though 
this is less objectionable in open stope~,. where 
the moisture may bl'come more rapidly diffused, 
th,tn in the ends of drives, it is a feature which 
the inventors should aim at obviating in the 
construction and operation of the drill. It has 
'the additional adv~,ntage that one native can run 
each drill under supervision, the average num bel' 
of 3-ft. holes bored per drill per shift being, we 
understand, over four. The bearing of this latter 
fact on the unskilled labour question is self
evident. 

Failing the water drill we were inclined to 
advocate the use of the spray as described by 
·:Mr. Macqueen. But the discussion has shown 
that practical experience is against its use, 
because it wets those who use it. The miners 
object, the boys object. One feature of the dis
cussion indeed has been the unanimous evidence 
of the practical men to the almost invincible repug
'nance on the part of many of the l11i ners to all 
appliances for laying dust by water in drilling 
The same story reaches us from all part~ of the 
world. The comparatively slow progrcss in the 
application of dust-laying devices appe;trs at the 
present moment to be mainly due to this factor. 
If we are to overcome this prejudice we must 
also be prepared to meet it to any reasonable 
extent. If the jet is practically more acceptable 
than the spray, let us by all means have the jet. 
But let us have something. If the jet is used, 
however, it should be applied externally just 
above the hole. If directed into the hole it 
causes jamming. 

The' rock-drill men must realise that some 
extra trouble and inconveni~nce, possibly some 
slight discomfort even, must be undertaken if the 
otherwise inevitable risk of phthisis is to be 
averted. Employers and men must seriously 
co-operate in the endeavour to det,ermine the 
most suitable practical devices for the purpose. 
Experience will suggest modifications and im
provements. If prejudice or inertia on the part 
of the men prevents their co-operation, it will be 
the more easy in the future to assign resv:msi
bility in the matter. Dr. Haldane has stated 
that the initial obstruction raised by part of the 
miners to the use of water app)iances in Cornish 
mines has now completely disappeared. Let us 
hope that the miners on the Hand will be found 
to be equally reasonable in their own very obvious 
interests: They have surely by this time realised 

, what it is that is at stake. We have got our 
llliners to the stage of recognising the fact that 

rock· drill work in the absence of d'ust-layin[f' 
appl'iances is and must always bea very unhealthy 
occupation. We have still got to move them on 
to the further stage of active practical co-opera-· 
tion in tlle means suggested to ·remove its-. 
dangers. 

For laying the dust after blasting, no device·. 
appears to surpass the James water blast, which 
is simple and inexpensive. Mr. Macqueen .has 
shown us a striking diagram illustrating its
efficacy beyond question. Mr. Lane Carter' 
testifies to its valne, although he has modified 
the application of the method. Several other' 
speakers commend the prinr::iple, and we may 
take it, we think, that this is a point on which 
we are all agreed. Various additional' methods. 
for dealing with dust in stopes and in shovelling 
have been snggested ; where water service pipes. 
are laid 011, this will be a simple matter. 

Mr. Bradford has raised the question of the' 
effect of increased humidity on health. Super
saturation of the air such as is produced by the" 
atomism' is objectionable on several score~, 
if only' because of the discomfort and wetting it. 
produces. But mere saturation of the air at the 
ordinary temperatures existing in our mines,. 
namely, round about 70 deg. F., provided the 
moisture be not organically contaminated, willJ 
not practically affect the efficiency or health of' 
those working under such conditions. The
physiological effect of saturation of the air is to· 
disturb the ·balance of heat production and heat 
loss in the body, by checking the natural loss of' 
heat through evaporation of moisture from the 
skin and lungs. As a result at temperatures. 
approaching more nearly to that of the body, and 
with saturation of the air, the body temperature· 
rises rapidly. The conclusion reached by Dr. 
Haldane, after personal experiment and observa
tion, was that when the temperature recorded by 
the wet bulb thermometer exceeds about 85 deg, F. 
continuous hCt1'd work in a mine seems to be' 
hardly possible. He found men wQrking in the' 
Levant mine in saturated air at a temperature of' 
92 deg. F., but the work- they performed was, he' 
says, apparently very light. Undoubtedly the' 
body become~, to some extent, habituated to these 
conditions. "The men accustomed to the mine,'" 
he say~, "appear to bear the heat perfectly well and. 
not to suffer at all in health. They do not, however, 
seem to be able to do much work." The naturalJ1 
rock temperature on the Witwatersrand, accord-· 
ing to Mr. Marriott's determinations, does not, 
rise to 80 deg. F. till a depth of about 3,500 ft. 
is attained, and' the effeet of ventilation is to' 
decrease the temperature in the vicinity of ope.n.· 
workings by several, perhaps by as much as;' 
10 deg; AtDolcoath a temperature of 87'5 deg. F. 
was reached at a depth 0f 2,,160' ft.. One may-
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conclude that this particular problem is not 
likely to become prominent in our mines till 
working depths of something like 4,000 ft. are 
reached. This depth lIas. of' course, here and 
there been already attained, and the temperature 
in shafis at 4,000 ft., without mechanical venti
lation, will probably be found to reach 'or exceed 
80 deg. F. Locally, especially in end~ and rises 
the [tir temperatures are frequently above the 
natural rock temperatures, and it is important to 
bear this in mind. 

One point which we raised has given rise to 
to some contention. vVe stated that all native 
workers proved to be suffering flom tubercular 
phthisis should be prohibited from working 
underground. No one objected to this. As a 
mat.ter of fact, the disease itself quickly effects 
the object in view, for tubercular phthisis is apt 
to run a painfully mpid course in the native. 
It was with regard to the idea of extending such 
a prohibition to white workers that quite a little 
storm was raised, the dust of which rather 
obscured the exact nature of our ·statements. 
We s<tid:-

(1) That the question was worthy, of the serious 
consideration of the Government. 

(2) That, if this step were ta:ken, ·the com
munity must first see to it that the conditions 
of undergroulld work are made such as to reduce 
to a minimum the occupational risks to health 
and life. 

(3) That in order to obtain data for the 
deliberate consideration of this seri~)Us question, 
it would be well to make tuberculosis in under
ground workers a notifiable diseasA. 

There is nothing very alarming in this. 
Remember that we spoke solely of men demon
strably affected by tuberculosis. The number of 
these is not at anyone time so very large, and 
will, it is to be hoped,' decrease in the future. 
Several of our critics, however, at once protested 
that if we debar a lllan from earning his liveli
hood, even although in so doing he is inevitably 
shortening his own life and endangering the 
health of his neighbour, you must provide him 
with an alternative llleans of earning his living. , 
To our mind, this is to put the: cart before the 
horse. The horse in this particular matter stands 
on four legs in our second' statement, namely, 
that first and foremost we must take means to 
reduce the occupational risks to a minimum. 
When this has been done we can consider the 

. further question. The same problem is agitating 
mining communities in other parts of the world, 
and medical opinion is agreed that from the 
hygienic standpoint only one solution can be 
advised. In the meantime we believe that 

a more organised attempt on the part of the· 
mining community to provide alternative occupa
tions for those who are tainted with tuberculosis, 
but not as yet disabled, would help some to, 
escape the prospect of the somewhat futile 
freedom of working till they drop. Mr. Lane· 
Carter, we notice, refers to possibilities in this. 
directirm. Those who are no longer capalile of 
work, and who are without means, fall into the· 
class of incUl~able cases for which every civilised. 
community in the world makes provision. 

Some of our critics seem to imagine that. 
notification of tub@rculosis means a policeman 
at the door, and prompt administrative action tl)· 
prevent the sufi"erer. from working. Pe7' se it. 
means nothing of the kind. Notification of 
tuberculosis already exists in several enlightened. 
municipalities throughout the world. It carries. 
with it no such terrors. VV' e adbere to our 
contention that the subject is of great im
portance, and that while it cannot be lmstily' 
handled neither can it be lightly dismissed. We· 
want to know the extent of the problem before· 
any defined action is taken. And the only means·. 
of effecting this is to make pulmonary tuberculosis· 
a notifiable disease. 

IV. 

In our second paper we introduced the·discus-· 
sion of the general question of mine ventilation 
which has already formed the subject of 
communic;atfons to this Society. 'Ve referred to, 
the fact that an examination of the underground 
air in a considerable nnmber of mines was being: 
at that time undertaken by officials of the Mines. 
Department, in order to furnish reliable data for' 
the consideration of. this very important matter. 
The data so far collected were presented to the· 
Society at the September meeting by Dr. Moir, 
and we hope that Dr. Moil' will permit us to· 
intr0duce what we have to say upon these results. 
and their interpretation .at this point, although 
his paper was not read· as a contribution to this 
particular discussion. We had hoped indeed to· 
read the following remarks at last meeting and 
so shorten our work to-night. 

The method employed in the collection of these. 
samples is of cl)urse not new, and is probably in 
careful hands quite efficient, although some· 
mecha,nical form of suction would appear to be· 
preferable to that of suction by mouth. 

The value of the results presented consists in 
this, that they give substantive proof of what . 
everyone knew in a general way before, that in 
every mine, even although the ventilation of its. 
open workings may be quite good, there exist not. 
a few bad places; and, further, that they show 
us what in many cases the actual amount of the. 
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,contamination of the air in these places is. But 
'when it comes to attempting to deduce from these 
results a' statement of the general condition of 
·each individual mine for comparative purposes, 
we find that the figures are far too few. 

· 256 samples have been taken in 46 mines; there 
are, accordingly, between five and six samples on an 
average for each. While, therefore, these dita 
are valuable as the first general indicatiorl we 
'have had of the condition of the air in our mines, 
they are valuable only as an instalment. Some 
mines are more adequately sampled than' others. 
In six, for example, over ten determinations per 
mine had been taken; on the other hand, in 
.-eleven mines there were' orily three or under, 
which is clearly ·for this purpose of no value 
whatever. It would have been better if fewer 
mines had been taken, and the work done more 
,systematically. 

Of the 46 mines, we have, for example, data 
regarding the upcast shafts .in: only 25. Of these 
14 fall below the suggested standard, 9 are above 
it, 2 have two samples each, one below and one 
above. But in these 25 shafts we have only 30 
determinations in all, and when we see such 
different values in the' same shaft as is in niine 
." J," where the reading is in one instance '6 per 
1,000 and. in a second 1'5 per 1,000 of CO2, it is 
-clear that one cannot off-hand pronounce either 
way on the general state of the return air of the 
mine from one. valuation in the up cast shaft. 
"fake, again, Mine" 1'," characterised by Dr. Moil' 
as "disgraceful all over." This is a hard saying, 
which mayor may not be true, but which is 
certainly not justified by the evidence adduced. 
It is based on. five samples only, one in the upcast 
shaft, three in levels and main connections, out 
.Df which it is stated against two that there is 
,"no through connection," so why they are classed. 
as main connections at all is rather a puzzle, and, 
finally, one in a drive, 400 ft. in, which is 
apparently one of the very same ,levels over again. 
These samples would rather appear to be provoca
tive of further investigation than of immediate 
wholesale condemnation. In Mine" t," similarly 
condemned, there were six samples taken, one in 
an up cast shaft, one in a main air-way and four in 
winzes, and in the case of three of the latter, it is 
,definitely stated that the air' was not turned on. 
, Several of Dr. Moir's conclusions and condemna-
tions 'are based on very sparse, data, especially 
when.· we bear in mind his own statement that 
'the inspectors had a tendency to pick out the 
,more suspicious places for investigation. By such 
.means samples might be probably collected from 
selected parts of any metalliferous mine in the 
world, all of which would fall above the standard 

· adopted. We do not object to the selectiori of 
· dead erids and close places for sampling; that is 

quite right. Men are working in these places, 
and it is necessary to know the conditions under 
which they work. But it must be clearly borne 
in mind throughout what such samples do actually 
represent, namely, local contamination. Unless 
the samples taken are sufficiently representative 
of the workings and connections as a whole, no 
valid statement can be made regarding the state 
of the general ventilation. Dr. Moil', of course, 
is not responsible for the number or character 
of the samples, but he is responsible' for the 
conclusions' he draws from them. In 1904 one 
particular deep level mine was thoroughly tested 

,by him, and a sufficient number of determinations' 
in all parts of the mine was mac!.e, to render his 
criticisms on that particular mine thoroughly 
sound and instructive. We should strongly 
recommend, therefore, that these examinations 
should be systematically gone on with hy the 
mining inspectors, and that instead of needlessly 
adding to the list of mines to be tested, attention 
should be concentrated on those for which 
data have already been obtained. The total 
accumulated' results should then be arranged 
under each mine for each section of that mine. 
Only so can we arrive at reliable results regarding 
the general condition of each. But in the series 
of results now snbmitted, only six mines out of 
the 46 show for every mine tests for upcasts, 
main connections, stopes and drives, and even 
these are very few. It would be well also to 
note the season of the year or the surface shade 
temperature at each test, since it is in the hot 
weather that the efficacy of natural yentilationis 
most severely tested, and the risk of stagnation 
of the air is greatest. 

Again we should recommend that in place of 
giving the results as 1'5 + per 1,000, a method 
capable of giving a graduation of values of CO~ 
should be adopted, in all cases where the CO2 in 
the air is found to be above the standard. In 
the samples under consideration this has beEm 
done in .nearly half ,of D.ll the determinations 
falling above 1'5. When we are told tlmt a 
sample contains at least ,1'5 per 1,000 of CO2 it 
does not tell us all we want. \,ye want to know 
whether the true value is 2 or 3 or 6 parts per 
1,000. Once a legal standard has been adopted 
the single test will usually be sufficient, but 
while we are investigating the actual state' of the 
mine air under the present conditions, with a 
view to determine what a reasonable standard of 
CO2 would be, we want more than this. It is, of 
course, a, simple matter to effect this py having 
graduated solutions reacting, say, to 1'6, 2, 3,401' 
6, per 1,000 6f CO2, 'When this has been done 
the results are very striking. Take the table of 
rises where we' find only two of the salnples below 
the standard, while the others stand at' 1'5 and 
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:~t 6, 8 and 10 parts of CO2 per 1,000 respec
tively. No doubt, sampling mine' air is tedious 
work, but if it is worth doing at all it must be 
done adequately, before we begin to talk about 
results. 

Taking now the results submitted, let us 
compare them with the analysell of underg'round. 
all' in seven Cornish mines made by Dr.'Haldane 
and his colleagues, and in thirty-eight West 
Australian mines made by Mr. Mann.' We have 
thrown the results into the same form as that 
ad0pted by Dr. 'W[oir, aucl they are sho\vn in the 
accompanying table. * 

The fignres most com parable to thosl;l furnished 
by Dr. :M:oir are the data for 'West Allstral~a. 
Cornish mines differ from both in the fact that 
the main contributory sour«e of carbonic acid gas 
~nderground is the "coun try}) rock itself. 
Direct comparison IS therefore here unreliable, 
But both on the Witwatersrand and m West 
Australian gold mines, the direct conti-ibution of 
COo from the" country" is in gel).eral unimportant, 
and- it is of interest therefore to observe how very 
f;imilar the figures are. Onr drives give a con
siderably higher percentage above the "tandard. 
Stopes are practically identical, and in both the 
contamination in winzes and rises is, as 'one would 
expect, often high. So far as it goes, therefore, 
the comparison is satisfactory, although it does 
not necessarily follow from this' that the 
conditions, either In West Australia or on the 
Rand, are all over the best which are practically 
obtainable. 

In a separate table we have taken the 16 
'Vitwatersrand lllineH whose up cast air IS below 
standard, including two, each of \'·hich have on'e 
sample above and one below. Although the 
npcast air, and the all' m mam cunnections, in 
these,mines sat.isfy every test, we find very much 
the same evidence of local contamination as in 
the others. Some indeed of these 1'6 "best" 
mines fall for that reason into the category of Dr. 
Moir's 10 worst mines. 

The upshot of the whole matter is this. What 
Dr. Moir has- proved. is not that ten of our -mines 
are" really in a scandalous state of unhealthiness." 
or that three of them are" disgraceful all over." 
His choice of adjectives IS unfortunate, and it 
must be borne in mind that 1'5 per 1,000 of CO2 
is.a strict standard. That in",some of our mmes 
the state of the general ventilation falls below a 
Ratisfactory standard may be the case, but these 
figures do not 'prove it. But what Dr. Moil' has 
incontest~bly proved is that, in not a few of the 
actual working places, a considerable and even at 

• By the phl'use "above' sta.lldard:' ns:ed jn the table and 
elsewhere is meant, of COUl'se, above the suggesterl figure of 1'5 
per 1,000 a,s the permissible" quantity of 002 0- " Below standa.rd ,. 
means ail' whose CO 2 does not }Oen,eh that figure, and which 
~yould therefore be passed as " good :tiro" 

}0 ~ r-t r-t ~ 1O 
C'.l <:'-1 ~ C1'? r-t 
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times a high degree of contamination exists 
which ought to be prevented. This occurs. in 
·some stopes, it occurs pretty often in the ends 
of drives, and frequently in winzes and rises. 
In the latter the highest figures of all are 
:reached. A certain number of these unsatisfactory 
results are probably due to omission to employ 
the means of local ventilat~on by compressed air 
usually adopted, but although this circumstance 
may explain' some of the facts it does not alter 
them. Precisely similar features are shown ill 
the analyses submitted from West Australia and 
·Cornwall. 

And, therefore, until more systematic evidence 
is adduced, we do not see that these results 
warrant anyone to go beyond what we have 

.already recommended. We believe that more 

.systematic attentioll to local ventilation is 
necessary in rises, in winzes, in long drives, in 

·certain stopes, and also where shafts are being 
sunk and drives are being pushed below the level 
of general air connection. In cases like the last 

. the area of defective ventilation may be con
.siderable,andmorethanmerely'local,'and the same 
may be true in instances where there are portions 
of a mine isolatE-d beyond the upcast shaft,and not 
·connected with the workings of neighbouring 
mines. :More might also be done in certain 
cases to regulate the course of the air currents 
through the workings. It is quite nnnecessary 
for us to give an opinion as to what particular 
means are the niost suitable to effect these 
·objects, the circumstances of different mines 
·differ considerably, and the matter is outside our 
particular province. All of the mine managers 
who have spoken have approved of the water 
blast. :Mr. Carter has referred to the suitability 
.in local ventilation of small fans, and especially 
of electric fans where these may be made avail· 
able. They form a very flexible system of local 
.air-supply. Both he and :Mr. Saner have referred 
to the special regulation of shaft ven tilation, and 
this is now employed in some of our deeper shafts. 
Mr. Saner and .Mr. :Macqueen mentioned the use 
·of light ventilating pipes, fitted with reversible 
·compressed air injectors, which we have mentioned 
in our' papers as :1 useful method for employment 
in long drives in conjunction with the water blast. 
'There is no doubt that the compressed air 
injector would make much more ,efficient and 
·economical use of the compressed air supplied for 
local ventilation than the present method does. 
'These we believe are the genemllines on which 
we should work, until more extended observation 
places us in a position to state whether, and if so 
under what circumstances, larger schemes of 
mechanical ventilation may be necessary. From 
the course of the discussion we conclude that 

-there is a pretty general agreement upon this 

point. . For ontcrop mines and for the first level 
of deep mines, these and similar means, supple- . 
mentary' to natural ventilation, will probably be 
found sufficien t. The practical q ues tion here is 
that of more systematic local ventilation. For' 
the deeper mines the problem of larger schemes is 
certain to come forward. By all means let 
natural ventilation be tried until it is proved to 
be a failure. 'What we personally are interested 
in is not. the particular means which are adopted, 
but the end to be kept in view, namely, the 
maintenance of a satisfactory quality of air in all 
working places. 

And here we' come of course upon another crux. 
Granted that the adoption of a quality standard 
furnishes the only reliable method of deter
mining whether ventilation throughout the work
ings of a mine is sufficient or not, the vexed 
question still remains. What is a satisfactory 
quality of air? We have said that the West 
Australian standard is a strict one. We believe 
that, but we believe also that the strictest 
standard which is reasonably attainable is the one 
which we should aim at. 

The West Australian Commissioners believe 
that the standard advised by them, namely, 1'5 
per 1,000 of CO2 (which has, of course, to be read 
in conjunction with the other conditions which 
we quoted from their report) would be a "fair 
and easily maintained practical limit." They 
arrived at their standard in this way :-

1. Th6Y allowed 1'2 per 1,00u as the per
missible maximum of CO2 due to vitiation of 
the air by respiration. In this figure there is 
included the initial '3 or '4 per 1,000 which all 
unvitiated air, of course, contains. This amount 
has since 1901 been the legal maximum for the 
air of all factories and workshops in England. 

2. They added another '3 per 1,000 all' addi
tional· allowable impurity from other sources such 
as candles. 

The respiratory CO2 is of course merely taken 
as a readily measurable indicator of the other 
noxious substances present in expired air, which 
are the real cause of its deleterious effects. CO.) 
of purely inorganic origin is not harmful unless 
it is present in quantities over 1 Fer cent. 

The Commissioners, however, included abo 
the CO2 ·generated by explosives in the category 
of organic CO2, and did not vropose to allow for 
it separately. They did so, because although its 
actual origin is inorganic, "it is accompanied," 
they say, "by certain strong-smelling substances, 
which, although incapable of separation by 
analysis, are very perceptible tb the senges." We 
think that this is a sound view, although it 
cert~inly is not very explicitly worded. A 
stronger argument exists' in support of such n; 
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position in the fact that all aV:lilable local 
analyses show that, in the great majority of cases, 
considerable quantities of the dangerous gases 
CO and ~O are produced in blasting. In 
portions of a mine where the bulk of the CO~ 
present is due to the effects of blasting, it cer
tainly cannot be regarded as being in itself the 
only factor to be considered. The respective 
values of CO., and CO in the return air from the 
particular portion which 11l.y beyond the upcast, 
in the mine invelOtigated by Dr. :Moir in 1904, 
are a clear illustration of this. 

The only important factor remaining to be 
considered was tl:le contribution' of purely 
inorganic and, therefore, relatively innocuous 
CO2 arising from chemical changes in the rock 
itself. In the Victorian mines the amoun_t of 
COo arising from this source is considerable and 
the "total standard was therefore fixed at 3 per 
1,000. In Cornwall also Dr. Haldane and his 
colleagues found that much the larger portion of 
the CO2 present in the underground ail' had a 
similar origin. The West Australian Commis
sioners, however, found that in the mines of that 
State this factor was unimportant "since the 
'country' itself gives off very li~tle carbonic acid." 
They took account also of the fact that a determi
nation of CO2 gives per se no information as to its 
source, so that a contamination of, say, 3 per 1,000 
might, in particular instances, be almost wholly 
of organic origin, and therefore highly injurious. 
They, therefore, decided to recommend a low 
gene1'al standard, but they provided that, in 
individual instances where the contribution of 

,CO., from the "ground" was found to be 
important, a higher standard might be permitted 
on cause shown. This is the crux of the whole 
question, since on the general absence or presence 
of ground CO2 the standard of quality must be 
regulated. Precisely similar conditions exist in 
our mines. In general, the contribution of CO2 
from the "ground" appears to be quite negligible, 
owing to the general absence of carbonates from 
the rock. Extended data bearing on this point 
are certainly desirable before a final conclusion 
can be reached. Only three tests directly bearing 
on the matter appear in Dr. Moir's tables, and the 
average quantity of CO2 in these three samples, 
taken in unoccupied dead ends, was '4 per 1,000. 

- It is quite possible that there may be- exceptions 
to this rule, indeed we believe that local excep
tions have been found. The provision for 
permissive increase of the standard suggested by 
the West Australian Commission, would, how-
ever, llleet such cases. -

While, therefore, we personally provisionally 
adhere to the West Australian standard as both· 
reasonable and practicable, our opinion depends 
on the accuracy of the general belief that in our 

. mines "ground" CO2 is in general a negligible 
quantity. If this be so, respiratory impurity, and 
other organic exhalations, the CO2 from explosives, 
and from candles and lamps, are the only important. 
factors involved. Compressed air may, we think, 
be left out of account. Several analyses have 
been made of compressed air as delivered under
ground in Australia and Cornwall. The average 
value in the former case was '32 of CO2 per 1,000. 
In the latter it was '4 per 1,000, if we ex.clude three
samples in which the compressor was purposely 
driven hard, so that it became extremely hot, 
while a cheap lubricating oil was also intentionally 
employed. The result of this special trial showed 
that a slight amount of oxidation occurred, the
average of the samples taken being '66 per 1,000 
of CO2, The air delivered by the compressors, 
althoughitisimportantin local ventili1,tion,probably 
does not amount in general to more than about. 
one-tenth of the total air supply in our mines. 
The exact proportional contribution must, of 
course, vary considerably in different cases. The
respective contributions of CO~ from candles and 
men is roughly as 1 to 3. An estimation in 
two particular mines of the contribution of CO~ 
from explosives showed the same broad general 
ratio, namely, about 1 of CO 'J derived from. this. 
source to 3 of respiratory CO 2 j but the CO 2 
generated by blasting is, of course, liberated in 
bulk and at one or two points only in the
twenty-four hours. 

The determination of the value of a standard 
of quality of underground air is an extremely 
important practical problem. It is imP9rtant for 
the sake of health and efficiency that the standard 
be not fixed too high. It is important on the 
other hand, in order to prevent needless expenditure
of money, that it should not be fixed too low. * We 
ha ve indicated in outline the main factors bearing 
on the matter, but we have not attempted in this. 
reply any lengthy or intricate discussion. One
of the references to the present Royal Commission. 
on Mining in England is to determine "whether 
any steps should be taken to lay down a standard: 
of ventilation in mines." We may, therefore, 
safely await their report before attempting further
local legislation in this direction. 

V. 
And now we come to the last portion of our· 

task, namely, the consideration of the statistical 
discussion of the health aspect of mining work in 
this country, introduced by Prof. Yates and 
Mr. Bradford. Adequate treatment of this ques
tion would have really involved the preparation 
of practically another paper. Prof. Yates 

*" High" a.ml "low 11 \'efe\', of c(mr~\!, a.s b-eiuIe to the pe'Imis
sible m<1ximum quautity of CO 2 , 
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has' stated that there is a strollg impression' 
existing in certain quarters, both in South Africa 
and in England, and even in this Society itself, that 
the working conditions obtaining on the Hand are 
in general bad and compare unfavourably with 
those of metalliferous mines elsewhere. He 

-strongly deprecates any such alarmist view. He 
fears that our papers, although he ascribes no such 
intention to us, might be quoted by hostile critics 

. in support of that adverse impression. In this, 
we think, he exaggerates. We certainly had no 
~l1tention of fostering any alarmist opinion. vV'e 

.stated that gold mining in this country is 
admittedly an unhealthy occupation. We do not 

~ know that anybody contests that, in face of the 
high mortality in the past from rock drill work. 
We stated that rock drill work as carried on on 
the Rand had had apparently more seriOlls effects 
{)n the health of those engaged in it than in other 
. mining countries. We still believe that to have 
been the caile, and we shall return to this point 
in a moment. Prof. Yates also refers to the 
relatively high mortality, which exists a,mongst 
the native workers on the mines, as having added 
to the unfavourable impression he combats. 
There is no doubt that this effect was produced, 
and not at first sight unnaturally, when the 
iIlati ve mortality figures of 1902 and 1903 were 
made known. They arrested the attention of the 
local mllllllg community, and they certainly 

.. <;:ontributed to aronse prejndice aga,inst that 
.community, in quitrters where prejudices of tbat 
.sort are apparently not difficuLt to create. But 
.on these matters our views have been cxpressed 
repeatedly. They were expressed incidentally at 
the conclusion of these very papers. They were 
,given at length in a' paper on the "Nat·ive Mine 
LabO?wel' ~'n tlw 'l'l'ansvaal," which we read before 
1the British Association, and which was published 
un the Journal of Hygiene inl April last. Prof. 
Yates is not the first person who has ever 
.attempted to investigate these q\lestiolls. They 
have {ormed for years the subject of anxious 
.consideration, both by the Government and by 
-those l'esponsible for the conduct of the mining 
industry. 

We fully believe that the clima.tic factor is the 
main cause of the relatively high native mor
talityon the mines. Prof. Yates, however, is a 
little hard on the recruiting methods of the 
Native Labour Association. He overdoes this 
point. It is not so much that we receive the 
"physical wrecks of tJ;J.e black population." In 
several of the areas ,from which our labour 
:supplies are drawn the total popUlation is more 
Dr less of inferior physique, and we really get 
very fair samples of the whole. In some cases 
indeed the recruits are considerably above the 
average. The natives from British Centml 

Africa, for example, who show the highest 
mortality of all, are usually to look at of quite 
good physique. 'fhe important fact is that we 
draw the bulk of our native labour supply from 
hot tropical or SUb-tropical and malarial districts, 
and that many of the natives from these areas are 
unable to withstand the change to the rigorous 
seasona.l conditions of the Rand, accentuated as 
they are by work underground, which carries with 
it additional risks to health, and which involves 
hard manual labour, to which the natives are in 
their own homes totally unaccustomed. So long 
as the bulk of our native labour supply is drawn 
from these sources so long must we expect it 
relati vely high mortality. The main practical 
problem il;l to safeguard these natives during the 
necessary period of tbeir acclimatisation, for it 
has been fortunately found tlmt, with the excep
tion of those drawn from one or two special 
tropical areas, in whom the process is slower, 
acclimatisation is comparatively rapidly effected, 
so that the death rate of acclimatised "East 
Coast" boys, and that of the natives coming 
from temperate areas, is little higher than tha.t 
of the white mine employes. * 

Both the Government and the mining com
munity have long been alive to the great practical 
importance of this matter. The health aspect of 
the native labour question has been considered in' 
all its bearings, and very great improvements in 

*' Tlr€ 'illfluence of t;lle inctor of nci.'linm.tisa.,t,jon is, however 
limited '·'Y the fiLet th:Lt the gre:Lt Illajority of the II:Ltive 
workers do lIot rem,till for long periods nt n, time upon 
the mines. They prefer . .,hort 1<L};oul' contrnctH, nIH1 thi~ 
immensely increa.ses, of course, t.he (lifficulties of the recruiting 
ng:encies. As a consequence. a very large percentage of the 
nath'c mille workers (all some Jllilles cOllsulera,hly ov(:r 100 per 
cent. of the average complement) is ;dtogethel' rephLcf~d hy new 
\)oys in the course of each yen,1', ().,nd (\, considel'tlJble proportion 
of this <LImwtl iJlHux is madc tip of rnw boys, upon 
whom by f,tr the heasiest inddence of ~ickue8'3 ~u(l mortality 
f'Lll~. 'rhe lHLtural effect of this COll.'..;t'Lllt chcLl1g'e of lImtel'ial is 
to. open.Lte in the direction of llw,inta .. iuiuf!;, it.t n cOllsidernbly 
higher point thau would otherwise be the case, the fignre of the 
general den,th rate, which is calculated npoll the 
aSCI':Lge complement of the na.ti,"e \'i'orkers employed throughout 
thc yea.r. On the other hand, however, this migt;Ltory tendency 
()f our nn,the labour has Cel't:Lill compcn~(\,ting nllvant.ages, in 
that it certainly 1I1iti~tLtes: the incidence on the nath"e workers 
of those risk!i to heal til, which would follow from more prolongetl 
antI continnolls exposure to the c()ndition~ of underground 
work. Dr: G. A. 'turner. l\'Iedic:LI Officer to the 'Vitw;Lten,rn,nd 
Nathre Lahour A;.;sociation, hn!:> recentJy spent three months 
amongsL the w:Lth'es of the Portugnese East Coa.,st Pl'o\'inces, 
south of hLt. 3'2 deg .. engtL~ed ill a genernl ill\"estigatioll of their 
living and hea,lth eoud.ltl0ll.:;. He emph"Jsi~e8 the great 
pl'c\'alence of alcoholism itlllongst the male lmtives in. ·their 
kl"ta,Is. "To sa.y thn,t these people ,LtC drunkards is," he say::;, 
"to gh"e quite au ill<Lt!equate idea of their hn,bit~. It ,,"ould be 
much. ne,tl'el' the llltLrk to say that they tt,re ll/.!Ver soher while 
there is the slightest chance of getting drunk." This factor of 
nlcoholism is) in Dr. 'rurner's opinion, :L g-r,we menacc to the 
native popula.tion of these districts. It reduces the stmlliua of 
the men, and is nn impol'ta.nt nddition,d element in the explana
tion of the hi::dl,sickness r;Ltc of the~c mtti\'e~ during the first 
few months :tfter their transference to the Rand. It h; FJatis
f,Lctory to learn from Dr. Turner's report that pulmonary tuber
culosis amongst these nath'es in their kl'<.wls is nn exceeding]y 
rare llisertse, a.nd that ;LIt-hough tubel'cnb.1' dlSe~tsc i~ common 
amongst the mLtive mine workers on the [{and, it is r;:Ll'ely con
veye(l thence to the n:\tiy~,tenltor\e~. r.l~he l',tph.l course which 
the dIsease usually runs is sufficient explanation of this fact, 
H the nnfm·tllnn . .te na,tive when once infected au the Rand has 
little chmlCe of getting back Lo his kr""l." 
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the condi.tions of native life and work have been 
effected Slllce 1903. The present mortality 
figures show an immense improvement over those 
of that year. Methods and seasons of recruiting, 
medical inspection of recruits, prophylactic 
measures against malarial attacks, detention of 
the recruits' at a central depot for further medical 
inspection prior to allotment to the mines, diet, 
housing, hospital accommodation, and working con
ditions, all these matters have been systematised, 
and the net results appear in the Coloured 
Labourers' Health Regulations Ordinance of 
1905. 

Nobody III the mining community se·eks to 
shirk any of these facts, and it was in that spirit 
that we wrote these papers. But we did not 
imagine that it would have been necessary to 
cover again all this familiar ground, before a local 
audience drawn from those actively engaged in 
the management and work of our mines. We 
can surely discuss our practical local problems 
amongst ourselves, without having continually to 
be thinking of the possible interpretations which 
may be put upon these discussions by our candid 
friends elsewhere, like the strabismic good man of 
the poet, "one eye on earth, the other fixed on 
heaven." Our personal standpoint is perfectly 
simple and obvious. Increased and prolonged 
health means increased and prolonged efficiency, 
and increased efficiency means increased economy. 

That the present general death rate from 
accidents is far too high, both amongst the whites 
and the coloured labourers, everyone is agreed, and 
there is no doubt that ignorance or carelessness, 
especially on the part of the coloured workers, 
accounts for .a great deal. But it is significant 
in thi.s respect to note that the acci.dent rate is 
practically the same for whites, Chinese, and 
coloured, being over 5 per 1,000 for each. 

It was with regard to the general mortality 
from disease that a good deal of discussion 
centred round the particular contributions to this 
subject by Prof. Yates. But Prof. Yates, who 
contends quite rightly that the gener-al disease 
mortality of the mi.ning coml1lunity is at present 
quite moderate, and his critics, who had in mind 
the very heavy mortality which has occurred in 
the past amongst our rock drill miners, were 
tl) a certain extent talking at cross purposes. 
Both sides were in the right, and the two facts 
are quite compatible. 

Detailed statistics of occupational mortality 
are not as yet available in this country, and with 
a shifting population like ours it would need 
something like an annual census to make them 
of much value. The general figures quoted by 
Prof. . Yates appear to form· the only data to 
hand. 
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Through the courtesy of Mr. Dawson Squibb, 
-of the District Medical Officer of Health's Depart
ment, who very kindly worked out the figures for 
us, we are able to extend this evidence a little, and 
to give an analysis of the causes of death of all 
white males above the age of 20 on the Wit
watersrand. These deaths have been classified 
under the three headings "phthisis," "other 
respiratory diseases" and "all other diseases," 
and they have been further divided, under these 
headings, according to 'occupation as ""mine 
employees," and" all other white males." The 
result appears in Table B. on the previous 
page. 

This analysis shows several points of interest. 
Observe the lumping together of the mining 
deaths between the ages of 20 and 55. The 
proportion, of mining deaths to those of all othej· 
males is very much smaller over the age of 55 
than at the earlier periods, showing that the' 
number of those engaged in mining above that 
age is quite small. This is the more obvious as 
the total number of males above 55 living on the 
Witwatersrand is itself very small in comparison 
with other communitie~. Observe further that, at 
the two principal age periods shown, diseases of the 
respiratory organs account for 55 per cent. and 
56 per cent. respectively of the total deaths from 
disease for white miners, while they furnish only 
23 per cent. of the total deaths from disease 
amongst other white males. Phthisis alone con
tributes 39'5 per cent. and 34'8 per cent. in the 
respective periods to the total deaths of miners, 
as against 12 per cent. and 6'9 per cent. of the 
total deaths of other males. Unfortunately we 
cannot accurately throw these data into a form 
which would enable us to state the comparative 
ratios of mortality of the mining and the general 
male populations. At the time of the recent 
census, which was taken in April, 1904, the 
ratio of the total number of the mining 
population over 20 years, to that of all males 
over 20 years living on the Witwatersrand was 
j~st under 25 per cent. If this ratio had been 
mll,intained it would be easy to bring the data to 
a common basis by simply multiplying the deaths 

• amongst miners by three. The mortality amongst 
all other males over 20 to that of the mining 
employees at the same ages would then be as 1 to 
1 '7. But this latter figure, if taken to 
represent present conditions, is certainly too 
high. For unfortunately the census figures 
have little value in the interpretation of 
the conditions existing in the period under 
review, namely, from July, 1905, to June, 1906. 
There is no doubt that there has been a consider
able exodus from the male population of the 
ltand since April, 1904, although the mining 
popUlation has coincidently greatly increased. 

But it is impossible to estimate the extent of that 
exodus, and accurate data by which to interpret 
present conditions do not exist. Supposititions 
arguments on such a matter are of little value. 
It is probable, however, that while the general 
local death rate from disease amongst the mining 
community (including surface workers. and 
neglecting those who leave the country to die 
elsewhere) is at present not really much higher 
than <,mongst other white males at the same 
ages, the local' death rate from phthisis alone is 
amongst the former at least five times as high as 
in the latter, while the rate for non-respiratory 
diseases is dee;idedly lower. When, however, we 
remember that the majority of the deaths from 
phthisis occurs amongst a comparatively small 
section of the mining community, namely, the 
rock-drill miners, it is clear that the ratio of 5 to 
1 by no means represents the actual disprOlJOl'tion 
in their particular case. This broad state
ment is the only one which the available data 
permit us to draw, and it quite harmonises with 
what is known regarding the rates of mortality 
in other mining communities. 

But this statement does not take into account 
the drift of disabled men oversea from this Colony, 
and in estimating the influence of local conditions 
on the health of the mining population, we must 
make allowance for this' factor. The necessity 
for doing so arises from the peculiarity of the Rand 
as a newly settled community. In older mining 
centres, such as C9rnwall, if a man drops out of 
work disabled, he does not, in the great majority 
of instances, leave the district. He lives 011 and 
dies there, and his death is recorded as that of a 
miner and is placed against the mining population. 
Here this is not the case-l, large number of our 
disabled men leave the country, and sooner or 
later die in other parts of the world .. 

Prof. Yates in his first statement either over
looked this factor, or considered that it was more 
than counterbalanced by the contrary influence 
of imported disease. He proposed, therefore, in 
order to reach a figure which would represent the 
actual effects of local conditions alone, to deduct 
2 per l, 000 from the local rate, in order to allow for 
the effect of this latter influence. L~ter on, how
ever, he changed ground. He concluded tha t the boot 
wa,s fifter all onthe other foot. A study of the "Report 
on the Health of C01'nish Miners" induced him to 
throw the net balance of 2 per 1,000 into the other 
scale, and to add it to the local death rate insteacl 
of deducting it from it. He nolV conceded'that 
this figure might be fairly taken to represent the 
excess of "exported" over "imported" disease. 
We have no quarrel with the figure, it is probably 
quite near the truth, and in this, his final 
conclusion, Prof. Yates will find himself, we 
believe, to be in harmony with the opinion of all 
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.thoo;e who have any first-hand acquaintance with 
the facts.* 

This consideration granted, however, there are 
;several reasons why the local death rate should 
;at the present time be comparatively low, q1tite 
.apa1't f1'orn the operation of improved conditions. 
.For one thing there was, so fal' aE the uld mining 
populati,on was concerned, a practical cessation 

.during the war of mining operations on the Rand, 

.and as a consequence the normal local occupational 
influences affecting the health of the mining 
.community were for a considerable period in 
-,abeyance. Naturally, this fact would lessen the 
;apparen t effects of occupational disease, 1.uhich talces 
.some years to develop, during the five or six',years 
succeeding. Further, the mining population has 
·even during the past three years been increased by 
:between four and five thousand m8n, the majority 
.. of whom have only been for a comparatively short 
time exposed to local occupational conditions. 

·Cert.1inly a large number of the rock drill men 
now at work have learned their work in this 

·.country since the war. At the same time, we 
fully believe that the conditions under which rock 

·drill work is carried on have improved. More 
€xtensive 'use is being made of dust laying 
appliances, and fewer risks are taken now than 

"formerly. We wholly agree with Prof. Yates that 
it is certainly satisfactory to know that the 

.. general mortality of our mining population (includ
ing surface workers) is not at present high. 
-But, after all, if we consider only this broad 
"fact we may lose sight of the main point 
,at issue which is, what have been, and are, the 
particular influences' on health of rock drill work? 

"The rock drill miners numbe~' only some two 
thousand out of a total of seventeen thousand, anda 
comparatively low general rate for the larger group 
"is quite compatible with a high death rate in the 

*Prof. Yn.tes has dra.wn a compfLrison between the preRent 
'''Trn.nsvaaJ mining derLth rate and that of Corni.sh tin miners in 

InOO-02, to th~ :idv::tntctge of the former. But in attempting 
, snch ,t COmp<1l'ISOn another factor must be allowed for which he 
ignores. 11., is thiLt of age constitution. ]1he censu,") figures 
show th<tt in the loc<tl mining community there i~ a,n a.bnormal 
preponderance of tlAlult males between 20 anu 45 over the pro
.portion at these <tges in the C()rnish mining population, 'while 
there is a huger proportion in the latter of older men, This 
-characteristL fa"\'oul's a lower death riLte ill the Transvaal 
mininJ! community, (\,m;l correetion ha,s th:;;t to be ma'(le fO}' this, 
11Y determining what the loca.! deiLth I'<:Lte would be if the age 
-constitution were the same as th;tt of Corn wiLlI. It would be 

-not 15'6 but 10'5. Acid to this with Prof. Y",tee tbe 2 per 1,000 
.. as allowanee for the bri.lance of exporteel O\'er imported disease 

and we ha.ve 18'5 as the "corrected" mining- de~Lth rate from 
dise<1se for the Transvaal. Prof., ¥iLtes would cOlllp~Lre this 
with a, figure of 21 per 1,000 which is, he s<trS, the de:'Lth r[Lte of 

'Cornish tin miners between the ages of 20 and 50. Here he 
:lnakes a. simple error in fact,.which he vi'Oulll not have made if 
:he had consnlted Appendix No.1 of the Report on the I£eaUhnJ 
. Cornish Jlfhwl'8. rl'he true <HsefLse derLth rate 6f Cornish tin 
miners between the ages of 20 a,nd 55 is not 2! but 18"9, Hence 

. the comp<1I'ati ve figures are not, as Prof. Y,Ltes sta,tes, t 7 '6 for the 
''''l'ransvaal to 21 for Cornish tin miners, but a,s 18"5 to 18'9. rl'hat 
is they are prctctically ielentienl. Stat:eel in this form, the argu
ment, so far as it goes, is sound enough. rrhere are no means 

;,available which would enable us to make the probably more 
jnstructh'e comparison of the Cornish 'tin miners' morta.lity in 

':1900-02 with that of Transvaa.l miners/or the Sa1ne yeal'll'. 

smaller special group.* The main point which 
has always been prominent in our minds was not 
so much that of the general conditions of mining 
work, but of the particular conditions affecting 
rock drill work. The only data which bear on this 
matter relate to the period of from 1900 to 190~. 
In the Report of the Government Mining 
Engineer of. the Transvaal for 1901 and 190~ it 
is stated that out of 1,377 rock drill miners, 
employed on the Rand prior to the war, 225 were 
known to have died between October, 1899, and 
J annal'Y, 190~. These data would give a death 
rate of 73 per 1,000 pel' annum, a figure very 
much higher than that of the mortality amongst 
our mining natives. These facts emphatically 
justified the genuine alarm which they occasioned, 
and which led to the official investigation by the 
Miners' Phthisis Commission. To this investicra
tion the papers and discussions which we have ~d 
in this Society form a practical appendix. 

Anyone who has read the Report on the 
Health 0/ G'omish j}finers and the West 
Australia;l Commission's Rep~rt will agree that 
there has been strong warral1t for the belief that 
the detrimental influence on health of rock drill 
work has in the past been shown to 'a greater' 
degree here than elsewhere. This is certainly the 
conclusion of Dr. Haldane and his colleagues, 
although the difference in favour of Cornwall 
does not appear to have been extreme. But in 
West Australia it is clear that at the time of the 
Commission's investigation millers' phthisis had 
not, been very common. Only two cases of silicosis 
of local origin were reported to them .. Probably, 
however, the influence of silicosis in the causation 
of phthisis amongst miners h[.d been greater than 
was supposed, and had been obscured by super
added tubercular infection, for we read that 
in one mining district in 1901, the proportion 
of deaths from phthisis to the total deaths 
of miners was about double that propor
tion in the general population. :1I10re recent 
investigation, however, in Victoria especially, 
shows that the disease is so steadily on the 
increase, as to cause alarm not only amongst the 
miners themselves but amongst ordinary residents. 
Why our local experience was more .unfavourable 
than that of other mining communities we have 
already attempted to explain in our Impers. But 
the broad reaSon we believe was simply this: The 
initial rock drill work, carried out both here and 
elsewhere, was carried out in ignorance of its real 
dangers on the part of employers and employed 
alike. On the Ranel before the war there was an 
exceptionally heavy pressure of development 

* .supp0f-ie, for example, we MSUme that the ~enel'al loc:al 
mining dea,th rate among-8t 17,000 men bein~ 15'(j per] ,000, th,Lt 
of the IlIen not eno'aged On rock (hills is 13 per 1,000. It 
would follow that the death rate of the remaining 2,000 would 
be 35 per 1,000. 
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work, and on the part of the men there was 
. frequently a recklessness born of ignorance in 
exposing themselves to dust and fumes after 
blasting. Mr. Coombe's trenchant depiction of 
the life history of the rock drill man had common 
enough exemplification in those days, and the 
result was the heavy mortality of which we all 
kno,~. But both here and elsewhere the eyes 
both of employers and workmen have now been 
effectively opened to the dangers involved. We 
know now where the risks lie. And we have no 
hesitation in saying that, given earnest co-opera
tion on both sides in the trial and use of the 
siniple preventive measures which are necessary, 
there is no reason why rock drill work in the 
future should not be quite as healthy as any 
other part of mining. We confidently hope that 
it will be. 

To the interesting and valuable data con
tributed by Mr. Bradford on the health aspect of 
native labour, a brief allusion must suffice. Mr. 
Bradford is the first to admit that sound 
generalisation~, on many of the points he raises, 
cannot be drawn from the consideration of figur,es 
summansmg the experience of a single mine 
for a single year. More extended data are 
required. 

He notes for example that machine boys have 
the lowest percentage mortality of all the occupa
tion groups on the mine. But machine boys are 
picked boys, and further, the native workers do 
not as a rule work continuously underground ,for 
a period of several years. Mr. Bradford could 
show us, we imagine, few machine boys who 
had been continuously employ'ed on that class of 
work for, say, four or five years. Pure silicosis, 
as a consequence, is less .frequent amongst the 
natives than one might imagine, although a con
siderable number of cases occur. The most· 
extreme case we ever saw was in a mine boy who 
had worked underground for rather over three 
years~ There is an additional reason also 
for the moderate proportion of cases of pure 
silicosis amongst natives in their high suscepti
bility to tubercular disease, which frequently 
obscures or forestalls the effects of the tardier 
process. 

Mr. Bradford also refers to the striking 
differences of mortality in the different native 
territorial groups. The reasons for this we have 
already alluded to. But there is another factor 
to be considered here. It is the tropical and su b
tropical boys who show the highest rates of 
mortality, and it is these boys also who form the 
bulk of our underground labourers. While 
therefore this fact uildoubtedly adversely affects 
tllC occupational mortality of underground as 
compared with surface workers, the converse 

proposition is also to some extent true that under-· 
ground occupational conditions, with their added. 
risk of chills in the colder months and of exposure 
to other inimical influences, undoubtedly help to 
raise the figure of the ten'it01'ial mortality or 
sub-tropical and tropical boys. There are no 
data available at present, wlli(;h would enable us. 
to determine precisely the relative importance 
of these two convergent influences, the climatic· 
and the occupational, although, as we have 
said, we believe the former to be unquestionably 
much the more potent. But detailed investi-· 
gation of the sort which Mr. Bradford has. 
presented would greatly help to elucidate the· 
matter. 

The main problems bearing on the health and, 
efficiency of the native mine workers which 
still await complete statistical elucidation are· 
these :-

1. What are the respective influences on health 
of the climatic factor pc?' se and of the occupa-· 
tional factor pel' Se ? 

2. To what extent and in what period of 
time is acclimatisation reached in the various. 
territorial groups, and what is the wastage 
during that period which we may in each case· 
anticipate? 

Accordingly if :Mr. Bradford determines to cow' 
tinue his investigation, as we hope that he will, 
we should urge that attention should be specially 
paid to these points-the incidence of sickness. 

. and mortali ty on the difl:'eren t territorial 
groups considerec;l, (a) according to nature of 
occupation, (b) according to duration of employ-. 
ment. 

Only in this way can we arrive at an accurate 
statistical determination of the relative economic· 
value of natives drawn froIl! the different 
recruiting areas. vVe know this, of course, in;1, 
general way at present from the comparative 
mortality rates of the different territorial 
groups. The sickness rates are, however' 
from the economic aspect of even greater import-. 
ance. 

The President: This win certainly not be the· 
last appearance of the subject, as the interest 
created by Drs. Macaulay and Irvine, and the 
valiant efforts they 4ave made to ameliorate the 
conditions of underground work, must continue
to receive attention and induce emulation, until 
the occllpational disabilities have been reduced to 
a minimum. I would also like to thank the 
authors for the literary model they have con
tributed to. the Society's Proceedings in this, 
reply. 
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:NOTES ON THE USE OF THE FILTER 

PRESS FOR CLARIFYING SOLUTIO~S. 

(Read at J7.ly J1ieeting, 1906.) 

By S. J. TRUSCOTT and A. YATES 
(Members). 

DISCUSSION. 

The President: The reply to criticisms on 
-this paper should be in, but since the gentlemen 
-who read the paper are in Sumatra, I am afraid 
. we shall have to wait some little time, so that if 
,any gentleman wishes to contribute to the paper, 
cit is still open for him to do so. 

:MINING EDUCATION: 

(Read at August 11feet1'ng, 1906.) 

:By PRO}<'. J. A. WILKINSON, M.A. (Member). 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. E. R. Bawden: In giving this paper 
Prof. Wilkinson has done great service to the 
:mining industry at large, and I feel sure, if 
mining students studied the contents of the 

'paper, they would most assuredly derive lasting 
:benefit from it. 

It is a well-known fact that many young 
mining students merely pass through a three 

:years' course of study in milling subjects and then 
-emerge from the college as fully qualified mining. 
.. engineers. Probably these young mining 
-engineers succeed in making as many mistakes 
as the purely practical miner. 

One can never expect to get a good mining 
-engineer from either. It requires first a good, 
-or at least a fair, education in subjects allied to 
mining; then it requires a sound, thorough, 
·pract.ical experience as a miner. 

One point I should like to draw Prof. Wilkin
,son's attentIOn to is the fact that many mining 
students cram into their brain matter which 
"they think will enable them to pass the examina
-tion-after the examination they read up for 
·the next examination,' and so on. Consequently, 
during the examination they mamge to pull 
through; yet nine or ten months after, if you put 

-the same examination paper before them, uriless 
-they had time for preparation, they would be 
unable to answer all, if any, of the questions. 

Does Prof. Wilkinson think that this kind of 
-studying is detrimental to the career of the 
:student or not? 

The President: In this. case I am afraid we 
shall have to postpone the reply as Prof. Wilkin
son has just left for England and will not b~ back 
for three months, so I hope contributions will 
still come in. 

WITWATERSRAND MINE Am: RECENT 
INVESTIGATIONS. 

(Read at Septernber' lJ;feeting, 1906.) 

By JAMES ~IOIR, D.Sc., M.A (Member). 

DISCUSSION . 

Mr. W. E. C. Mitchell: Dr. Moir's paper in 
the September Journal is in most respects a 
valuable contribution, in a scientific sense, to a 
matter which demands careful attention from all 
those who have the best interests of the mining 
industry at heart. It appears to me, however, 
taking a practical vi.ew of the question, that Dr. 
~'1oir takes a somewhat pessimistic view. in con
nection with ventilation and the q uaIity of the 
air in the underground workings of the min~s of 
the Witwatersrand, inasmuch as with all the 
assurance of the scientist who, whilst not having 
been there, yet knows all about it, he deduces 
from certain samples set before him, taken from 
certain specified working places, that because a 
small sample of air is bad, the atmosphere and 
ventilation of the mine is, forsooth, in a scap.da
lous state of ventilation and unhealthiness. This 
is a,n exceedingly strong statement to make 
and one that demands conclusive proof before it 
can be accepted; and I, together with many 
other mining men, will not accept a mere state
ment based on 256 samples spread over 46 mines 

- as conclusi ve evidence of a state of scandalous 
unhealthiness. The average number ::>f samples 
taken in each of the 46 mines works out at about· 
five, and taking the 12 worst mines (vide Dr. 
Moil') 66 per cent. of the samples were bad. This 
practically means that three out of five were bad. 
Dr. Moil' proceeds to say that he does not think 
it right to infer that nearly half the working 
places are as bad as the figures. indicate, and it 
appears to me, if the inference drawn in the case 
of nearly half the working places is open to doubt, 
as Dr. Moil' admits, it is only fair to say the 
remaining half should also have the benefit of the 
doubt. Out of the t()t:-\l number of samples 
taken, it is stated that 109 were bad, but I 
would like to ask how 111:-\nl of the 109 samples 
were repeats, and if the repeats are included 
twice in the 109 (i.e., once as original and once as 
repeat). 

The ~endency of the in'spectors was, as Dr. Moir 
states (and this seems to indicate that his conclu-
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sioi)s are based on :information received second
hand), to seek out the more suspicious places 
for investigation, and if this be correct, it merely 
proves the bona fides of the mine manager, since 
to find out the more suspicious places requires 
local inforrilation, and there is only one conclu
sion to arrive at as to the source from whence 
that information emanated, and to speak of a 
high percentage of CO2 in a sam vIe obtained at 
a certain working place during a casual visit of 
the inspector is Gilbertian, to say the least. It 
is. evident· to any one acquainted with under
ground working that the inspector was indebted 
to the courtesy of the management for the 
location of.this particular working place. 

Of course, everyone will admit that bad air 
must exist in underground workings, but the 
point is this: The samples of bad air taken· in 
stopes or drives, were samples of air tbat had 
already done duty, and air samples taken at the 
top of a stope or back in a drive are not of the 
same quality as the air originally breathed by the 
workers. 

In looking through Table B, I find that the 
upcast-shaft samples appear to have been mainly 
taken at stations. To anyone acquainted with 
underground workings this is emphatically a 
wrong procedure. The true condition of the 
up cast air can only be ascertained above the top 
connection in the mine and below the collar. 
A.nother point to be looked into is that nearly all 
the· samples of air have been taken at places 
which were not between the down and up-cast 
shafts, and consequently the tests have been only 
carried out in a circumscribed area of the mine. 
Dr. Moir states that CO varies as COo in blast
ing, but no samples appear to have been taken· 
with regard to blasting, the samples simply 

. showing the effect of resp~ratif)n. CO would not 
therefore accumulate in proportion to COo. I am 
of opinion that the bad samples occurred when 
.the machines had stopped and CO2 had 
accum ulated. 

In conclusion, I would ask if Dr. Moil' took a 
single sample of ·~ir himself in connection with 
his paper, and if he is conversant with the work
ing conditions prevailing underground r If n.ot, 
it appears that he might just as well prepare a 
paper on the sanitation of mines, making his 
deductions from the contents of latrine buckets. 
The only way to ascertain the condition of 
·Witwatersrand mine air is to take the number of 
working places in use together with the number 
of workers and to tc~t the air at specified times 
throughout the day. One could then find the 
percentage of bad places and the percentage of 
affected workers, but it is absurd to insist that 
five persons working on two machines should be 
supplied with artificial ventilation at the end of 

a drive, because no apparent current exists and 
the exhaust only amounts to 140 cub. ft. at the· 
working face. . 

Mr. Wager Bradford: In commenting on, 
Dr. Moir's paper, it is not my purpose, let me 
say at the outset, to defend bad conditions where· 
they exist. Doubtless, on these fields there are 
mines, perhaps many mines, in which bad. 
conditions do exist in certain places, and at 
certain tiJ;lles, but every man with underground 
expericmce knows that it is practically impossible· 
to operate a big mine and inaintllin at all times 
during working hours in all the working pJaces,. 
those ideal conditions we would like to see, and 

. at which Dr. Moir aims. 
Something must· be allowed for the very

nature of mine work, and I venture to say that 
in the best ventilated and most sanitary mine 
on these fields, or elsewhere, there can be found.. 
bad places which should not, in fairness, be 
in eluded or considered when judging the· 
ventilation of that minE'l, and which usually 
improve as work progresses. 

No man has more respect. for Dr. Moir's. 
ability as an analyst than I, but I· take very 
strong exception to his conelusions. 

The paper Dr. Moir has read before this. 
Society on mine air, is in S0me respects an 
extremely dangerous paper. Not dangerous in 
the sense that the mines might be compelled to 
spend money on improved ventilatioJ9.: the 
mines are prepared for this if it be essential to· 
the welfare of the workers. Not dangerous be
cause it tells the truth; the mines are not afraid. 
of the truth. 

The paper is dangerous because Dr. Moir, as 
the analyst to the Mines T!epartment, speaks . 
from the pedestal of·a Government otlice, and 
from that vantage ground he has used half" 
truths in special cases to prove general con-· 
elusions in other cases, and to 8upport wholesale
condemnations of men and methods, which thus· 
attain to the unwarranted dignity of facts, arid as 
such have been made public. 

}1'rom a scientific man, treating a subject of" 
such vital importance to this industry, we have· a 
right to demand conclusions based upon sound 
and sufficient evidence, and this the paper under 
discussion does not afford. 

Dr. 110ir has devised an ingenious and simple 
method of determining approximately the per
centage of CO2 present in mine air, and as far as 
it goes, it is admirable; but when Dr. Moir,. 
without further analysis·, and relying wholly on 
the method referred to, goes beyond the deter
mination of a comparatively 'innocuous gas, and 
condemns as being in a state of scandalous Uil
healthiness ten of the principal min·es of these-
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fields-he lays so grave a charge against. the 
Mining Industry, that he must either prove hi~ 
statement up to the hilt, or it must stand 
discredited.. , 

I challeng0 his conclusions, and tbe basis on 
which he bas founded them. 

Dr. Moir. has given us in his article, in the 
September Journal, seven tables showing the 
quantity of CO2 per 1,000, by volume, in the 
several samples of mi.ne air therein tested. He 
expresses the hope that these tables will afford a 
basis for extended-discussion, and in my following 
remarks I shall consider them in part. 

On page 66, in Table A, entitled the "Wit
watersrand Mines arranged in order of merit with 
regard to ventilation," ,Dr. Moir presents the 
results of 256 samples of air taken froill 46 
mines. 

Of these samples, he states that 109 are bad, 
but says in explanation, "at this stage I wish'to 
make it perfectly plain that I do not think it is 
correct to infer that nearly half the working 
places on the Witwatersrand Mines are bad, as 
these figures would indicate. The fact is that 
the Inspectors of Mines have had a tendency to 
seek out the more suspicious places for 
investigation." , 

That seems a fair statement; but in the next 
paragraph he adds-"'fhere is no doubt, how
ever, that some ten of these mines are in a really 
scandalous condition of unhealthiness." 

Now that is a direct and definite accusation by 
a Government official agalnst the managers of 
these ten mines as well as their directors. If 
true, then these gentlemen are sadly to blame, and 
should lose no time in putting their several house's 
in order, not only from a humanitarian 'stand
point, but for economic reasons. 

Dr. Moir's accusation depressed me until I 
began to analyse his tables in connection with 
these ten bad (~) mines, and then my temperature 
rose to normal, because I foun~ that the adjective 
scandalous applies not to the mines but to the 
. doctor's conclu'sions. 

Let us see what evidence Dr. Moir can adduce, 
from the tables in support of his scandalous state
ment, a statement which has been published 
broadcast to the world, not. only in our J01w'nal, 
but in the daily press of Johannesburg, a state
ment which carries the weight and authority of 
the Mines Department, and which no man should 
make unless he can back it with indubitable 
proof. 

Since in Table A, ,Dr. Moir has 'arranged th6 
mines in their order of merit as regards ventila
tion, we must assume that the last ten therein 
lettered, viz., k, 1, 'm, n, 0, p, q, r, s, t, are the 
ones he refers to as scandalously unhealthy, and 
we naturally expect to find in the other tables, 

given in. his paper, some damning evidence against 
these mmes. 

This evidence, however, is conspicuous by its 
absence; indeed, as one looks for it one is 
reminded of the logic of Lucetta, " I have none, 
other than a woman's reason, I think it so because, 
I think it so." 

From 'Table A ,it appears that 78 samples of 
air were taken in these mines, and of these 54. 
are 'given as "bad," an average of 5'4 samples 
per mine. ,But of these 78 samples we find by 
analysis of the other Trtbles, B, C, D, E, F andl 
G, that ,24 gave less than 1'5 CO2, :30 gave" at 
least" 1'5 CO2, and only 34 were over 1'5 COo, 
per 1,000. " 

'The standard for mine air, adopted by the· 
"Vest Australian Commission on ventilation, 
allows as the maximum quantity of CO

2
, 1'5 per' 

1,000 by volume. The wording of the Com
mission's recomendatioI! is, "that 1'5 CO 2 is a 
fair and easily maintained practical limit," and 
Dr. Moir has himself, on p. 85 of the September· 
Journal, recommended this standard to the Mines. 
Department here, so that there are really, on his 
own showing, but 34 samples of bad mine air from, 
these ten scandalous mines, or 3'4 samples per 
mine. It is not clear why Dr. Moir includes as. 
"bad" those sil,mples of air which show the maxi
mum allowable quantity of CO2, unless he reasons, 
that having that much, there can be "no pO'lsible, 
doubt whateyer," but that they have more. 
Moreover there are analysts and mining men of' 
experience and of repute here, who consider a. 
standard of 2 CO2 per 1,000 ample for the 
health of underground workers, and the Victorian. 
Government has adopted the standard'of 3 COo. 
per 1,000. " 

The evidence cited appears insufficient groundL 
for the judgment Dr. Moir has rendered. To 
determine how' far this judgment was justified,-r: 
wished to know the local conditions, the total 
development footage, the area stoped, and the· 
stoping widths for each mine condemned. 

Dr. Moirgives the mines by letter, only' 
affording little clue to their identity, but the 
question of mine ventilation has recently come 
up before the Mine Managers Association, and as. 

,President of that body, I was granted access to· 
the key to Dr. Moir's paper. 

I haye' communicated confidenti'llly with the 
managers of each of the ten mines under con
sideration, and they have very kindly ,supplied 

,me with the necessary dats. ·The figures are 
offici.al but being confidential, names cannot be 
gi ven. I therefore submit the figures under the 
letter standing for each mine in Dr. Moir's paper 
and assure you they are authentic and properly 
allocated. They are however approxiniatp, their' 
magnitude rendering exact returns unnecessary. 
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The total footage of the ten condemned mines, 
in shafts, drive~, and cross-cuts, winzes and 
raises, is ill round numbers and excluding caved 
areas 564,700 linear feet, and the total area 
stoped, also excluding caved areas, is 715,700 
square fathoms, ,,,hile the t0tal air contents is 
151,011,000 cub. ft.,' being for development, 
16,941,000, and for stopes, 134,070,000 cub. ft. 

Dr. Moir states t.here were 54 samples of bad 
. mine air from these mines, and I have pointed 
.out that this should have been 34; but taking 
.his figures as correct, then 19 of these bad 
samples were from stopes, and 35 were from 
.developmen t. 

That is to say, Dr. :M:oir has condemned, as in 
_a scandalous state of unhealthiness, 107 miles of 
.developmen t on the basis of Olle sample for every 
·three miles of shafts, drives, etc., or one for every, 
484,000 cub. ft. of mine air; and 715,700 
square fathoms of stopes, on the basis of one 

;sample for every 31 acres stoped; or one for 
every 7,056,000 cub. ft. of mine air. 

Surely this is not sufficient evidence for such 
'wholesale condemnation, altllOugh it affords a 
fine foundation for an enterprising' builder of a 
'mare's nest. 

But this is wholesale criticism of the paper. 
Let us see what the results will be if we consider 

.each of these ten bad mines individually, rating 
.as "bad" only those samples which exceed the 
." fair and easily maintained practical limit" of 
1'5 CO 2 per 1,000. 

Mine le.-The total development foota!!;e in 
-this mine is 39,700 ft.., tota'! area stoped, 9,938 
.square fathoms, stoping width 50 in. air contents, 
2,681,000 cub. ft. Four samples of air were 
taken, of which, one in upcast shaft gave 1'5 
CO2, and three in drives, each gave above 1-5 
CO2, There are three bad samples, none of 
them from the stopes, on which to condemn this 
mine. Are they enough ~ 

Mine t.--The total development footage in this 
mine is 18,800 ft., and there has been no 

.stoping; air contents, 56;1,000 cub. ft. Six air 
samples were taken, of which two in main air 
ways gav'e less than 1'5 CO2 ; one from a drive 
gave 1'5 CO2, and three from drives were above 
that figure. Here again are three bad samples. 
Is the condemnation justified? 

The manager of this property writes me as 
follows:--From the figures gi ven in Dr. Moir's 
paper, at least three, and probably all of his 

,samples were taken on the 1st level, 3,050 ft. 
below the surface. This would naturally be the 
worst level in the mine. Dr. Moir has apparently 
based his conclusions of the whole mine on 
samples taken from one drive, the workings on 

. which are about 18 per cent. of the total develop
·ment. I may mention that something over a 

month ago the Inspector of Mines took two 
samples of the air on this same 'drive, one at a 
point about 100 ft. beyo"nd the place where 
sample No. 47, Tltble E (Dr. Moir's. paper) was 
taken, and another 500 ft. beyond the same 
point, and after two minutes' agitation of the 
liquid it showed no change of colour. 

On the same occasion the Inspector of Mines 
took a total of seven samples of ail' in various 
parts of the mine, of which only two were bad, 
and these were due to local conditions, which were 
not normal to the mine. 'Phe re mlts of these 
seven samples were as follows :--

No.1, 3,050 ft. from surface, CO2 per 1,000, 0'0 
"2,,, " " " ,,0'0 
" 3, 3,350 ft." " " ,,1'2 
" 4, 3,688 ft. " ;, " ,,1'0 
" 5, 3,682 ft." " " ,,0'7 
" 6,4;016 ft." " " ,,1'5 
" 7,4,025 ft. " " ,,2'0 

jVine m.-The total footage in this mine is 
28,200 ft., area stoped 26,111 square fathoms, 
stoping width, ::\6 in., air contents, 3,665,000 
cub. ft. Five air samples were taken, of which 
one in upcast shaft gave 1'5 CO," one in main air. 
way, ditto, of two from stopes" one was above 
and the other below 1'5 CO." and one from a 
drive was above 1'5 CO,), Here are two bad 
samples. Is the condemnation proven ~ 

Jli%e n.-The total footage in this mine is 
95,100 ft., area stoped Ul,660 square fathoms, 
staping width, 72 in., air coritents, 33,451,000 
cub. ft. Ten air samples were taken in this 
mine, of which one ill the upcast, one in a main 
'air way, and two in the stopes gave below 1'5 
0°2 ; one from a drive and one from a winze 
gave 1'5 COo, while tw'o from winzes and two 
from raises gave above 1'5 CO2, Here are four 
bad samples. Why does Dr. Moir condemn the 
stopes, the upcast and the air way on samples 
admittedly good ~ Is he justified by his own 
tables ~ 

1l[i1L6 o.-The total footage in this mine is 
131,000 ft., area st'oped 193,300 square fathoms, 
stoping width, 60 in., air contents, 38,724,000 
cub. ft. Thirteen air samples were taken, and 
out of nine from stopes, three were below 1'5 
CO2, two gave 1'5 CO2, and four were above 1'5 
CO2 ; while three samples from drives, and one 
from a winze were below 1'5 C02. Here' again 
are four bad samples. Are they enough ~ 

The manager of this mine writes me as. 
follows :-" The Inspector of :J1ines who is now 
sampling the llline air on each level informed me 
that the samples of air referred to by Dr. Moir 
were purposely taken from what the Inspector 
considered to be the worst places as regards air 
in the mine." Dr. Moir was aware of this, 'but 
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he appearo to have had a case to l)rove regardle".ss 
of evid ence. . 

Nine p.-The total footage in this llline is' 
24,'300 ft.; area stoped, 26,700 square fathoms; 
stoping width, 72 in.; air contents, 6,496,000 cub. 
ft. Eighteen ail' samples were taken in this mine of 
which three in the upcast gave below 1'5 CO2, 

three from the stopes were below and five above 
1'5 COo, three from drives gave one below, one 
above and one at 1'5 COo, three from winzes and 
raises ga,ve two below, one at and one above )'5 
CO". 

Seven bad samples here, the largest number 
yet, are they enough? 

.Mine q.--.'l'he total footage is 77,700 ft.; 
area stoped, 116,000 square fathoms; stoping 
width, 50 in. ; ail' contents; 19,728,000 cub. ft. 
Six samples cif air were tltken here, of which four 
from the stopes, and one from a drive gave over 
1'5 CO2, while one from a rise was under 1'5 CO2' 

Here are five bad saJ}lples, elwh stope sample 
representing 4,349,000 Cllb. ft. of ail', are they 
sufficient to condemn the entire mine? 

3fine ?·.-The total footage is 33,700 ft. ; area 
stoped, 16,000 square fathoms; .stoping width, 
30 in.; air contents, 2,739,000. cub. ft .. Five 
air samples were taken, one in the upcast, three 
in lIH.in airways and one in a drive, and all gave 
1'5 CO,,, no samples were taken in the stopes. 

Dr .. IV[oir characterises this mine, in Table A, 
as "cli~graceful all over." Does the evidence 
bear him Ottt? How does he know the stopes 
are disgraceful '/ 

illine s.--The total footage is 57,000 ft. ; area 
stoped, 62,000 sqmtre fathoms; stoping width, 
40 in.; air contents, 9,147,000 cnb. ft. :Five 
samples were taken in this mine, of which one 
from a main airway, two from stopes, and one 
froll) a drive gave 1-5 CO2, and one from a winze 
gave above 1'5 CO2 ' . 

One bad sample here, yet Dr. Moir labels this 
mine also as "disgraceful all over.:' Has he 
proved it 1-

The manager of this disgraceful mine writes 
me, "for your information, I may state that the 
~fining Inspector sampled the air of this mine 
again last week in eight or nine different parts of 
the mine, and failed to detect any injurious 
atmosphere." 

JJ1ine t.-And finally the very worst of the lot, 
Mine t. It must be pretty bad to be rated 46th 
on the list. Its total footage is 90,240 ft., and 
the total area stoped is 204,000 square fathoms; 
but portions of the upper levels and sropes are 
crushed in, and I therefore exclude all work from 
the first to the fourth level, inclusive. The figures 
then become, development, 59,200 ft.; area stoped, 
124,200 square fathoms, stoping width, 86 in .. ; 
air contents, 33,816,000 cub. ft. The total 

number of air samples taken' was six, of which 
one fl{nn the upcasf gave 1'5 CO2, and one fi:om,. 
an airway and four from winzes gave above 1'5. 
CO,), 

Not a single sample w;\s taken from any of the', 
stopes of this great mine,. none from the drives, 
yet Dr. Moir has no hesitation in again applyiug: 
the tar brush, and labelling this mine as disgrace
ful all over. Is he justified, or is the adjective. 
again misapplied? Can anyone, on such evidence" 
treat his conclusions as worthy of reSl)ect ! 

The manager of this mine writes me, "of the, 
. six samples taken, three were taken down winzes. 
with the air turned off and double the normal. 
complement of persons present; these samples 
therefore' become abnormal and valueless. Of 
the remaining t11ree samples one was taken in olle 
of these. winzes under normal conditions, bnt even, 
allowing these four samples' to be fair, they only· 
affect 1 per cent. of the total number of persons. 
employed underground." 

By what process of ratiocination does Dr .. 
Moir venture to declare that these last three· 
mines, r, sand t, are disgraceful all over, when, 
on his own showing, he has not considered a. 
single sample of air taken from .'any of their 
stopes, although the air contents of these stopes. 
aggregates 41,207,000 cub. ft. 1 Is Dr. Moir in 
the habit, when making scientific investigations_ 
and deductions of ignoring such trifiing factors. 
as 41,207,000 cub. ft. of aid And if he is not, 
why did he ignore it here? What i1re his reasons, 
and what excuse ilas he for stigmatising these. 
mines as being in a state of scandalous unhealthi-. 
ness when he has not troubled to ascertain their· 
true condition 1 Is he attempting to prove a 
case against the Mining Industry regardless of 
evidence and regardless of fact 1 

I say the adjectives disgraceful and scandalous. 
apply not to the conditions of the mines, but to. 
Dr. Moir's unsupported conclusions. No scientific·· 
man, and no member of this Society has a right 
to niake derogatory charges on this floor unless 
he has absolute pl:oof of their truth, and the, 
proof Dr .. Moir offers is simply farcical. Indeed, 
a study of his tables shows that very many of the. 
54 "bad'" samples of air luwe been taken under 
conditions where no man of experience in mining 
could p')ssibly expect good air and would not 
look for it. 

Dr. Moir says on p. 70 of the September· 
Jow'nat, "regarding upcast shafts, I wish to. 
point out that whenever these are bad it means. 
that the whole mine is deficient in air supply, 
and that in these cases not even' the present 
mining regula,tions are being observed." 

N ow Dr. Moir may be right on this point,. 
albeit his previous reasoning does not· inspire 
confidence in his conclusions, but if the bad air· 
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·of a mine does not escape through the 'upcast 
'Shaft, where has it to go? 

I am open to conviction tlmt a sample of air in 
the upcast may absolutely prove the condition of 
.the ventilatio'n of the mine both quantitatively as 
well as qualitatively; I am also open to 
·conviction, that my neighbour, by analysing the 
smoke from my kitchen chimney can correctly 
determine my dinner menu, but these pretty 
theories require demonstration. 

Dr. Moir might as well say that because _the 
expired air from a man's lungs was impure and 
unwholesome to breathe the man's lungs were 
bad, and his air supply deficient, as to say tlmt 
the foul heated air of the uJlcast is an exponent 
of the underground conditions; nor is it sufficient 
for the author to "point out" this unless he can 
!prove it. 

Fin:<lly, a word as to Dr. Moir's assumption 
that carbon monoxide accompanies CO~ in all 
samples of Jl!ine air. He says, on page 70, "It 
will inevitably be noticed that I have not deter
mined carbon monoxide in any of these samples. 
:Yly reason for that is, that I consider it has been 

.sufficiently proved that its quantity follows that 
of CO", varying from one-third to one-tenth of 
the quantity, that is when the latter is mainly 
due to blasting." This may be true, but there 
·are various somces of COo in a mine, besides 
'blasting, and these must be - taken into account. 
Moreover, Dr. Moir adduces no proof of the 
-correctness of his statement. He does indeed 
state that he has" supplemented the CO 2 tests 
by an investigation of eight samples of air 

·collected immediately after blasting by a new and 
.automatic method," and gives a table, H, showing 
that each of these samples contained enough CO 

. to kill a horse; but he fails to explain how these 
samples taken in dead ends at the moment of 
blasting, affect the main body of'mine air. His 
inference is that because these samples are deadly, 
·every sample of mine air containing 1'5 CO 2 per 
1,000 must be. injurious to health. Dr .. Moir may 
"consider this has been sufficiently proved," but 
he also considers ten mines in a state of scandalous 

'unbe ,lthiness, and in a matter of this sort one 
wants facts arrived at by analysis instead of by 
inspiration. 

The il1ining J01wnal (London), of December 
8th, referring to the article which appeared in the 
Johannesburg Leade?' in connection with Dr. 
Moir's paper, makes some remarks which are so 

'appropriate to this discussion that I quote them 
.at length: ., Certainly anything up to 1 per 
cent. CO ~ is of no physiological importance,' and 
in experiments, air containing 3 to 5 per cent. 
·C0 2 has been breathed by animals for weeks 
without any noticeably bad effects. Despite 

. these well-known facts, however, the Transvaal 

Department of 'i\iines proposes to n~ake .J 5 per 
cent. CO 2 the legal maximum. This, though 
a vexatious piece of grandmotherly administm
tion, might, perhaps, be defended were a similar 
margin of assurance over safety required 
in other directions. Snch, however, is not the 
ca~e, and th'a,t although accidents from c,ubonic 
oxide and nitrous fumes are frequent. Nitrous 
fumes, though very poisonous, are not insidiou~ 
like carbonic oxide, being recoguisecl by smell, 
and are, moreover, not produced except where 
explosives are burnt instead of exploded. 
Their risk therefore, is essentially an accident 
risk, and not a constant one. 'With ordinarily. 
efficient mine llHnagement and inspection, as 
experience in this country shows, there is little 
l'isk from this cause, and it is therefore one which 
hardly seems to call for specific regulation of the 
permissible amount. Carbonic oxide, on the other 
hand, is practically always produced with the 
explosion of nitro-glycerine compounds, and it 
may also be produced by underground fires. 
Any proportion ')ver '02 per cent., according to 
Dr. Haldane will, after some time, reduce a man's 
power to work" though where the percentrtge is 
so small as thip, the blood ceases after a while to 
absorb more of the poison; any proportion, how~ 
ever, above '15 per cent. is dangerous to life. 
Our readers will remember that there has already 
been sOllie controversy in this Journa,l as to the 
amount of CO present in normal air on the
Rand. In consequence, possibly, of the doubt 
cast upon the figures placed before the 'rransvaal 
Phthisis COl1lmis~ion in 1904 by Dr. Moir, that 
gentleman has made some further analyses of ·the 
gases produced by shot firing in the mines, the 
determinations of CO for eight results being as 
follows' '59 '70 '37 '16 '60 '50 '48 '30 per 
cent., r~spectivel~. We ar~ not eon~ern~d here to 
consider whether these further results can be 
accepted or no ("065 per cent. ,,'as the highest 
percentage obtained by the Cornish Commission. 
in an end just after a blast, and even 0'2 pel' cent. 
CO lllay be fatal after' an hour's exposure) but 
their importance lies in the fact that they repre
sent the conditions in the Transvaal Mines, so far 
as the Department of Mines is aware, and are 
the data of experiments by the same investigator 
wholll they follow in the case of CO 2 , Knowing 
as we do the frequency of the practice in the 
past of returning to thE' face as soon [ts it is ascer
tained that all the shots have gone of}', and the 
strong probability that where men are on con
tract, the s"lIle prevails to-day, the way in which 
the Department strains at the gnat and swallows 
the camel, is wonderful. Neither Dr. Moil' nor 
the Departnient, however, seem to have been in 
any way impre.i;sed by the results, ,l.nd the only 
inference, extraordinary as it may seem, is that 
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an attempt is being made to legislate for the 
industry without knowing whether the conditions 
-consti tu te a real danger or no. If this be the 
-case, it connotes a IJrobable unfamiliarity with 
the progress of mine sanitation research which 
would go far to explain the failure to recognise 
the proportionate danger to health of dust and 
gases." 

In conclusion, let me say tJJat this paper 
·deserves the most careful consideration of 
this Society, because its conclusions are utterly 
.at varialJ.ce with the facts, and because we, as a. 
Society should not lightly countenance damaging 
statements which vitally affect the industry on 
which the welfare of this country depends. 

I will go as f"r as anyone towards bettering 
the conditions of underground work to the utmost 
-of my ability,' but I want to know first that 
bad conditions actually exist, and in my opinion 
the working conditions of our mines, excepting 
in the way of dust, are as good- as those in any 
metalliferous mines in the world. 

Mr. A. Heymann: I should like to 3sk Drs. 
Irvine and Macaulay one question in regard to 
the air standard. They have expressed the 
,opinion that the standard of IV estel'll Australia 
:should be adopted here, namely, .} 1) pel' cent. of 
·CO? I should like to know whether that is to 
:be total CO.) in the ail', or whether to this should 
be added impurities resulting from other harmless 
Jactors, such as candles, etc. 

Dr. L. G. Irvine: If the existence of any 
'other harmless factors can be proved in the 
mines, by ,,11 means add them, but I do not 
know where they are to come from. 'fhe Austra
]ian Commission take '15 per cent. as the total, 
including the '03 per cent. you start with in' the 
'un vi tiated surface air. 

Mr. A. Heymann: It largely depends on the 
'number of workers in the mine. 

Dr. L. G. Irvine: In that case there should 
tbe a larger amount of ail', should there not? 

CYANIDE WORKS' CLEAN-UP PRACTICE. 

(Read at OctobM' Meeting, 1906.) 

By JAs. E. THO~IAS (Member). 

DISCUSSION. 
Mr. H. A. White: I think it is generally 

:admitted that the cyanide clean-up is far from 
being perfection, though much good work has 
been done in the direction of its improvement. 
'The author of this paper has already done much 

in this direction and the ideas he now brings 
forward are very welcome. I naturally direct 
my attention in this contribution to those points 
where I all! not in agreement with the author, 
but must first express a hearty endorsement of 
the geneml principles and of most of the details 
advocated. 

A separate drainage for the clean-up floor is an 
absolute necessity and a sump of sufficient 
capacity to catch all solution flowing off should 
be provided. This. solution is itself frequently 
gold-bearing and provision for its treatment 
should be included. The sediment can be more 
r~adily lmndled if the sump be specially shaped 
to that end. Luxuries like overhead crawls will 
require a lot of strenuous advocacy to obtain 
them, but I cannot doubt that, as is frequently 
the case, the luxuries of one generation will be 
the common necess;ties of the next. I am rather 
surprised to hear the author refer t.o boiling-over 
in acid vats, 'as in another paper he has given a 
method of obviating it. I trust he has not gone 
back on bisulphate of soda, which I find to be 
more easily handled as well as far cheaper than 
C.O.V. I may, in passing, remark that in the 
winter months steam is necessary to enable a 
sufficient strength of solution to be kept up, since 
sulphate of soda easily crystallises out at 0 deg. 
to 5 deg. C. from the solutions recommended. I 
would suggest that decantation is quite unnecessary 
if tl,le acid solutions are not too far from neutrality 
as should always be the case. If they are passed 
directly through the filter press a source of loss 
is evaded and time is saved to a considerable 
exten t. I do not fi nd the press suffers to any 
appreciable extent but all the iron work i~ 
brushed up with a mixture of oil and a little 
black lead before every clean-up. This precau
tioi'l is probably a necessary one, and I may also 
mention the greasing of the sliding bar as of 
advantage in securing even pressure on all framE'S 
and the reduction of leakage to a minimum. 
Filter papers are very useful, but care must be 
taken to get the right quality for rapid filtering 
or a great difference will be experienced in time 
required especially in cleaning-up boxes where 
time is more precious. 'I find it useful to use 
steam to heat up the clean-up tubs if solutions 
have got too cold as their viscosity is reduced 
about :2 pel' cent. per deg. C. of rise in tempera
ture. I do not find any gold in solution from 
the filter press but the method in use in vol ves 
the presence of zillc in excess right up to the last. 
In the dissolving vat up to l~ dwts. of gold is 
found in the first portion coming from a newly 
set-up press which drops down speedily to a very 
low figure. This gold is in fine suspensioll, and 
after a week in the settling tub the clear solution 
shows no trace of gold. ,The conditions do not 
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seem very favoura,bletc an apJt:a.I'sol1.'t.ion oLgold, 
and I ask the author to gi've us details .of any 
experiments to prove that fine, or possibly 
qolloid,tl, suspension is not involved, even in 
presence of so great a quantity of electrolytes. I 
would like to suggest that the use of a suction 
rose at the bottom of the \vashing va~ ~hould be 
supplemented by a similar one about a foot higher 
up, so that in case of any trouble the bottolll one 
coula be got at in order to cle~r it. 

the, moskconveniert .position in the,'extractor 
house .. 

As regards washing the slime by decantation 
prior to filter-pressing, I have always regarded 
this as a uS,eless and tedious operation. To my 
mind a filter-press is intended for the purpose of 
washing and drying slime rapidly and effectively. 

If there is danger of free acid attacking the 
cloths of the press the addition of a little caustic 
alkali will soon neutralise this, and slime can be 
washed free of sodium sulphate just as quickly 

Mr. J. K. Wilson: To nlY mind this Society as from sulphuric acid itself. The cost of soda, 
is distinctly indebted to :Mr. Thomas for bringing if used, is coun~erbalanced by the time saved in 
this most important subject before us once more, manipulation. 
and for tho valuable information and suggestiOriS Forcing air through the press for a minute or 
contained in his paper. two after the slime has been washed gives a hard 

That the clean-up room has been brought ti? a dry cake--even if the press is only partially full 
high degree of excellepce on many modern 'plants of. slime-containing from 20 to 30 per cent. 
there can be no doubt, but there are numberd of moisture, which can be handled and calcined more 
works where little improvements could be easily readily and with less liability to loss than the 
and cheaply effected which would facilitate the sloppy mess which I have seen taken out of 
work and probab:y pay for thelllselv~s the first presses on some mines_ 
time they were used. A manager may succeed" Mr. Thomas' rem'1fks with regard to the' 
in increasing his extraction or reducing his work- 'presence of gold in sulphuric acid solution and 
ing costs, but through faulty plant or the slightest the pres:ipitation of the same by means of zinc 
negligence in cleaning up may lose in a few minutes fume are exceedingly interesting and valuable. 
more than he had gained in a month. For In treating rich telluride ores in Kalgoorlie, I 
these reasons I think that every advantage have known the acid washes carry considerably 
should be taken of an opportunity, such as Mr. more than 1'5 dwt. of gold. This was probably 
Thomas has afforded us of interchanging ideas on, due to the stronger cyanide solution used iil 
and discussing, this subject j and any improve- treating this class of ore at that time. Charcoal 
ments-no matter how trivial-in appliances or wa,s used there as a precipitant, but zinc fume, as 
methods of cleaning up a cyanide plant should be pointed out by Mr. Thomas, is evidently prefer-
brought before lllem bel'S. able. 

The importance of thoroughly washing the, Another point which, I think, requires 
slime free from acid is not always -realised. emphasis in connection with a clean-up plant is 
With imperfectly washed slime, sulphides ,ue the arrangement of suitable means of carrying off 
formed on calcination, which, if the slime is the poisonous gases evolved from the acid treat
smelted with an oxidising flux, tend to enrich,the ment of zinc. I have known a man killed through 
slag, whereas if a reducing flux'is used a matte neglect of this precaution and many rendered 
is formed rich in gold and difficult of treatment. very ill. The best device which I have seen for this 
'The use of hot water, ag BuggeRted by Mr. purpose is in .operation at the May Consolidated 
'l'homas, is a decided improvement in this and was designed by Mr. E. H. Johnson. It 
direction. In certain cases hot water is really a consists of a vat fitted with a movable, water
necessary adjunct to the aoid-treatment plant. luted cover, connected with a flue. A small hole 
Where copper is present in the ore, for instance, is cut in the lid for feeding zinc, and the con
the heat generated by the acid is insufficient to trivance is so arranged that the charge can be 
dissolve this metal, so that the temperature of the stirred whilst the lid is closed and action is going 
acid must be kept up either by steam or hot on. The heated gases rising create a natural 
water. draught, so that no hydrocyanic 'acid escapes into 

When the cyanide ,works are anywhere near the room, and the operator is perfectly free from 
the boilers and compressor room I have found it danger. . ' 
convenient to have steam and air laid Oil to the In connection with the "boiling over" trouhle, 
extractor house, the former for maintaining a it should be remembered that with a wide and 
supply of hot water, and the latter for drying the shallow vat there is less danger than with It deep 
slime in the press after it, has been washed. By and narrow one. 
connecting a steam pipe with a 200 or 400 gallon On small properties not possessing a filter
tank one can obtain a supply of hot water in a press, and where they believe that they cannot 
very short time, and the tank can be plaeed in afford to buy one, I have found an ordinary suc-
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tion filter act as a good substitute. It should 
be connected with the solution or other rump, 
'but in such a manner that the acid does not pass 
through the pump. By allowing a fairly large 
. space (from 1 ft. 6in. to :l ft.) below the cloth and 
making the pump connection an inch or two below 
thecloth,the liquor may be collected in the bottom 
·of the filter and drawn off by a waste cock into a 
settling "at. A gauge glass should be attached 
to the side, in order that the operator may see 
when the filter is full. 

In conclusion I wish to thank :Mr. Thomas 
for his pdper, and I trust that it will evoke the 
<:liscussion it deserves. 

SOi\m ACCESSORY STAMP MILL 

APPLIANCE8. 

(Read at N01'embe1' 1I1eet£ng, 1906.) 

By G. O. SMART (Member). 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. W. Beaver: In contributing a few 
':remarks to :Mr. Smart'~ paper, I would like to 
·express regret that the author did not go further 
into the stamp mill question, and give us the 
benefit of his great knowledge of mill work 
.generally, knowledge which necessarily comes to 
those having charge of large mills, where every
thing is carried on more systematically than is 
possible in the smaller plants. 

Mr. Smart has gone to some trouble to feed 
frolll the centre stamp, though the end stamp 
would be much more simple, and it is also 

·extensively advocated. ' 
Has the author ariy information to give on the 

.subject ? Better crushing is Claimed for the end 
atamp feed. Though not having any experimental 
. data, I tried it, and found energy was being 
wasted; the end stamps would occasionally 
bump, because they were not properly supplied 
'with ore. This happened with 1, 3, 5, 2, 4, order 
'of drop. I mention the order of drop because I 
think it probable the order could be re-arranged 
,to suit the- end stamp feed, which would then 
make that method of feeding practicable, and 
very convenient. , 

Mr. Smart's substitute for cyan~de to be used 
'op mill plates, should be useful to that section of 
millmen who still think cyanide necessary for 
;amalgamation, and also gives them the opportunity 
'of proving their case. How they are to do it, I 
·cannot predict. 

I have little use for either cyanide or the 
,substitllte given, if it fails to assist amalgamation. 

'What I have used for a number of years is good 

honest muscle, and with a fair supply of that 
rare commodity in use, I have failed to detect 
any falling off in the mill extraction, even when 
plates appear to require artificial treatment . 
Should grease at any time get on to a plate, a 
little caustic soda, or soft soap,and some of the 
above-mentioned muscle, always meet the case. 

It is very easy to keep plates looking pretty 
by the use of cyanide, but they lack that solid 
setting so necessary for good amalgamation. I 
am of the opinion that where cyanide is used in 
the mill the total extraction of that mine is 
suffering to some extent. 

The President: Having completed the 
agenda we will adjourn the llleeting. As this is 
the last, occasion we shall meet before Chrisbnas, 
I wish you all a very merry Xmas and a happy 
New Year. 

The meeting then closed. 

Notices a'nd Abstracts of Articles and 
Papers. 

CHEMISTRY. 
TAXl'ALu~!.-" Absolutely pure tantalulll can be 

obtained by decomposing its oxide by passing an 
electric curreut through it in a vacuum, thereby also 
causing it to glow; or au electric are ean be nsed to 
smelt the oxide in a yacuum. The metal cau 
likewise be produced by the Goldschmidt alumino
thermic method; but the product is largely alloyed 
with aluminiulll, aud is brittle, whereas the pure 
metal is mther hurd and remark'1bly malleable. 

The meltiug point of pure t'1ntalum is 2,250 cleg. 
to 2,800 deg.; specific heat, 0'0365; atOluic heat, 
6'64, agreeing well "'ith Dulong nml P~tit's rule. 
Speci!i.c gravity of caRt metal, 16'64,; this is h'1lf as 
much again as the old yalues, which lllust have been 
determined from impure material. Coelticient of 
linear expansion 0'0000079 between 0 deg.; and 50 
deg. Specilic electrical resistance 0'165 ohm in a 
wire 1 lll. (:39'37 in.) long anrl hlwing 1 sq. mm. 
((j'00155 S'l. in.) area of cross section, with ,m average 
rise of 0':3 per cent. per degree of temperature 
between 0 c1eg. and 100 deg. C., and 0'26 per cent. 
between 0 deg. aud :350 deg. Tcnsile strength of a 
wire 1 mill. (0'04 in.) in diameter, 9:3 kg. per sq. mm. 
(59 tons per sft. in.); elongation 1 to 2 per cent .. ; 
modulus of elasticity of a wire 0'08 mm. (0'003 in.); 
in diameter, ID,OOO kg. per S'l. 1ll111. (12,000 tons per 
sft. in.). At the red heat t'tntaium can re'1dily be 
hammered out in a sheet, which under repeated 
heatings nnd hammerings acquires a hardness but 
little below that of the diamond. 

Tantalulll alloys readily with hydrogen, of which 
only a portion cau he driven ofi', and with difficulty, 
by meltillg; but the hy,lrogen seems not to ufi'",ct 
the properties of the metal. Only with difficulty is 
tantalum oxidised; at 400 deg. it seems to tarnish 
slightly yellow, turning to blue at a low red heat; 
finally the surface of the wire becomes cOt1ted with a 
white layer of pentoxide. On sending an electric 
current through a wire nnder an air-pnmp bell, into 
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which oxygen is gra'lnally. admitted,. the metal does 
Ilot oxidl~e so loug as the pressure is below 0'026 
atmosphere, au,l very slowly above this pressure, A 
wire of oxide, heated ill the Rame way in a vacnum, 
gives off it~ oxygen, Heated iu nitrogen, tantalnlll 
absorbs the gas, and becomes dnll amI brittle, It 
alloys well "'ith iron, which it hardens jnst as 
ntnadilUn does. Carbon combines with it in solution, 
rendering it brittle and harel. Tantalum accordingly 
rau'ks hig'h anlOng the 'noble' metals, as it with
stallds the at.mosphere so well, amI is not attacked 
l,y either aci,]s or itlkalies, 

A 25-candle glow-lamp lit with a tension of llO 
volts require 650 nUll. (25 in,) lellgth of a tantalulll 
wire 0'0r, mm, (0'002 in.) iu diameter, which has to 
he coile,l in se,'eral loops in order to go inside a glass 
lmlb of ordillary size, Such a lamp will, bllrn with 
filII light for 400 to 600 hours; with less light, more 
thall' twice as long.' The pO\l'el' absorbed is abont 
1~ watt per candle power, or less tlHln half tbe 
power requil'ed with carbon filalllents." - IVAH 
NOtmENSK.TOLD. - A'nsi1'alian JHimng Standard, 
Oct. 17, 1906, p. 362. (W. A. C.) 

NITRIC ACID AS A· BYE-PllODUCT OF THI<; GAS 
ENGINE.-The interllal eOlubu8tioll engine is cOining 
so mpidly into favour as a cheap power producer for 
almost e"ery kind of work tlULt to look (or ,t 
further mealls of cheapening it wonld seem almost 
supererogatory. Howel'er, an attelnpt has been made, 
and appareutly with snccess, to 1\tili~e even the waste 
gases of the exhaust, ill the makillg of a ,'aluable 
l>ye·prodllct. The sul>jeet has iJCen brought forward 
by Herr Hiinser ill a Jectnre before a branch of the 
~o(,iety of German Ellgincers. I~ appears from the 
address that, by moans of a very sllIlple attachTilellt, 
any ordinary gas engine lIIay be made to produce 
Hitrie aeid with no I'ery serious dilllillution of power. 
It is probable tlH1t there will always be a l'eady 
market for nitrie I1cid ill ahnost.llny fluautity; but 
it lIlay be f[uestiolled whether the alllonnt. of I1cid 
e\'oh'ed as a bye-product frolll t,he gi1S ellgme will 
have sufiiciont cOlllmercial ",tine to lIlake the 
extra trouble worth the takillg.-HelT HXuSEl1.
Chambers' Journal, Nov., 1906, p. 1,008. (A. L. K) 

CORROSIVE ACTION OF MOLTE:-oI POTASSIUM ON 
GOLD, PLATINUM, AND OTHEli METALS.-" 'Yhen 
potassiulll is fused ill the presence of air or oxygen it 
is at ouce convel·ted into its higher oxide which exerts 
a very corrosive action ou IIllLny of the more refractory 
metnls. Gold and platinuill are very appreciably 
attacked and appear in the llIelt in the forlll of 
]lotassiuTll aumte ami potassiulll platinate respec
ti ,'ely. The production of the latter sn bstance 
accounts for the corrosive action of fnsed alkali salts 
on platillum ,'essels in general. Pure silver is only 
slightly affected cOlllparatively, probably becanse 
silver, unlike the other noble metals, is iucapable of 
formiug salts correspondillg with the aumtes. It 
has receutly been shown by ~f essrs. K. Hofmann and 
H. Hiendlmaier that nickel, when attacked by 
potassiulil burning in the air, gives rise to an oxida
tion product which, when lixi"iated with cold wnter 
ulltil free from alkali, furnishes n crystalline 
hydrated nickel peroxide Ni02,NiO,2H20 which is 
thns ohtained in the form of well-definetl dense hlack 
prisms haying a bright metallic lnstre. A similar 
crystalline cobalt cOinponnd is formed when cobaltons 
oxide is illtrodnced into lIiolten potassinm peroxide, 
and the melt is snbsegnently lixi"iated with cold 
water. Sodium peroxide also exerts a corrosi,'e 
actiou on nickel, as is obsen'ed when crucihles of 

this metal are employed in assays made with the 
peroxide, but iu thi,;. instance the products are 
amorphous and contain less oxygen than the 
foregoiug nickel peroxide. (Bp-ric/,Ie der dcutsche)~ 
ehemischen Uesellschaft, ~ept. 29, 190o.)"-Thc Times: 
(Lowlon) Enqinee}'ing Supplement, Oct. 24, 1906, 
p. 343. (W. A. C.) 

METALLURGY. 
TREAT:lII<;NT OF ZINC T AILINGSAT BROKEN HILL.

"During the last week the De B~way treatment 
plant on the North Bruken Hill mine lm~ been in 
in regular work, one shift daily, hnt operations have 
heen chiefly conducted "'ith a view to adjustment 
purposes. Considerable modifications ha"e recently 
been effected, resulting in the simplification of 
methods and the consequent reduction of workin~ 
costs. The 48 per cent. zinc concentrate obtainea. 
during experimental runs a couple of months a"o. 
with five tables-used one abOl'e the other-are n~'" 
beiug secured by the usc of fonr tables. The 
illl'entor, M1'. De Bavay, is at preseut cOlHlucting 
experiments with a "iew of securing a silllilar resnlt 
by passing zinciferons materials o"er three tables 
only. Messrs. \Y. L. Baillieu and J. L .. Wharton, 
members of the directors, accompanied by ~ir. Thos. 
Luxton, Mr. H. Com ish, [tl1(l other Melbonme. 
I'isitors,and by a representative of The Aq.e, inspected 
the plant recently. 11'[1'. De Bayay explained the 
varions improvements and i:ldicated others which he 
contemplates. The large' A.Z.' agitating machine 
-invented b.y M1'. A. Z. Clark,' of Melbourne-in 
which the tailings are subjected to a t.horon"h 
cleansing before being fed over the concentrati~g 
tables, worked most satisfactorily. 

The rough material is first introduced to the 
elevator outside the building, and carried up to bins 
sitnated above' the gassing tank, into which the 
tailings are passed and snbjected to a charge of 
carbonic acid gas. A 6-in. pipe leads frolll this 
closed-in tank to the' A.Z.' agitator abo"e, and, at 
regular intervals, gassed tailings from the lower tank 
are forced up anq. into the agitator hy pressure. 
Propeller blades, fixed in the ceu tre of the hot tom of 
the agitator, revolve mpidly, and by TUeaus of these 
and of a pair of fixed parallel plates what is regarded 
as perfect mixing.and cleansing 'are effected. Each 
charge amonn ts to from 8 tons to 10 tons of tailings. 
Each charge is subjected to three successive wash· 
ings, and after each washing the agitated mltss is 
allowed to settle, when a thick slum-consisting of 
waste material-forms on the surface. This, with 
the other refnse, is dra"'n off through a valve, which 
allows only the slimes and refnse to pass out int,o. 
settling tanks.-London JJfining Journal, Nov. 10, 
1906, p. 557. (J. Y.) 

THE TREATMENT OF GOLD ORES IN DRY 
DISTRlCTS.-" As I have recently heeh required to 
devise a method of treatment for the ore of one of 
tile mines near the Combination, at Goldfield, the 
following may be of interest :-The material is 
typical of the' Goldfield district, but was the lo,,'el' 
grade 'milling ore,' averaging '1bout $20 per ton. 
"Then the samples were brought to the laboratory I 
was requested to make' amalgamation, coucentration 
and cyanide test' to determine the best possihle 
extraction obtainable, The test ga,'e the following 
results :--:-RecOl'ered by amalgamation, 32 per cent. ; 
by concentration,. 16'5 per cent. ; and by cyanidation 
of tailing, 46'5 per cent., inaking a total recovery of 
95 per cent .. The concentrate was very high grade 
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_being ov~r $500 per ton-and represented ~ per 
-cent. by welght of the ore taken. After completing 
this test, I decided to try direct cyaniding of the ore 
after dry crushing the whole of it to 100 lll~sh, with 
the result that I obtained 94 per cent. extraction. 
After confirming these results by fnrther tests, I 
l'ecollllllended the following general method of treat
ment :-Dry crnshing to 12 or 16 meslt, fine grinding 
in tube mills with eyanide solution· to IOU mesh, 
a"itation and filter pressing. 

°The direct treatment of this ore by cyanide wonld 
ha"e lllany ad"antages over the usnal· cu'stom of 
.amalgamation and concentration followed by cyanid
in". In t·he first place water is very scarce; in the 
~r~linary stamp mill practice water i~ used in the 
ratio of from four to seven parts by weight to one of 
~re. In following the idea sugge5ted above, it wonld 
be necessary only to use a sufficient amount of water 

.as cyanide solution to get the best results from the 
tube mill, and agitation tanks, and for washin" in 
the filter presses. Accoi'ding to Mr. Bntters, EI'''oro 
practice shows that the proportion of water to ore 
used in tube mills should he one to one, or less, to 
obtain the greatest efficiency. The plant would cost 
mnch less to install than the usual stamps and con
centrators with sand and slime cyanide annex; aud, 
-requiriug but one crew of men, it would reduce the 
operating costs lllateri'Llly. 1 doubt the advisability 
of treating the majority of ores iu both sand and 

.-slime plants; snch plants in my opinion being suit
able only to tailing piles where the crushing has 
alre'1dy been done. In most ores if a plant is 
necessary to treat the slime when c\'llshing coarse, it 
will pay to slime el·erything and treat altogether
thus combining all the work in one plant "'ith one 
{lrew. Nor do I beliei·e in the other practice-except 
in rare eases-of crushing all the ore to a 200 mesh 
.slime. Those who have had to operate filter presses 
'01' filterillg dm'ices realise the difliculty of filtering, 
wa.~hing and removing cakes of 200 mesh slimes; 
whilc if all the ore is crushed to 100 mesh, agitated 
.as 01le product alld 11lter pressed, the extraetion is 
not materially re,lnced, sa,'e in exceptional cases, and 
the cake~ can be made thioker and dryer, and are 
1Jasily washed and relllo,'ed. In fact, sOllie of the 
new' presses are so constrncted tlHLt material of thi, 
kind can be filtered, washed and sluiced out auto
matically without entailing the expense of opening 
the presses between eaeh clmnge. This i. not possible 
with a ver.v fine slime, ,,-hich becomes. a~ tenacious 
.as indiarnbber and Illust be almost chiselled from the 

·doths. In the lIlajority of cases the mill clean-up 
will show a greater extraction tlHLn if nil is crushed 
to pnRs 200 Illesh; the possible exceptions are 

,sulphides or perhaps a clean silicious ore, free from 
.argillnceon8.materinl. 

It is my belief that the time will soon come when 
nearly 'eyery new lIlodern mill operating npon a 
logical basis' on the deserts will be ,0 constructed 
that c\'l1shing to 10 or 16 mesh will be done dry by 
breakers and rolls or ball mill" and the whole product 
will then pe mixed with cyanitle solntion of a streno·th 

. snfficient to obtain tIie highest extraction and p~s~ed 
th,ough tube lIlills or some other device to retlnce to 
a fineness of 100 mesh; that the product will all be 

. agitated. together aud passed to filter presses so 

. {!onstructed as to permit of autolllatic discharging. 
The ohjection to dnst, I think, will be overcome as 

it is in the relllent mills of Europe, where the hws 
. {!ompel the installation of exhaust fans nnd dust 
'~olJectors, In n plant sneh as I have ronghly out
lU:led, the dust could be com'eyed by pipes connected 
,nth an exhanst pan to a hopper, where a spray of 

cyanide solntion would collect and carry it to hc 
mixed with the tube mill protlnct, Su('1t an arrange
ment wonld be .. efliciellt, an,l the cost of installing 
and operating w~nld be tritling. 

Another point which I think is generally oyerlooked 
is that the coarse gold in any ore when snhjected to 
the grinding action of the tnbe lIlill or any other 
machine necessary to pas,~ it throngh a 100 mcsh 
screen, will cense to be coarse gold. All of 11S know 
how brittle gold becomes e,'ell npon rolling, as-is seell 
in assaying bnllion "'hen rolling ont the cornets, 
which, unless repeatedly anllen(ed, "'ill break to 
piece-. This same ac~ion occnr, in grinrling the ore 
and is aided by the sand grit, so that by the time the 
ore passes 100 mesh, practically every partielc of gol'l 
is a very fine scale, a most ideal condition for cynllide 
attack. 

Crushing to 10 or Hi mesh, no matter how hard the 
rock, is done cheaper in breiLker and rolls dry, .than 
with breakers and stamp mills wet. The cost of 
installation per given capacity i, less, anti in deiiert 
regions, where ,,-ater is of itself such a problem, the 
dry crushing nlethod IIlnst appeal to both the lIULlHLger. 
amI the metall urgi~t. 

I think it is becoming generally renoo'nise,l that 
fine grinding of the whole prochict toO 100 me~lt 
increases the profits, al\(! when this iii so T do not 
think anmlgamation should play any pitrt ill the 
process, except possibly in very rich (o,-er $100) conri'e 
gold ores. The stamp mill as an fLnULlganmtor and 
when crushing to :30 or 40 mosh has rong held its 
place in thc nrst rank, alld for that purpose ,can 
hardly be replaced. Hnt its ,~nccess in this line 
seems 'by the compelling' force of cnstom ' io lead 
metnllurgists to its adoption in all CAses. But new 
conditions ha,-e beell presented. \Ve 110 longer ,,-nnt 
a :30 or 40 mesh product, bnt a 100 mesh. Tilerefore, 
let ns a,lopt the machille, best suited to tilcse new 
conditions."-L. 1\1. KING.-M'in'ing and Scicntijie 
p}'CSS, Aug. 2;'), 1\)06, p. 226. (W. A. C.) 

FIlm GRINDING OF Olm BY TUBE ]HlLLS AT Er, 
ORO. "-The >1nthoTs divide the snbject up ll!lller the 
following headings: -" I, Illtrodnction; U., El Oro 
Mine; III., Ontltlle of Ore Treatment; TV., llela
tion bctween Diameter of Sand Grain and Extmetion; 
V" 8nnrl Index; VI., Tube Mills; VII., Slimc 
Treatment; VIII., Sawl Treatment; IX., .Precipi
tation " 

In the introduction they define certain terlll'; IIsed 
in the paper as well as the units and screens in the 
experiments as follows :--

I:ilime.-In a genenLl way "slime" is that lIlill
product of which from 90 to 95 per cent. will pass a 
200 mesh screeu ~0067 \11m apertnre), and which .is 
treated as one class of material in the EI Oro 
cyanide plallts, As a screen prodnct, slime con
stitutes all nmterinl tlmt will pass a 201) mcsh screen. 

In sizing the following protluets are distinguished: 
Goar,~c ~and.-That mnterial remaining on a 100 

me~h (0'111 111m. aperture) screen. 
Fi1w Sand.-Tlmt Imssing throngh 100 llIesh and 

remaining on a 2UO mesh (IHJ(ii lIlIIL apertu \'e) screen. 
Sli'lnc.-That passing through 200 mesh. Fines, 

which pa.s 200 mesh and ser,tle in :30 ,econds, and 
silt, which does 1I0t settle in 1 minute . 

Sand Indcx.-The lIulllher proportional to its total 
fineness considered fr01l1 the eeonolllieal point of view. 

Sc1'eens.-In the ,~izing te,ts the ~creens used 
,vere :-
Mesh (per 1 in,)-

24 :30 40 60 80 100 150 200 250 

* See this Journal, p, 17, July, 1906. 
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Aperture (mm.)-
0'740 0'G15 0'42! 0'250 0'159 O'lll 0'090 0'067 0'058 

The paper is profusely interHpersed.with diagrams 
and tables, SOllie of very considerable interest. 

Part II. describes the situation of the principal 
geological features of the company's property. "The 
gold and sill-er are scattered through the qnartz in a 
remarkably fine state of division, and, locally, in a 
very uniform way. Probably all the gold is native, 
and part of it is in the form of 'rusty gold,' but it 
is so finely divided that seldom can 'colours' be 
detected. The ore, crushed through 40 mesh will 
not yield to amalgamation more than 18 per cent. of 
the gold, the renuiinder being so encased in the 
quartz that even the cyanide can dissolve only 
80 per cent. of it from sand grains 0'08 111m. in 
diallleter." 

TTL Ou,tline of are T1·eatment.-There are two 
mills, each cOhtaiuing 100 stamps. No.1 was lJUilt 
in 1899, and Nu. 2 was completed but a few months 
ago. At present No. I has 110 tube inill installation. 
The coarse sand is brought over to plant No.2 to be 
regrollnd and treated, thongh in the near future two 
tube mills will be mided for grinding exclnsil'ely the 
salld from mill No.1. 

The authors state that as the experiments given in 
'this paper concern almost exclusively mill No.2, 
they givE', regarding this plant, additional informa
tion which it was not possible to show diagralllatic· 
ally. In mill No. 2 the ore is crushed by luO 
stamps, each weighing 1,140 lb., and dropping 6 in. 
100 times per minnte; the di~charge is 2'5 ill. throu!!h 
25 mesh brass wire screen (0'74 nlln. ajlertnre). The 
duty per stamp is 4'7 tom per 24 hours of actual 
work. The ratio of mill water to ore is 9 to 10. 

The pulp from the plates is classified by two 4'5 ft. 
cones put in series with two 2 ft. cones, called" pulp 
thickeners," giving two classitiecl products, namely, 
an overflow containing abont 81 per ccnt. of slime 
and representing 52 per cent. of the total mill outpnt, 
and a discharge containing !) per cent. of slime. The 
discharge of the JllIlp thickeners is run throngh tuhe 
mills, where from 40 to GO per cellt. of the sand is 
~limed, according to the variolls conditions under 
which the tube mills are working. 

The pnlp discharged by the tube mills joins the 
overflow from four cones and forms a final product, 
containing, on an avera~e, 69 per cent. of slime. The 
product is then classilied. 

The final result is to separate two mill products, 
sand and slime; the former, coutaining abont 20 or 
25 per cent. of slime, and representin~ about 3G per 
cent. of the rock CJ'nshed, alld the latter, containing 
about 5 or 10 per cellt. of salld. 

Classification oj 111ill P,·od'llcts.-N umerous sizing 
tests were macHl' to ·(tetermine the classification 
wrought by the cone, spitzlmsten, etc., and to 
measure the grinding etliciency of the tube mills. 

Iu order to grasp more ea~ily the meaning of the 
numerons figures thus obtained, a graphic method 
of representation wa:s resorted to, and, .wherever 
possible, such method has been used to represent all 
the other tests and experiments. . 

IV. Relation between the Diametm' of Sand Gmins 
and Extmction.-The relation between the diameter 
of the sand grains and the maximulll possible gold 
aTllI ~ill'er extraction by the cyanide process has been 
taken as the startillg point in the determination- of ' 
economical limit in regrinding the sand. 

For this purpose all the available data were 
collected, and several sizing assay' tests were made, 
both of the nntreatedJlIllp anel of the tails. These 
data have IJeen plotte in Figs .. 1 and 2, the formcr 

giving the gold and sill-er values of the sand grains. 
of a gil'en diameter before treatment, and the latter, 
the values of the sallie grains after treatment, as.. 
well as the resulting average gold and silver extrac
tion. 
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FIG. 2'.-RELATION BETWEEN DIAM1~TER OF' SAND', 
GRAINS, VALUES OF TAILS AND EXTRACTION. 

The plotting of these diagrams was only rendereci 
possible by the reduction of all the assay values to a.
common base, namely, to an ideal assay·valne of the 
orii,inal pulp of !lilO of gold ,and 5 oz. of silver per" 
ton~ This assumption is justified by the fact (,:eri
fied by experiments) that the values of the tails are .. 
in linear proportion to the value of the heads. (~, 
high grade slime wi~l give a ~omewhat higher ex,~-
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traction than a low grade oue ; but the difference is 
small.) Thercfore, all gold values, both of the heads 
~Llld the tails, were multi plied by $10 and divided by 
the gold as§;ay value of the untreated pnl p; and the 
silver values were mnltiplied by 5 oz. and divided 
by the silver value of the untreated pulp. 

Examining the diagrams of the mlues of the heads 
in fnnction of the diameter of the grains, Fig. 1, it 
is seen that the valnes of the sands decrease, in a 
fairly constant way, as the size of the gmin decreases, 
nntillL diameter of 0'15 nnn is reached. From 0'15 
to 0'08 mm. the values droD rapidly, reaching a 
minill~um at 0'08 Illm. ; then they rise rapidly, being 
'Lt 0 00 llllll. far above the average value of the pulp, 
and afterwards, begin to drop again for those "rains 
which constitnte the slime. The mlues of theOtails, 
Fig. 2, decrease proportionally to the diameter of the 
grain, but do so mnch more rapidly between 0'15 
and 0'08 mm. To explain this anomaly, both for 
the heads and for the tails, the intimate structure of 
the ore mnst first be illl·estigated. 

The EI Oro ore is very hard, cOlllpact quarz, in which 
the yalnes are disselllinated in a remarkably fine 
state of division, and, locally, in a very uniform 
way. The qnartz was evidently deposited. from 

,aqneons solntions, and probably the gold and silver 
were precipitated at the same tillle as the qnartz. 
The s.trnctnre of the qnartz is micro-crystalline, and 
the sIlver minerals and the gold were precipitated 
between thc faces of the elementary quartz crystals. 

The structure of the ore, lLOwel'er, is remarkably 
'COlllPlLCt, and therefore practically impermeable to 
the solntions, hence only those minerals can he 
hrought into solntion which are on the slll'face of the 
sand graius, or which are so enclLsed in the qnartz 
that at lelLst a part of their surflLce is exposed. 
Couseqnently, the maximnlll extraction lllnst be 
propO!tiolial. ~o the surface of the ore exposed by 

"crnslnng, or, III ,other word~, mnst be proportional to 
the illl'ersc of the diameter of the grains. 

It follows that the cnn-es representinO' the averao-e 
,gold and sil ver extractiOl; in relation to "the diamet~r 
of the HT~Lins onght to hlLve the form of a parabola, 
,and tlus IS abont what 11lLS beeu fonnd byexpelimeut 
as call he veri lied by Fig. 2. ' 

'What we have just slLid ahout the strncture of the 
,ore snggests auother consideration, namely, the 
hrenking-off of the 1Iletallic mineral from tlu) surface 
of the saud grains, Thi~ breaking-off will prodnce an 
impoverishment of the sand graim, which will be so 
much more sellsihle as the diameter of the o-rains 
become smaller. That class of sand, the ""rain 
diameter of which is eqnal to the diameter of the 
elementary qnartz ?rystals constitnting the ore, will 
present a material III which the greatest part of the 
metallic minerals will be snbject to breaking-off 
from the qnartz crystals, or, at least, will be most 

'completely exposed to the dissolvill" action of the 
,'{)yanide. " 

This is what probably happeus when the ore is 
-{)l'llshed to 0'01; mill. grains, since 0'08 -mm. is 
probably the m'erage diameter of the elementary 
<[nartz crystals. , 

, On the other hand, the metallic ,miuerals are so' 
. small that almos,t nel'er can they be detected by'the 
naked cye, aud therefore will pass easily throngh a 

. 200 !!lesh ,scree!!; ,Imt o\\:ing to their high specific 
''lranty, they wll! hydrauhcly separate with the very 

fine saud passing 200 mesh. ' , 
Thes~ consi.de~ations explain satisfactorily the 

c anomahes noted III all the CUiTes plotted on Figs. 1 
, and 2. Perhaps other explanations will be fonnll 
but one fact remains beyond dispnte, .namely, that 

?oth the golrl an.d silver extraction are greatly 
lTIcreaserl by crnshlllg Jiuer than 0'10 mm., and as the 
crushiug to snch fineness is economically possible hy 
means _of ];ube mills, it may be safely saill that the 
economical point,in regriudiug is beyond the size of 
0'10 mm. grains. 

V. Sand Indcx.-li'rom theforen-oing themaximuin 
possihle extraction is seen to he" constant for each 
size of sand gmins, independently of the original 
assay valne of'the pulp. 

It is, therefore, easy to understand that we can 
,safely calcnlate, a }J1'i01'i, thc probnhle gold awl 
silver extraction for It class of sanrl when its 
mechanica I cOlllPosition is known by siziug tests. 

To do this, we simply have to multiply ti,e per
centage of sand retained on each sieve by the al'emge 
perceutage extraction for that class of sanrl, and then 
to take the snm 'of all products thns obtained. Thc 
probable perceutage of extraction thus calculated i.~ 
what we call thronghont this paper the "index" of a 
gil-en class of sand, since it represeuts a number 
proportional to the fineness of the saud considered 

, from the economical point of view. To he perfectly 
exact we ought not to use as coefticieut the perccnt
age extraction shown by the ex traction curves in 

,Fig. 2, since the yailies of the heads arc not 
cOllstaut for t!le rlifl'enint sizes of grain. Each 
coefticieut onglit to be lIlorlilieri proportionately to 

, the ratio between the. assay valnes of the sand grains 
to which it refei's, aTllI the assay yalne, of the total 

'pnlp; bnt in practice the salld indexes check so 
closely with' the extraction actna lIy obtained, that 
there is no need to complicate the calculations ill 
this way. ' 

The sand indexes have a gwat importancc iIi the 
determinatioii of the' economical cfliciew:y of the 
tube mills. 

Every time a sand passes through a tnbc mill its 
COlli position becollles,1iner'; the gronild product will 
yield a larger proportion of. its yalnes to ti,e cyanille 
treatment, or in other words, a certain' percentage 
of the gold Ami of thc sih'er will have beell treell by 
the action of grinding. This percentage represents 
the gross proiitH obtained by the work done. Th'e 
econo.mical point of l'egrindillg lI'ili be reached wheu 
the ditference between the total values frced ami the 
total cost of regdnding will be bnt a' few cents. 
This, hOll'el'er, does not mean that it wonld pay to 
slime all the sand, ~ince the cost of grinding incrcascs 
rapidly witll the increased iincucss 'of the sand to be 
reground. 

VI., l11be Mills.-Three KI'llPP tuhe mills are in 
nse' at the new plant, of the fullo\\-iug dimensions :-

;lIILL. ''''0.3. "'0. 4. No.5. 

---

Inter'l1>1l di'Lmeter of drum 4,7 in. 59 ill. 5!l in. 

Intenial length of dl'llm .. ' 1!l ft. 6 in. n ft. 26 ft. 

Revolutions per minute ... :32 27'5 28'5 

Of the thrce tnbe mills in nse, No.3, the smallest, 
has giyen most satisfactiou alld least trou hlc. Its 
c3.plLcity is not milch below that of the other tll'O, 
bnt the cost of rnnning it is 1\llICh smaller. ' ' 

Economically, 1 he only interest in siwd is, to know 
the I'alne in dollars and cents that can be extractcd 
from it. Some grinding machinery may produce 
much slime and some' comparatiyely coarse sand; 
other machines may be poor slimers, bnt produce a 
large perceritage of very fine sand. By means of the 
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sand indexes we realise immedi'1tely which of 
the two prodncts is the finer, con~idererl from an 
economical point of view, while at times it wonld be 
impossible tu do so by simply looking at the lignres 
gi I'en by the sizing testH. 

From the results of nnmerous experiments, which 
nre tabuhtled in the paper, the authors drall' the 
following conclnsions:-

(1) The efficiency increases proportionally to the 
amonnt of pebbles ('o'ntained in the mill. 

(2) The efficiency increases with the coarseness of 
the sand fed to the mill. 

(:3) The efficiency decreases proportionately to the 
rate of feell. 

Taking the high efficiency as the main object in 
tube milling, it is important not to try·to get a very 
line product at the first operation by redncing the 
feed below 3 tons an honr. It is far better somewhat 
to overcrowd the mills, to separate the slime and nne 
santi, and to return the insufficiently ground santi to 
the mills. The retui'ning sand ~an be classiliecl by 
means of cones to any desired degree of fineness or 
coan;eness. 

Let liS noll' snppose the coarse sand from the 
stamps to be gronnd or regrounrl by two tube mills 
placed in series, yielding a final . product which, 
classified, ,,·ill give 69 per cent. <If slime and 31 per 
cent. of sand, Sf! per cent. of the sand will pass 100 
mesh, and 53 per cent. will remain on 150 mesh. If 
we rnn this sand through a tlibe mill, the increased 
extraction willlmrdly pay for the cost of regrinding. 

Supposing now we take the same coarse sand from 
the stamps and feed it very slowly to a tube lllill so 
as to obtain a very fine product; we shall hal'e the 
mill doing two distinct thing3, namely, first breaking 
n p the CO'1rse sand grains to 150 mesh grains, allli 
second, grinding su(;h small grains to finer ones. 
Now we kno\\' that the second operation does not 
give a profit, and therefore it is more profitable to 
overcroll'd the mill and get the fine sand through ,LS 
q~ick as'JlOssible, then to sel~arate the fine sand '~nd 
slime, ali to return to the nnll only that sand winch 
it is prolitable to grind. 

In conclnding this part of the paper, the anthors 
observe "that the (;ost of grinding fine S<Lnd is far 
greater than the cost of grillding cO/l,rse sand, owing' 
to the reduced efficiency of the mills and the greater 
weal' of pebbles and liners in the former ca8e."-
G. GAETANI and E. BURT.-" Proceeding'''' of the 
American Institute of lVlining Engineers," Feb., 1906. 
(IC. L. G.) 

MINING. 

'VmE "\VINDING ROPES.-" A (liscnssion of the 
variou~ subjects com prised within this short title 
has oc')upied the attention of the Armtlganmte,l 
Mine Mftnagers' Association in this centre for some 
time since The Mining Journal opened the Ilebnte 
HIllI in vi ted contributions thereto. 

Early in the year the Transvaal Commission of 
Inquiry into wire winrling ropes, etc., had inl'ited 
evillence from this side to assist them in arri I·ing at 
a general verdict Oil the points involved in each 
division of the inquiry. But as no special interest 
centered around this question here, mining men 
S3em disposed to wait for the report of the Transvaal 
inquiry instead of anticipating its evidence by an 
inq uiry of their Ol\'n conducting. 

No unexpecte(l failnres of winding ropes or disas
trous accidents to life, such· as have occnrred else· 
where, have been recorded in this State for very 
many years. 'Vhile mining has been steadily aclvanc' 

ing to greater depths, ftnrl the cost of ropes mnch 
enhauceci thereby, hecanse of the gr eater lengths 
required in a single sen' ice, it does not appear that. 
the life of ropes has been shortened noticeably. 
Vertical winding shafts are the rule in- this State, 
nnd vcry fel\' underlie-shafts of irllportance are now· 
in use, the LOlig THllnel company's mille at Walhalla, 
of nearly 3,000 it. in ,Iepth, heiug I he only extensive.· 
sinking ou the underlie of 'L lode at present,. 

All of our winding ropes come from well-known 
makers in Br'it'lin, and the merits ariel disadvantages.. 
of their manufacturers are speedily made knoll'n 
alllong the little group, of managers of nlin'ols and 
mine owners in our cUlllllllmity. In the BailanLt. 
district lor-ked coilnmkers hal'e gone out of use for .. 
a variety of reasUlls. 

Light loads nre hauled, aud self-dumping skips. 
are ah8ent from the mine equiplllents to-day, 
although sHch skips were not rluite unrepresented in 
Ballarat npll'ards of forty years ago. 

Ito~)es constructed of six strands and seven wires, 
Lang ~ lay, are largely used at main hauling shafts, 
and these ropes give very good service. At two of' 
the rleepest shafts, where C()rnish pumps are used 
in one cOlllJmrtlllent, and ,i very considerable wetness. 
of the winding compartments always prevails, to the 
detriment of the rope in the slmfts, from four to fonr· 
and one-half 'years is the al'emge duration of the, 
windillg ropes. 

In one case, where a beam engine is pumping from 
a depth of 2,300 ft., the npper part of the shaft being
barely large enough to cOlltain its working gear, 
there is a very considerable drip from the sides and 
splashilig of water from cisterns that falls into the 
winding cOlllpartments. The ropes carry some of 
this water in their pa;,sage Ilpwards, and it is.. 
squeezell into the lower roullds of lope on the drums. 
In this instance 'the standing tUniS of the rope' 
are the first to show signs of deterioration. 

There is considerable dil'ersity of opinion among 
SOllie nmnagers as to the ad I'alltage of ropes oyer
lapping on the drnms, arlll so c<l:nsrng the bending
stresses to fall in one direction. Local engineers, 
fayour the last, and hal'e llesigned engiues for ne'Lrly 
all of the deep mines in the Ballarat district, geared 
with three toothed wheels to bring botll ropeti on top. 
of the winding drums as one of the objects in this 
design. 

The discussion here hfts elicited a good deal of· 
attention as it circulated through the Press. One, 
llIanager writes that he fonnd it necessary to keep a_ 
pair of spare pulleys, turned to fit a nell' rope, ancl 
ready to instal in place. of the old ones when a new 
rope is' put on. But it tmnspires that this is not a. 
"eneral practice, although it is a point not for~otten 
~vhere pulleys have been in nse for a number of 
years allli re1lllire to be plar.lell. Anothe~ Sf Lid that. 
he had found one rope detenor.tte mystenollsly, but 
on, removing some tinbers against w.hich the rope 
'hammered' in its lateral swaying, the deterioration 
ceased. I may relllark here that ma::JY of the oldest 
deep shafts in this State are not sunk truly vertical 
throughont, and this irregularity gives the .ropes a .. 
swaying moyement, or 'lash.' Fanl ty engines are 
sometimes relponsible for this swaying movement, 
and sometimes it is imparted to ·the rope by an 
enO'ine driyer's jerky methods of handling his charge. 
'l'l;"e last two causes of 'side lash' are easy to. 
remove, hut the first· named i~ usnally too costly for 
our mining complLnies to attempt to effect a remedy. 

Unller ground in the mines of this district there is .. 
not very innch difference ill the conditions surround. 

. ing haulage from winzes, or 'blind shafts,' as the" 
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wore peruULllent haulage ways are called. Here is a 
typical c:tse flll'nished from the Band & Loch mine 
by Jvlr. \Vm. Mason, the company's mining mana&er. 
The blind shaft is 180 ft. in vertical depth, and is 
situated at the 1,900 ft. level of the mille. Ventila
tion is provided by a Root's blower, and the'shaft is 
llpcast. The distance of the dl'llms from the pulleys 
is 28 ft., and the height of the plllleys from the sill 
of the opening is 18 ft. The pulleys are :2 ft. 6 in. 
diameter, and the diameter of the drnms 2 ft. The 
load weighs II cwt. The total tonnage hauled dur
ing the life of these' ropes is 8,000 long tous, and their 
dllmtion tell month9. The rope.~ nre ~ in. in dia
meter, lwtde in six stranrls of seven wires, Lang's 
lay, crucible steel, the makers certifying that their 
hreakillg strain is .14 tons. Very lllany ot the winches 
underground are placed in similarly limited spaces. 

Mr. Masoll gil-es the follolYJIlg fignres for winding 
ropes at this company's main· hauling shaft: Depth 
of vertical shaft, 2,:300 ft. ; average depth of hanlage, 
2,100 ft. ; length of each rope when lie\\', 2,900 ft. ; 
rlilllncter of efLch rope, 1~ in. ; diameter of pulleys, 
12 ft.; diameter of drnms, 12 ft.; total tonnage 
lmliled dming life, 21:3,484 long tons; height to 
pulleys, 87 ft.; distance from pnlleys -to drums, 
14l ft ; both ropes uverlap Oil drnms; weight of loarl, 
37 ClYt. ; life of ropes, four years; makers, GlallOlm 
& Robson, plongh steel, Lang'S lay, six strands of 
Rcven wires; makers certify breaking strain at 39 
tons. This shaft is wet, and npcast frolll extensive 
workillfls. Ropes are oilerl with.a mixture of castor 
oil, tallow, and g'lILphite. The stanrling parts on the 
drunm are nil wound at intervals and carefully cleaned 
and oiled. Signs of weal' are lirst seen on the stand
illg parts. 

lVT r. Thos. l-)roctor gives sowe figures for the Star 
of the East mine. uf which he is the mining llIana~er, 
tlmt llo not rlifrer very nHLterially from the last 
"uuted from M.l'" Mason's el-idence. In the Star of 
the East, and hauling from all average depth of 
2.000 ft. with the same class of ropes, their life is 
ahout four and one-half years. 'The weight of the 
10'Ld is 2!l tons. Ropes underlap and overlap on each 
drulll at this mine. Ropes when first put on are oiled 
with a thin oil, and afterwards in the lIsnal way. It 
lllllst be mentioned that this shaft iR upcnst, but it is 
wet, although not quite to the same extent as in the 
last case. Mr. Proctor" gil'es the total tonnage hauled 
dnrillg the life of the ropes as 1,853,280 long tons; 
and he adrls that this large tonnage represents a 
period when two tankH, each of 400 gallons capacity, 
were used in baling operations, because of au intiux 
of water from adjoining mines. There is a difrerence 
in the construction of the two shafts ,,'hich, I belieye, 
fal"oms the- duration of winding ropes in the last 
case. . The difference in tonnage is Iwexplained at 
present, Im+ I would hazard an opinion that a short 
period of baling water with tanks from a depth nnder 

TABLE I -DIMENSIONS DURATION OF USE , , 

.1,000 ft. atrects the· results gil"en here to some 
extent."-Victoria CU1Te,pondtmt, London Mining 
Journal, Ang'. IS, 1906. (J. Y.) 

PRACTICAL NOTES ON 'VINIlING-ROPES AND· 
CAPELS.-" As the suhjeet of winding-ropes and 
capels has been receutly brought I'eI'.\' prominently 
to the notice of the members in the l't'ansactions, 
and as a Comlllission has been 'Lppoillled hy the, 
GOI'ernlllent of the TransyanJ to inquire into the 
subject of 'the safety of perilons lowered or raised in 
shafts,' for which eyidenee is being collected in his 
mines-inspection district hy Mr. W. '''alker; H.M. 
Inspector uf Mines, the writer has thought that a 
few notes on the snbject relative to the treatment 
and care of ropes, etc., 'Lt· the collie y with which he. 
is connectecl would 1I0t be out of place, and lnight 
be of some interest to his fellow melllbers. He does. 
not, however, anticipate beiug able to bring to their 
notice any noyel or special feature~, the methods" 
followed beiug those used in general practice. His. 
objeet in "TiLing this paper is to lay before the 
mem bers his own personal experience, and to elicit 
the opinions and experiences of his fellow melllbers 
for their llIutnal benefit. 

Windiw/-Bol,cs.-The only varieties of ropes in 
nse at AcktOll Hall Colliery are (a) Lan~'s lay and 
(b) locked coil. The forlller Imd been, llntil recently, 
the only ones used; they had been generally satis
factory, and had doue their work well, being taken 
oft· at the end of periods al'eraging abont three years .. 
The performauces of several winding ropes, typical 
of the whole, are recorded in Table L 

Treatment.-- 'Vheu sent· from the makers, the 
ropes are nsnally alre>idy well cOI'ered with oil, and. 
this should be sntlicient for .SOllle tillle. At the enrl 
of six or nine months more oil is applierl to all visible 
portions anrl a qnantit,y allo\\'ell to run into and 
throngh the coils; aud this is found to keep them in 
good orrler nntil rerJlliretl for use. 'Vhen receiyed 
from the llIakers, the ropes are store,l in a dry place, 
being placed on a platforlll :3 or 4 ft. above the
gronnd, cOl'ered with tarpmtlin, and inspected from 
time to time. 

"'hell put into lise, the ropes are examined in the" 
ordinary way each day, being wound 3~ a slow 
speed up 01' down the shaft, while the exanllner care
fully looks for any broken wires or other defects .. 
Once a week the ropes are well oiled and passed 
carefully throngh the hands of the examiner, any 
broken wires being at once detected by the haud or' 
the eye. . . ". 

A length of 30 or 40 ft,. of the rope nearest to the· 
capel is periollically cleaned, scraped and again care
fully exalllined, a;; this portion is fonnd to be the, 
most difficnlt to keep well Inbricatcd, owing to the 
du~t, etc., absorbing the oil and relllt~ring it dry, 

, and a good dressing of oil is afterwards applied. 

AND (JOWl' OF LA ~G'S L '\ Y 'VINDING-ROPES, 

Dimensions of Rope. Cost of 
No. of Description l,f Rope" 

Top.,i(le Time Rllpe per 
Rope. 

Dinmeter,l 
Hope. in UHe. Tun of Coal 

Length. CiJ'cnUl~ Raised. ference. 

Feet. Inches. Illche!'=. Yea.rs. Penc~ .. 
L Best plough-steel ... ... 1,275 - 4 Yes 2!,- 0'07:3 

2 .. " !llll)rovetl special ~teel .. ... 1,530 lir 4~ Yes 3 0'061 

:3... Best plough-steel '" ... 2,160 - 51 Yes 4 0'137 
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The daily e.~alUination of the ropes is llsually 
Imade at luncheon time, the normal working load 
being on the cnge for the purpose. The lubricant 
uRed is either Hussian or vacnum oil, of about the 
same consistency flS treacle. 'Thi, dressing is founu 
to be still eflicient at the end of a week's time, and 
materially assists in preventing corrosion of the 
wires and in reuneing the friction between the ropes 
and the pulleys or dl'llllls. The dressirig nsed does 
not prevent the examination of the rope. TIle shafts 
being dry, no metallic covering is use(1 on the ropes. 

The internal examination of a. rope is not e~1sily 
:possible, but sOllie estimate of the stfLte of the interior 
may be formed when re-capping takes plncc. 'l'his is 
done at the end of the first twel vo months in the life 
'of the rope, at the eud of each six months ill the second 
,year, and of ench three months in the third' year. 
Thus the internH.I state of ,the rope may be seen at 
,least six times during its working life, at the point 
'whi~h is generally looked upou as being most sus
'ceptlble to corrosion, namely, nef1r the capel. At 
'each re-cf1pping a portion of t.he rope is cut otr, vary
ing in length from 6 to 80 ft., according to circum
'stances, and very little corrosion is found ns a rule. 
, No sprillgs or other automatic contriYlLnces are 
hsed, but the ropes are adjusted cn,refully to their 
,proper length, so as to avoid or to roduce to 11 mini
l~lUm the sudden jerks, which nre ruinons to the 
.. temper' of a rope and considerably shorten its life. 

It is genemlly the writer's custom when a ne,v 
tope is put on to order another into stock to replace 
it, although this is not always done until some time, 
perhaps twehe months has elapsed. A rope will, 
therefore, be store(l for, say, two yeM's before being 
ils~d, but if well looked after, it uoes not sulfer any 
enl effects dnriug that period, ancl is al ways avail-
able in case of necessity or urgency.' , 

Much of the foregoing may be consiuered as insig' 
nificant detail, but, in the writer's opinion, it is the 
perfection of su'cIi ,detail ,that makes the difference, 
Detween good and bad resnl ts. 

Cores.-l{opes are generally made with either "'ire 
cores or hemp cores, the fllrmer being: most com-

'monly nsed for deep mines with heavy londs, this 
class of rope having less liability to interunr ('01'1'0-

sion. As there is little or no ditference of ('ost 
between wire cores and hemp coreR in winding-ropes, 
:ll~thin~' can be gained financially by the use of ropes 
wlth either cla~s of core. \Vhen, howe\'er; the wire 
core of a wimling-rope breaks nt one or more places 
(which, in the writer's opinion, occurs far more fre-

'quently tlmn is generally iUH1gincd), it at once 
ceases to do tLlly useful work ill the WfLy of lifting 

, the load, and becomes, in~tead, a denr]'weight upon 
the rope. ,In the writer's opinion it is also a con-

'Riderable factor in reducing the strength' of the 
outer ~tmnds, as the rope in passiug over the pulley 
loses I.ts symmetry at the points where the core is 
broken, anel receives a series of shocks <lne to varia
tions in its rigidity. The writer is, therefore, inclined 
to think that, where this class of rope is nsed, sJlccess 
or otl~erwise is dependent largely upon the amount 
of tWist given to the core in the nmking of the rope. 
'rhe twist should be sufficient to allow the core to 
stretch in the same ratio as the outer strands, other
wise it will rither break or dra'v itself up the interior 
of the rope. The stretehing of a rope will also \-ary 
somewhat with local conditions, which, in many 
instances, are Jlnknown to the makers. 

The writer, therefore, has cOllle to'the conclusion 
that, all things considered, tlie use of wire cores is 
'not adyantngeous. The following is 'a brief record 

of experiences with this class of rope, which has led 
to the nbove-mentioned conclusions. 

The first experiences were with winding-rope~. In 
several instances, it had been noticerl, when new 
ropes were put to work, that the core, not stretching 
with tlie onter strands, took the weight for the time 
being; nnd, the strands being slack, they bulged out 
at sOllie llOillt showing the interior of the rope and 
forming an enlarged place npon it. More than one 
bulge had formed, on some ropcs, at vnrions points 
between the drum and the Cllpel, and in one instance 
a bulge actlmlly occurred inside the drulll, between 
the laggings and the drnm-sIHlJt. In few insta~lces 
were lmlges interfered with, as they appeared to nght 
themsel vos, and consequently the ropes were allowed 
to run their normal course. A special examination, 
nmde after a rope hacl been fimdly tnken ofl', revealed 
a broken core where a bulge had formed in the first 
instance; but, so far as could be detected by the 
eye, uo difference in the weal' of the rope had taken 
plr1ce at the point where a fmcture of the core had 
occurrerl. 'Ylmt miaht ha\'e been the result had the 
rope been sent to be tested to its breaking-limit the 
writer does not care to su<'gest, but he believes that 
the Tllnrgin of safety wo~a have been much smaller 
than he would have liked. 

In another case, die core broke at 11 point 35 ft. 
from'the capel, and drew apl1l't for a distance of 6 
or 8 in., grMlill11ly decreasing in thickness towards 
the point of fractnre. This defect was discovered by 
the rope-examiner about 10.:30 a.m. while making his 
nsual eX'lmilmtion: The pit cef1sed winding at 12 
1ioon' on that,rlay, anrl the men were dl~a\\'n out, on 
the othcr rope. It was decided to cut off the portion 
of rope beyond thc point abo\'e-mentioned, aud 
reca]'>el it; this was done, amI the rope l'an' its 
nornml course without any fUI·ther occurrences of a 
sirnil'Lr charadeI'. 

The second experiences were in the tail of balance
ropes, suspended from the eages in:1 shaft, 1,740 fL. 
rleep. 'Vhen the fint of these ropes was being 
'prep'lred for use, it was found to be 16 ft. too short 
to connect to the cages, a.nd 30 ft. shorter tIm!! the 
length ordered. This difficulty was overcome by 
attaching a. chain at each end ullder the mLges ; and, 
after a time, oue of the chfLins was 'removed, as the 
rope haa stretched. The fact of the rope being' 80 ft, 
shorter tlllLn the ordered le'ngth, ocm1sioned soiue 
surprise to the makers when th/l,t fact wa~ pointed 
out to them. TIle remark'1hle fCf1ture in regl1rd to 
this rope was thfLt the core at the point of the 'rope, 
which at the end of each second wind (Jame into con
tact with the sump-pulley, cOlI\\Ilenced to push 
through the stmnds, thus forming elllarged portions, 
whi(:h hall to be cut out, and in the conrse of time 
this o]l~ration became a weekly necessity. The rope 
was t'Lken off and the ends attached to the re\'erse 
cages, in the hope that by l'lluning it in the ovposite 
direction this defect, mig-ht be relll~died. However, 
the core pushed itself ont at the other end of the rope 
in the same position, in just the sall1e way as before, 
120 amI 180 ft. respecti~ely beiug t:Lken out. (The 
two pieces of core shown at the meeting were taken 
ont of this rope, and illustrate ho\\' the core-wires 
cluster togetheral1d work through the outer strands.) 

The second balance-rope, al1cl that now in nse, was 
capell cd .in the, ordinary way, and after two days' 
work had stretched to some extent, so tlmt it became 
necess'1ry to sho~ten and recapel it. The cud, of the 
rope was cut off and examined, and it was theu 
found that the wire-core had )leen withdrawn, up the 
ce'ntre of the capel, for a lellgth of n in. It i~ 
],fossible, and'to be presumed, that this 'process would 
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l1al'e con tinned; and, if so, the resnlt might have 
been serion~, as, the heart of the rope being drawn 
ont, there would have been nothing to preyent the 
swell upon it from collapsing to a greater or less 
extent, and the rope from being drawn ont of the capel. 

The writer ventures the suggestion that the fore· 
"oing relllarks may offer some explanation of the 
hitherto inexplicable failure of winding ropc~ in times 
past. "-ELLIS BARRACI.OUGH.-" 'l'riLllsactions of the 
lnstitute,of Mining Engineers," vol. :30, parto. (J. Y.) 

MINERS' PHTHISIS IN 'YESTEHN AUSTRAJ.IA.
"Onr New South 'Vales correspolident informs ,ns 
that the' prevalence of 'dry,' or miners' phthisis in 
'''estern Anstntlia is at length receiving some 
recognition. That phthisis mnst be prevalent in the 
mines no reasonable person would doubt, wlrile that 
it was likely to be a ~eI'ere scolll'ge might be inferred 
from the conditions de~cribed in the Commission on 
.Mine SanitaLion, published last year. This Com
mission, moreoYer, went further awl predicted 'the 
same eVil etfec.ts as in Bendigo, Joh:Lllnesbnrg, and 
Cornwall,' so that it is difficnlt to al'oi,l a conclnsion 
that it is due to lethargy rather than ignorance that 
no steps hal·e. as yet been takell to conlbnt the mis
chief. 'Ve have often referred to the clll'ions 
obliqnity to the dnst danger manifested by this 
Commission, and in doi.ng so may have seemed to 
nttrilmte to that body an importance which neitller 
its composition nor cl1arncter deseryed, since its 
recommendations ,tppem' to luwe been entirelyignore(l 
by successive Adminislral ions. At the .same time, 
its report, adyerse to the tenour of medicnl recom
mendntions in other parts of the world, undonbtedly 
selTed for a time to retard the 'Lcceptance of the 
universality niJdpredOlIlinance of the dust danger. 
Of Dr. Tumer's experience in cOllllection "ith 
miners' disease we know nothing, but it appears from 
fnrther reports reaehing us by mail that he has been 
stndyiug the eomplaint in the Victorian district s, 
amI that he has had an experience Of '~ome months 
about Kalgoorlie. One observation of his is certainly 
noticeahle, ,·il.., that fibrosis of the' lnng-s is not 
eonfined to miuers only, which suggests that in an 
excessively dry and dnsty climate snch as 'Yestern 
Allstralin 0\; the Rand, fibrosis in an inceptiye stage 
may be geneml,' and though snch n'condition may 
seldom adyauce ~utficiently rapidly to cut short life 
at a noticeahle early age, it is, of course; a fatal 
lliLudicap where thei'e is exposure to the heavily 
impregnated air of the mines. At the same time, 
there can be no doubt tlmt it predisposes towards 
diseases of the respiratory organs, ILll(1 Dr. Tnrner 
seeks to connect the high pneumonia mortality of 
the State with this progressive weakening of the 
lung power. It will be remembered that the pre
yaleuce of tuberculosis in the earlier or late. stages 
of miner,,' phthisis has provoked a good deal of 
enquiry, and Dr. Turner's illl'estigations suggest th(l,t 
the climate of 'Yestern Australia is so linfavoumble 
to its existence that the qnestion is not lllaterinlly 
complieated by the presence of the tubercle bacillus. 
As miners, however, are a migratory class, this 
assnrance of illllllunity is a purely local one, as the 
rlimillished resisting power of the lung is a permaneut 
IUi.mlir'L]l in l1.fter life. In any case, the recognition 
of the dust peril in 'Vestern Au~tralin is a r1istinet 
step in the progress of enlightenment, which, how
ever, is as yet very partial, since we find a mining 
paper like the Chicago Mining World can still say, 
writiug of the Rand, 'the inhalation of this dust is 
extremely ·innocuons.' "-Lonrion M'ining JOlwnal, 
Oct. 13, 1906. (J. Y.) . 

MISCELLANEOUS. 
A NEW M.ETHOD FOR Tim PURIFICATION AND 

SOFTI';NING OF 'YATElt.--"At the present time, in, 
all the large industries, there is a growing demand 
for pure water. The time wheu nny kind of water 
was considered good enough to feed into boilers has 
gOlle hy, and experience h'1s shown that el'en a 
c()llIpamti"ely 1ar"e expenditure is jnstified if, by 
snch nn .outlay, n ~'ater llIay be obtained which will 
not leave a deposit of sClLle in the boiler. To this 
end, yarions boiler compounds haye been ill\'ented 
whieh, by their action, produce a tiocculent p~ecipi
tate, instead of a hard seale when evapomted III the 
hoiler. This tiocculent precipitate llIay be blown out 
through the mud-drnm and leaves no ill etfects, as it 
will uot clog the tubes. The present methods of 
obtainin" snch a: precipitate, howeyer, are not of the 
best, as °they necessitate the introduction into the 
boiler of "'Lrions chemical compounds which in them
selves add greatly to the \'olnme of foreign matter 
which it is clei'iired to get rid of, nnd often strongly 
corrode the boiler-phLtes and tubes. 

There is nnother kind of wnter which, while not 
lelLying a smLly deposit, is just ,LS bad in its .etiects, if 
not worse, as it tend~ to destroy the bOller-tubes 
completely, instead of filling them up with scale. 
This is water of a slightly acid reaction. It will be 
scen, therefore. tltnt a process that will eliminate the 
greater part of the salts helll in solution and nt the 
same time o'iyc the water a slightly alkaline reaction, 
'Lccomplishing this resnlt without the adcl1tion of 
chemieals, would be a grettt boon to most of the 
industrial en terprif'es of this .Jay. Snch a system 
has just been im'ented, and it i~ the- purpose of this 
article to describe it in detail. 

The proce~s is an electrolytic one and unites in IL 
single apparatus all the admutnges of etficient filtra
tion aIHI cheap electrolysis. Althongh there are 
other processes which accomplish good results, they 
are not alto"ether electrolytic in their action nnd 
con~lllne so n;';ICh current that they are prohibitil'e 
for adoption on a large scale. This new system will 
pnrify and soft,en waLer at a cost not exceeding 1~ 
cents' per 1,000 gal., compnted for the most obstinate 
of wnters ahel on tlte prenLiling charges of ·the New 
York Edison Company for elecLrieity. 

The electrolytic aetion causeS the precipitation of 
the princil'nl scale-making COltlpounds, found almost 
everywhere in water, consisting of: Sulphate of 
lim.e (gypsnm), carbonate. of lilll?, carbon'!'t.e of mag
neSIa, phosphate of lime, Iron OXIde and SIlIca. The 
passing of the hnnl water through the apparatu,'l 
CltUSes the preeipit'1tioIl of most of the minentl 
snhstances above describell, the acitlity is destroyell 
and·the iron deposited at the cathode. 

The new process, instead of driving free oxygen 
from the water liberates an excess of this important 
element, which', owing to the shape of the positil'e 
electrode, is kept in cont,wt with the water and 
eventually is re-dissolved .. This has -the etiec~ of 
strongly vitalising the water alld at the same tIme 
sterilising it, owing to the bubbling tlll'l;JUgh. it of 
ownised oxygen generated '1t the anodes, It bemg a 
well-known fact thnt nascent oxygen is one of the 
most acti,'e of germicides. Another important hctor 
which tends to rid the water of bacteria and make 
it snitable for drinkirw, is the precipitation of solid 
matter; this tends to .;'arry down with it other sub
stances held in solution and effectually clearE the 
W'tter of orgfLnic matter. 

I 
The apparatus con~ists of a cylindrical iron tank 

. 
divided into two parts by a vertical partition. Th.e 
anodes. are -batHe-shaped' plates of iron, the cnthode 
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·being the wall of the tank itself. By this arranO'e
·ment the hydrogen, liberated at the eathode, has f~ee 
. access f~r escape,. while the oxygen, liberated at the 
aHode, IS held m. conlinelllCnt nntil enough has 
-acclllllulated to m'erliow .into the snrrounding water. 
The soli,! lIlatter is preeipitftted to the bottolll of the 
tank while the treftted ,,:ater ovcrtiows to the filter 
'Contained in the other half of the tank thus illakin" 

.. a ve'ry silllple and easily transported ontfit." ~Milling 
"and ~cientijic Press, ,June, 9, 190G, p. 3S1. (IC. L. G.) 

THE RELAT[QN llET\yEEN GOLD AND PYRITE.*
-" George 1<'. Becker has frequently pointed ont the 
;i;~ct. that .or.e deposits often contain pyrite of two 
,dlstlllet ongms. One kind has been deposited with 
'[LH~rtzor other vein-stones in pre-existing open spaces, 
~dnle the other has forme,] either in the wall-rocks 
'or in the inclncled 'horses' of the vein in the place 
of sOIll.e ori9'i~al iron-bearing mineral. ' Evidently an 

'essentlf11 (htferellce between these two varieties of 
pyri.te is tllf1t, with the first, both the sulphnr and 
tl.1C uon have been brought in fro 111 l1 more or less 
'~lstant source, while in the Cl1se of the second, only 
ltS slllphnr has come from t,he ontside. :\fl'. Becker 
.has stated also that in the ore of the Alask:t
Treadwelllll~ne, where both varieties of pyrite l1re 
·~ound,. there IS reported to be a noteworthy difference 
·m .theu· gol.d cont~nt, the. first or open-space pyrite 
. bemg relntl1'ely nch, while the secolICl or autoch
thon?l1s pyr~te is relatively poor in gold. The object 
of tIns note IstO give a brief accollnt of an occurrence 
of gold wIJere similar facts were obsel'1'ed by the 
.author and his associ:tte, C. M. \Y chI. 

The orebocly in question, which also is situated in 
sonth-east~rn Alaska, is a lmrt of a mass of rather 
·coarse-gnLwed quartz-diorite. \Yithin a zone about 
.so it. wide, the diorite is cut by several fanlt
fractures, nearly parallel amI steeply. inclined. 
Along, and between, these lI1aster-fractures the 
·di?rite is i~tersected by a multitude of small qnartz 
yews cal'rymg ,bunches of· pyrite. The largest veins 
·are seldom more than a fOOl wide, aud these belong 
to a nearly hOl'lzuntal systelll, the members of which 
'cross froll! one master-fracture to allother. The 
.llOr.izon~al ve.ins are c.ollllectcc/ by smitHer reins, 
wInch eIther wtersect w the mo;;t intricate manner 
'01' perhaps oftener exhibit a nule pnmllelisill. The 
quartz veins cont'1in practically all the nLlue. of the 
ote, although they are so closely spaced and so 
tightly frozen to the roek thnt the whole mass 

. including diorite as well as (Jlll1rtz: has to be brokel~ 

. and sent to the mill. 
Evidently before the mineralisation, the (liot'ite in 

-the fault-zoue has been cracked and c1'llshed l1nd the 
fragments had settled between the master-fractures 
in sllch a way as to open the horizontal fractures 
relatively wielely. Afterward the pieces were 

're-cemeuted by the lillin" of all openiu"s with quartz 
and its associated lIlinen~ls. The lIline~'alisation also 
affected the cores of diorite between the cracks. J n 
these .cores the rock is somewhat softelled, bleflched 
an~ we~l. Spl in!d~d. with pyrite, the q u3utity of 

'wlnch \'Islbly dlllJIIllshes as the distaJlce from the 
,[uartz veins iucrea.ses; but even in the interior of 
the 111l'gest cores it is \'ery noticeable. It was a 
matter of interest to us to deterllline whether this 
pyrite iu the country-rock carried as IIlnch "old as 
that in the veins. The investigation was cot~ducted 

'as follows :-
Pyrite w:ts collected from the bunches in the lar"er 

"quartz seams frolll all parts of the mine. After 

, * See Trans. Inst. of ~1in. and Met., p. 165, \'01. xl\'. , 1904-5. 

crnshing l1nd removing, by p:tnniug, as much of the 
gangue a8 possible, the remaining snlphides assayed 
abont $115 gold per ton. Next, mineralised diorite 
was selected from various parts of the mines, particu
IttI' 'care being taken to inelnde in the sample no rock 
which contained viRible vein-quartz. This was 
cl'llshed l1ne! the s'llphide~, by panning, were obtained 
as clean as possible. These carried only $17 gold per 
ton, or less than one-sixth the value of the pyrite of 
the veins. 

The gold of this ore was apparently almost wholly 
con tai ned in the pyrite, less than 6 per cen t. of the 
assay value Imviilg been recovered by amalgamation 
in tile milling of several t.hons:Lnd tons, while the 
concentrate was of high nllue. , The following experi
ments Reemed to ns to throw light on the physicl1l 
relation of the gold to the pyrite. 

Pyrite was selected from variolls localities on one 
level, the aim being to get it as free from gangue l1S 
pOBsi ble. It Wl1S broken to pass an IS-mesh screen 
and panned; after drying, the concentrate Wl1~ 
dil'ided into three classes by running it over 40 and 
80-mesh screens. Silica l1nd golrl were determined 
for each cbss. A similar experilllent was carriecl' 
out with pyrite selected from various points on 
another level. 

The results, in round nnmbers, were as follows: 

PYRITE FROM LEVEL A . 

Percentage Si02 Average Average pel' 
~It!sh. of whole. % per tOll. 

ton for 100%, 
pyrite. 

18 to 40 ... "" ...... .. 40 6 $ 7:~ $ 7S'7:3 
40 to SO .. "" ......... 40 Hl 81 10000 
Below SO."" ... """.20 2:3 264 342'S() 

PYRITE FRmr LEVEl. B. 

~resh. 
Percentage Si02 A\'el'age A \'erage. pel' 

of whole. /. per tOll. 
ton for 'lOU% 

pyrite. 

18 to 40.""" .. ".",,40 :3'5 $142 $147'15 
40 to SO"""" "" .. ,,40 9'5 18S 207'7:3 
Below SO .. ", ...... " .. ,20 13'5 589 6S092 

III the first case the product' below 80-mesh, 
although only about one-fifth of the whole in 
qunntity, carried 47 per. cent. of the gold. In thc 
second case it carried 49 per ceut. The fine (below 
SO-mesh) was carefully examined uncleI' the micros
cope for free gold, bn t none II'ns observed. The 
tailing from the pannings W'IS not sampled in this' 
particular set of determinl1tions. III another similar 
set, however, it hadl'un $0'77, 512 'OG and 514 '90 pel' 
ton, It seemed quite certain therefore tlmt t.he 
I!;olcl was contained either in the pyrite, or in some 
mineml very closely associated with iL. Qualitati\'e 
tests of the fine concentrate ~howecl thnt it contained 
neither copper, tellllrilllll arsenie nor bismuth. The 
pyrite was apparently exeeptionaHy pure. On 
ireating the fine wiLli uitric acid awl exalllining the 
washed resicIne under the llIicroscope, a llLrge 
num bel' of minute particles of gold appClLred. These 
particles in many cases had a dull surface. A few 
had a side or corner l'1Ibbee! bright, 

These experiments seellle(l to ns to indicate that 
most of the gold was situated on 01' just within the 
pyrite, along cracks 01' close to the surface of the 
"millS. On brenking the grains ill the mortar the 
~urface or richer portions wonld be reduced to ilOW
del' first, and this wonld account for the concentra
tion of the minute particles of gold in the fine, 

The higher value of the pyrite in level B, which is 
helow A, is clearly due to secondaryelll'ichment."
H. L. S~IYTH.-;-cM:in'ing. and Scientific P1'ess, ,J nly 
14,1906, p. 5S. (W. A. C.) 
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COAL· TESTING IN THE UNITED STATES.-" Until 
the opening of the Louisiana Pl1l'chase Exposition ill 
]904 'Lll establishment where the companuive ,'a:ue 
of A;uerie'Lll c,oals eOllld he adeqmLtely dctcl'Inine,l 
did not exist. Dr. Joseph Anstin HoI Illes, who was 
Chief of the Mines and Metallurgy Departlllent of 
the ]~ouisiana Purchase Exposition, '1nd who is now 
in eliar"e of the coal· testing plant, was instl'1llllental 
in seeu~ing an appropriation from Congrcss for erect· 
ina alllilll;Lint'Lining such a plant at the Exposition. 
Tl~e investigations were planed under the sllpen'ision 
ofthc Director of the Geological Sun'ey, who'1ppointeu 
a conllllittec frolll among the Bllrvcy officials, consist· 
ino' of Edwaru 'V. Parker, statistician (ch'Linuan), J. 
A~Holll1es and Marius R. Call1pbell, geologists, to 
take active charge of the work. Operations began 
on Septelllber I, 1904, and at thc close of the Exposi. 
tion, the work being deellled of sntlieient illlp'ortance 
to be continued, an additiolml appropriation was 
seemed frOlll Congress to defray the expenses until 
.Jnly 1, H)O(1, at the present station in St. Louis. 
Con"ress Ims again been asked for sufficient fUlllls to 
exte~l(l t,he operation of thc plant for a fnrther year. 
It happens that St. Louis, in the State of Missonri, 
is allllost in the'middle of the eountry, as well as of 
the coalliellis. About 320,000,000 to'ns of coal, or 91 
pel' cent. of the totnl <Lllllual output, arc produeed 
within a radius of 600 mileH of the testing pbnt, and 
direct rnilrond eonnexion with 12 of the largest 
mil way "y~terns affords facilities for reeeiving s'1rnples 
of coal. The coal samples, which amollnt tIJ from :20 
to 100 tons, were fUl'Ilished fre~ of eo:;t hy the miue· 

. owner", and in a large nnmber of eases the coal ha~ 
been deliyerecl free to the testing plant by the 
railway cOlllln1nies. Goyernment inspeutors go to all 
nHnes trom which coal is to be shipped for testing to 
see that the s'1mple selected represents the average 
prOlluct of the mine ami that no attempt is nHLfle to 
load Keleeted uoal. They are present during the 
loading of the sample, and nntil it is turned over to 
the railroad, when the shipment becomes Government 
property. Notices are posted on the ears eontaining 
the coal, thereby making it unlawfnl for anyone to 
interfere with the sample in transit. The inspectors 
also uarefully examine the coal witlIin the limits of 
the mine, report the methods used in mining and 
prep'Lrillg it for market, and note the pnrposes for 
which it is prep'1l'ed, whether for steam uokillg, or 
for dOlllcstic purposes. They take from working 
plaues what are knO'Yll as 'mine samples, , in the 
following manner :-

An average face is selected nnder solid roof and 
e1em'ed of loose coal, powder stains, aIHI water lllarks. 
A rubber blanket is spre'1d on the floor ulo:,;e III' to the 
face. The sampler then begins at the bottom to cn t 
lL vertic,Ll seetion the full thiukness of the seam, 
aiming to seull\'e ,1n"amonnt of material equal to 5 lh. 
pel' ft. ill height of the seam. For example, 25 lb. 
would be cnt from a 5 ft. seam of cfml. The full 
seutioll of the seam is not always included iu the 
sample, as it is deemed fail' to exulude snuh Illaterial 
as impure uoal, clay, and shale, which may be strlLtitied 
with the emLl, and whiuh the sampler observes is being 
consistently discardcd by the miner in loading coal 
for the market. A detailed measurement of the 
thickness of the seam accompanies eauh sample and 
shows which p'Lrtings ha,"e been included in it and 
those that h,n"c been rejected. TIle cuttings uaught 
on the rubber blanket are tranferred to a portable 
bucking bO'1l'd nnd crllshed until the entire sample 
will plL88 through a screen with ~ in. spaces. The 
sample i~ then thoroughly lllixed on the blnnket by 
t,vo mCll, who, standing opposite to one another, 

gra~[Jing the uorners of the reet'LngnhLr hlanket, toss 
the lllatel'ial about until the hnger pieces '1I'e obseryed 
to be disselllinated thronghout the en tire mass. The 
s'Llllple is now weighed, l]lll1l'tere,\ ill the u~nal mauuer, 
opposite quart.ers discanled, the remaining two 
mixed n~ hefore, and then ~Jlre'Ld, i,n a cireular. pile 
about 2 Ill. ,leep 011 the blanket, I he saUl pier tills a 
o'ah",wised iron cylinder with Il,lternate sections of 
rhe s'Llllple taken around the circle, and then hermeti· 
cally seals the cylinder. The weight, of this final 
sample is noted so that the proportion of the original 
sample taken uan be detel'luincd. The sample is 
later ,~ent hy post to the cheluiwLl I:tboratory fo], 
amLlysis. During the entire prouess of sampling 
humidity detel'luillatiollR ,He lm1de by ,t hygrometcr 
lllounted on a frallle, whieh is swung gently back· 
wards and forwards in the atmosphere until the read· 
ings 'Lre ste'Ldy. 

The objeut of taking mine s'Lmples is to show the 
composition of the uoal in its nnti,"e uomlition, with 
especial reference to it~ llloisture eon tent; and to 
,w,]naint the experts at the testing plant with t,he 
uhamcter of the uoal before pmutic,Li Lests are under· 
t'1ken. The hnlllidity of the atlllosphere of the mine 
11l1S a direut bearing on that of the eoa!. It wa~ 
showll by expel'iment tlmt rapid clll1Ilges in, weight 
ouullr while n salllple is being crushed, especially in 
lignite and highly bituminons uoal. ThisiHaVl'arently 
dlle to lLl>sorption of moisture frOll! lL damp atulOS' 
phere or loss of llloi:,ture in a yery dry atlllosphere. 
The:,;e uhanges of uourse yiti'LI e t he analytical results, 
lJllt when the atlllosl)heric uonditions in the llline auel 
in the lahoratory are recorded, uonedions may be 
made. \Vhen the sample nrriYes at the chemical 
labomtory it i,' l'l1Il t,hrongh a jaw crusher, crnshing 
to ~ in., and then spread ou t on a shallow tray 22 by 
26 in. This tray and its contents are, weighed and 
then dried in a uurrent of air nt about :35 deg-. centi· 
grade. The sample is afterwards lJassed betweeu 
rolls wldeh er\l~h it to l1 nuenesti of 20 mesh. It iti 
now 'l'lartered down to a l'Onvenient si~e ; p>lrt is put 
aw",y, awl the relllninder is tran;,ferreti to a ball mill, 
which i~ airtight. Here it is puLYerise,[ until it will 
pass 'throngh a 60·mesh sieve. The operation takes 
abont 45 minutes ; it completes the prepnration of the 
sample for analysis. The snmple is pnt into >L rubber· 
stoppered bottle amI sent to the chemist. The abo"e 
treatlllent applies to all ulasses of samples that are' 
sent to the laboratory. Tbe sampling !'Ooin is 
separated by a hall from the lahoratory, and there 
are closely Jitting c!OOl'S, so t,hat the dust is prevented 
from spreading. All the snl11pling nmchinery is 
operated by eleetric po,~'er, lllakiug i~ possible for 
one nntll to do the samphng for the elltlre plant. 

The uhemical laborator'y has been ef]uippcd for thc 
~pecial pnrpose of analysing fuels. The amdytical 
lllethOlls are those a'lopted by the Ameriuan Chemical 
Society. Proximate and ultimate analyses and 
calorimeter tests are made on all samples. In the 
proximate analysis moisture, ,'olatilp. lIlatter ("olatile 
hydrocarhons), lLtih alld sulphnr are deterlllined, and 
tixed cm'bon ualculate,l ; and in the ultillHLte analyses 
uarboil, hydrogen, nitrogen, snlphnr and ash are 
determined. C'110rimeter' tests are made with a 
'Mahlcr bomh apP'Lmtus in a 1'00111 rcserved for the 
pnrposc. Samples for calorillleter' detcrminations 
are thoroughly lllixed in a ruhher·stoppered bottle 
to prevent loss of llloisture, and about 2 grm. are 
taken from vMiollS portions of the sample. This 
amount is put into an iron mOl:ild and formed into a 
SllllLll briqnette by means of a plunger monld. The 
alllouut of presslll'e used depends upon the nature of 
the ,coal. Coal high in tixed ual'bon requircs much 
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less pl'eS~llre than coal high in volatile lIlatter. The 
pl'essnre should be just sntlicient to IlH1ke a briq uette 
linn enOll"h to holel together The briquette moulded 
in this n~<1nner is then broken illto a nlllllber of 
pieces, ,LIlLI approxillJately I gnn. is placerl in the 
cOIllbll'ti'lIl tray of the l'alurillleter. In ,111 other 
respects the nsual llIethod of operating is followed. 
Whell ,t car-lo<1l1 smnple arri'-es at the testing st>l.tion, 
oue of two geneml 1IJ0des of procedure is followed. 
ff the sample is to be teste,l jnst as it is received 
frolll the mine, thc cars are unloaded on to a bel t 
conyeyor, 30 in. wide, which mises the coal to chutes, 
throngll which it is lleli"ercd to the "arious llepart
lIlents. If, however, the sltllJl'le is to be crushed or 
wa;;hed, the conI is passed into a roll crusher with 
rolls set abont 2 ill. apart. From the crusher the 
co>!.1 drops into a rmcket cOII\'eyor which transfers it 
to the :;to.rage bins in the top of the building. The 
toL,Ll stOl'age c'Llm{'ity of the bins is 920 tons. From 
these bins it is delivered as needed hy a system of 
chnte,; aId conveyors to every departlllent of the test
ing plallt. 

As th81'e 'Lre no st'Lllllanl sizes for coal in the 
Unite,l State;: most of the smnples lecei,'ed ltl'e run 
through the cI'ltsher to secure unifol'lllity. 

After the coal has pas"<ed the crnsher and while it 
is being elentted to the bins ,t lIIan stands by' the 
cOlweyol' and takes at intervals from the bnckets a 
,.;mall shovelful of eoal. This is continueu nntil the 
whole saTJl]l\e lms beell lIulonrled. The material 
taken out by him is termed a 'lllLr sample.' It 
represents very well the a"erage of the whol(3 car, 
all,l is sent to tlte chemical laboratory for analyses. 
The comp11l'ison of the awdyses of these car sa mples 
with the analyse, of the liline sltmples' reveals sOllle 
interesting results. If the chemical nnalysis aud 
physieal examin,itiou of the car sample indicate that 
the coltl contains a large amount of impurities a 
portion is washed. 'Ya"ILiug te,ts are made on a 
::lte\\'art modilied jig. This washer has the advantage 
of tre'Lting lLIixed sizes of coal, thus doing away with 
the necessity for sizino ' the c'JaI cl1refullv before 
,,'u,shing. jlhe jig cOl~sil';tfj of ~1 l'eetangl~la,r box 
abont;) h. x 7 1~., WIth a bottom or perforated p)ates. 
This b()x is littell closely into a tank and given a 
reciprocating movement by ,.lou ble eccentrics keye .. l 
parallel to two shafts which are gem'ed into e'Lch 
other. to run at the ~ame speell. Running ~wross Lhe 
b,wk of this box is a partition, the lower euge of 
which, when the jig is in operation, lies just below 
the BLlrface of the water. This pn,rtition causes the 
tine ILInteriul tloating on the wnter to pass bellel1th 
its f'LlI'faee, and thus 1'ecei"e the full action of the 
jiggiug process. The bottom of the jig box slopes 
gently forwanl to a slate gate in the front, which 
lIlay be opened to auy desired degree by a le'·e1'. 

'Yhen-a wlLshiug teKt is to be made, the lot ·o{ cmd 
to be washed iii c-Lrefully weighed and ,lelivereu to 1f 
bin over the jig, and a s;H1Lple of it is sent to the 
laboratory for anal.ysis. From the bin the coal 
passes to the back of the jig throngh all antomatic 
'feed,' whieh ensmes nniform delivery. The jiggeu 
coal travelling over the forward end of the washer is 
sluiced to a large setlling t'Lnk, from which it is 
c,nriell by a perforatell tmcket elevator to stonwe 
bins in the top of the building. The refuse frolll tI.e 
slate gate passes to a ,efuse tank at the side of the 
jig and is elevaLecl to the top of the bnildiug, from 
which point it i~ 'sponte,l' to the railroad trllcks 
anti carried awuy. The weight of raw coal, the 
weight of washed coal, antl the weight of the refuse, 
as well ftsan analysis of e'Lch, furnish the information 

for lletermining the facility with which the coal parts 
with its impurities. Fin,t1 conclusions are not based 
011 these alone, howm-er, as generally coking or 
stealLLing tests, anu very often hoth, are made OIL the 
cwLl iLL tile riLl\' .';tate, iLud after it Ims been washed, 
'LIHI these tests show couclusively whether or lLOt the 
coal is imjll'ol'ed by washillg. 

Coking tests I1re made iu three O\'ens conveuiently 
10ciLted with reference to the stomge builuiug. These 
,u'e of the nsnal beehive type, two of thelil uW'L8uring 
12 ft. ill diaLLletcl' awl 7 (t. to Cl'Own, and the thinl 
12 ft. ill dialLLeter ,md Ii ft. 4 in. to <;1'O\\'n. The coal 
for coke tests is either >cnt direct to the coke oven 
bill on the side of' the stomge building or ground in 
a Imnllner ernsher to the lineness of Illeal (through 

·lO mesh) anti then elevated to the coke oven hin. 
From the hill n full charge of coal is 'sponted' into 
11 steel .side dump I,m'y of 8 tons' capacity. The 
larry is weighed amI then tmnllLlell to the oven to be 
clmrged. As the COlLI is chargell a sample i:; taken 
nnu sent to the laboratory for chemical analysis .. 
The mao;i1nltm time for coking the COlds already 
testeu at the plant was 112 hOLlr~ for a lO-ton ch'Hge, 
and the minimu.m time 24. hours working a 4*-ton 
clllLrge. The coke is qnenched with water iu the 
O\'en and then dcnwn onto It is then 10a,Ied into 
wheelbarrows \\-ith fork, luwing tyues set i ill. apart. 
That which passes throngh the fork is 'breeze' and 
a:;hes, to be separated later; that which the fork 
retaius is cousidered ,I,: merclmlltable coke. A..~ each 
~Llecessive barrow is IOiLded it is weighed and the 
weight noted. The total weight of coke produced 
and the weight of COld ulLtLrged furnishes the data 
for e,Llculating the yield. So rar the total'maxil1wrn 
yield is 78'60 per cent. aud the minimnm 4f,'SO pel' 
cent. 

After it lms 1>een delLLonstrated tl1fLt '1 co,LI will 
coke, further tests are lLLade to determine its fitness 
for furnace or foundry Ilse by analysing a salllple 
takeu ,lirect from tILe ovell. r II addition to .the 
regular deterllLinations a test is lLLade for phospllOrn". 
This analysis gi,-es a fiLiI' i,lea of the quality of the. 
coke. To detenniue its .~trength as conL]J:1red with 
"t\\~t ""\,"'" \. In. lOu.b'/:" lwe ",u,'wn out 01 average 
specimens I1nd tested for compression. Specific 
gra"ity detenniuations a~'e a'lso lILade on all cokes. 
In addition to these j,tboratory tests, u slILall cupola 
of abrlut ;3~ tons per hom capacity is put in opemtion 
frollL tillLe to time as tile samples of coke accllLLlnh1te. 
Practicnl fonndry tests arc lJIitde 011 each salnple, 
cl1l1l'ging the 'cn pilla ill the ratio of ~even of iron to 
one of coke, and eareflllly obsen'ing the resnlts."
.T. B. Bumwws.-Tlw J'i-mco (London) En,qirieel'ing 
Sn}ljllclllcnt, Oet. il, 1!l06, 1'. 315. (W . .A. C.) 

ltEI'AllUNG 'VXl'Elt JACKETS.-" Iu repairing a 
I frost-cracke,l w'Lter j~Lcket, \V. D. Graves states tlmt 

a patch was made of stitl' b'1nd iron, long enongh to 
cover the crack, I1nd 2& ill. wide; then there were 
cut Ollt of hea"y asbestos mill-board two thicknesses 
of the same size, the whole eenhe of whiclL was 
removed, leaviug only a rim about ~. in. wide. This 
rilLL of packing "-a~ then laid over the crack ami 
p/1cked full of 'L lLLixture of eqlml l'i1rts of Jine m1st
iron borings alLll finely powllered 'JLlicklime; then 
the iron patch was clamped tightly O\'e1' it aud the 
jacket filled with "l1tcr. The exp,msion of the liine,. 
whell wet, foree! the mixture into the crack, which. 
soon rusted tight enongh so that the patch was 
removed, the surplns lime scraped off and the job 
finished." -En,qinecl'in,q and lrlining J vumal, J nne 2, 
1906, p. 1,04.8. (!C. L. G.) 
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Reviews. 

(We shalt be pleased to 1'cview any Scientific 01' Tech
, nical Work, sent to ns for that 1'Ilrpose,) 

A 'l'nEATISE ON MINE SURVEYING, 12th Editiou 

By BENNETT H, EHOUGH. Price 7s, 6d, (Loudon; 

Charle>; Griffin &; Co" Ltd,) 

" ,Ye congratulate the author ou the pn blication 
of yet another edition of this well-kno\\'IJ treatise
the sblll,btrd work on mine suneyillg, Among the 
addition, are uotices of Mr, ~'ralTiott's results in 
snrycying horeholes in the Twnsnml, of the ~'leyer
"'iesmaun tacheometer nsed at the Silllplon tnnnel, 
of the Halllmer-]<'ennel tacheometer, of ~'lr. Burr's 
lllethod of sLlrveying with stretched strings, of ,the 
resnlts obtained in settiug ont the Simplon tllllllel, 
a]](1 of the lllagnetic obseryations lllade in the very 
deep shaft of the Tamarack mine, Lake Superior. 
Recent eXHmillation papers have also been added. 
The book is so well known tlHLt we need say but 
little about it, '" e will merely repeat what we said 
in our issne of Decelll bel' 24, 1904, in uoticing the II th 
editiou, lt~ <>Iearness of style, lucidity of description 
ami fnlness of detail have long ago WOll for it a place 
uniqne in the literat11l'e of this bmnch of mining 
engineerillg, mal the present edition fnlly mailltains 
the high standard of its predecessOl's, To the 
student, amI to the miniug engineer alike, its ndue 
is iuestimahle."-The JJlinil1g Jow:l1al (London), 
Nov. 17, I\l06, p. 59S. (W. A. C.) 

THE MI~EHAL INDUSTHY IN 1905. Vol. XIV' 
Edited by 'V. R. INGALLS. 21s, (New York: 

The Engjnem'ing al1d Mining J()//.rnal.) 

" .Many of om readers will be pleased to see that 
it has beeu fonnd possible to produce 'The .Mineral 
Il\(lustt·y' this year within the year succeeding; that 
with which it denIs, thollgh the hope expressed in 
last year's issue that it might be issued within six 
mouths of the end of the year described has still to 
be realised. . 

In the chapter on gold and silver, MT. H. C, 
Hoover lllakes a few remarks on "Yestern Australia 
which will be read with interest. He gi\'es the cost 
for 1905 at the Great Fingall, the Inmhoe, and the 
South Kalgllrli at 15s, 9d., ISs, 4d. alltl 19s, Sd. 
respectively, without ,Ie\'elopment cos~s, which 
figure from Is. 3d, to 4s, 2d, On the subJect of the 
relative merits of the pan and the tube mill as 
regrinders, he obseryes: 'In general it is cert~1in]y 
settled as to the til be mill that it, is a slillling 
llIachine; ann where au increase in slillle is 
undesirable it has no place at all. E'lually well it is 
settled that the pan is the SIl perior machine for 
crushing sand to an intermediate stHge. rt is yet to 
be determined as to which machine will pre\'ail 
where sliming is desirahle.' Reviewing the position 
on the R>Lnd, Mr. 'V. l<'ischer Wilkinson is sauguine 
enongh to ,wticipate a reduction in the cost of work
ing. As the question of grade is ignored, however, 
the statement does not help us much, The official 
figures for the Gold Coa~t Colony were 153,923 fine 
oz" a~ compared with 165,Si4 'fine oz. given in the 
text. The only European prodnction giyen this year 
is that of Great Britain. The industry is economic
ally unimportant, but it is noticeable that three 

mines were worked, ]]()t one as stated; the yield was, 
according to the Home Office, 5,450 fine oz" as 
Hg;tinst 4,83\ fine oz. credited here. The yield from 
Borneo and Sumat]"a is not noticed, In regard to 
the Mexican silYer production, it is pointed ont that 
the yield is l)eing nll1terially reduced . owing; to the 
increased treatment rates charged by the ~lIlelters 
for silicevuR ores. The copper section is, as usual, a 
full one, hut i~ dt:\"oted chiefly to detailR. The 
world's outpnt for 1905 is given as 6S9,277 tons, 
I1gainst Mr, Horace .r. Steven's figures of 721,900, 
the figmesfol' the U,S.A, aloue diftering by :30,000 
tous, anel illnstrating how C\iftieult is the compilati(,lJl 
of reliable statistics on this subject. The article 
calls attention to the great increase in the electrolytic 
refining plant (which represents 7fi per cent, of the 
production of tlie U.S.A,) which WHS beillg under
taken dnring the current year, "-TlieJJ'Nn'il1"q J01l1'lwl 
(London), NOl·. 17, H)06, p. 59S. l"V. A. C,) 

Selected Transvaal Patent Applications. 

RELATING TO CHEMISTRY, METALLURGY AND 
·MINING. 

Compiled by C. H. M. KISCH, F.M.Chart.lnst,P.A. 
(London), Johannesbmg (Member). 

( N.B.-In this list (P) means p1'ovisional specifica
tion, and (C) complete specification. Tlw number 
given is that of the specification, the name that oj the 
applicant, and the date that oj filing.) 

(C.) 51:3/06. G. Farquhar (1), R. North (2). 
[mprovements in an (1 relating'to devices for henueti
cnlly sealillg lIletal receptacles for food awl the like, 
27.11.06, 

(P.) 514/06, J, C, 'Yilkinson. ImprO\'ements in 
apP}1ratus for mechanical haul;tge in mines and other 
localities. 27.11.06. 

(C.) 515/06. A. J, In'ine (I), D. Mills (2). 
Impro\'elllents in llIeans for separating water from 
steam in stearn boilers. 28. II. 06. 

(P,) 516/06, S. Masters. Improvements in fixing 
hosses, snch as cams, pulley hubs and the like upon 
tlleir shafts or spindles. 28.11.06. 

(C.) 518/06. H. Bennett (1), H. Broad (2). 
Improvements in consllming smoke in boilerfurnaces 
}tncl the like. 30.11.06 

(C,) 520/06, G. Stacy (I), G. A. Julius (2), An 
improved oiling machiue. 1.12.06. 

(P,) 521/06. A. Middleton (1), R. Morrison (2). 
Improved slimes filter. 1.12.06. 

(P.) 522/06. J. 'YilshiT. lmprovem'ents in tool 
holders. 1.12.06. 

(P,) 524/06, A. "Y. Ferns. Improvemeuts in 
concentrating apparatus applic;tble for treatment of 
diamond bearing ground, metalliferons ores and the 
like. 3,12.06, 

(P,) 52.5/06, A. M. NewmalJ. An imp1'O\'ed 
apparatus for arresting the hll of cages or ,~kips in 
mine shafts in the e\'en t of the breakage of the hau l
ing gear. H.12 06. 

(P.) 526/06. J. Jickell. Safety bmke for cages 
or skips when 'being raised or lowered in shafts. 
3.12.06. 

(P,) 527/06. E. HarrisoJI. Safety retaining 
mechanism for mine ~kips and the like. 3,12.06. 
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(C.) 528/06. 'V. Mauss. lmprovemellts iu con
trolling the workiug fluid of rock drilling nlld other 
reciprocating engines. 4.12.06. 

(C.) 529/06. O. Hetlsaeter. 8uspeuding alld 
hoisting meelmllislIl. 6.12.06. 

(P.) 530/06: Jns. Spry. ImprOl'ements in sn.fety 
devices for mine skips, cages aud the like. 7.12.0G. 

(C.) 531/00. G. Kuhn. Improl'ements in percn,,
~il'e rock urillillg u.,whines. 7.12.0G. 

(C.) 532/06.A. H. Darker. Improl'elllellts in 
n.ppnratus for purifying, treating and attempemting 
air amI for supplying sallle to millnLY carriages, 
skips n.nt! other vehicles. 7.12.06. 

(C.) fi33/Ofi. W. C. V. Harwood (1), S. Heed (2). 
ApP'1ratus for autollmticnlly suppl.ying liquitl 
disinfectant to flushing eisterns or the like. 7. J2.06. 

(C.) 5:34/00. O. Silberratl. Improl'eIltellts in 
explosil'es. 7.12.0G. 

(P.) 1i:35/00. F. M. Ca;;tlentan. Illlprovements 
in wing vah·es. 8.1206. 

(P.) .5:37/0G. W. Wili;on. Port'LLle petrol dril'en 
machine for dry sorting alhn'ial soil to four ~ize;,. 
8.12.06. . 

(P.) 538/06. A. M. Robeson. Improyements in 
single track trollies. 8.12.06. 

(P.) 5il9/06. A. G. N. Hnrrleu. Illlprovenlellts 
in "afety cnteltes for skips, cages, elevators au,l the 
like. 10.12.06. 

(P.) 541/06. It. 13. Ballantiue. An improved 
process for the continuons dissociation of tlte com
ponent gases of the atmosphere (oxygen antI nitrogen) 
and their ~t1bsequellt utilisation for the formation of 
cnrbon monoxide in the case of the oxygen ami 
sodiuTll or 1'0t'Lssilllll cyanide in the ease of the 
nitrogen. 10.12.0G. 

(P.) 542/06. B. F. H. Dawson. Calldle protector. 
10.1206. 

(P.) 543/06. F..J. \\T atts. ImprOl'emeuts in 
means or appliances for uistributing or brwking n p 
water in cOllling tOIl'ers and the like. 11.12.06. 

(C.) 544/06. C. Fouillarlll1. Improvelllents in 
n'Hl relat,ing to expall,ling pulleys and helt;; therefure. 
11.12.1)6. 

(P.)· 5t5/06. A. R. Hulbard (I), The Malcollll 
Fra~er \Vheel Syndic'Lte, ],tti. (2). Itnprovelllents in 
spring tyres for wheel~. 14 .. 12.06. 

(C.) 547/06. \Y. D. Coohdg~. I'nprol'ements in 
metal filaments and proce,s of nmking the snme. 
14 12.06. 

(C.) 548/06. H. W. Blaisdell,(I), .J. R. Uroll'lI (2). 
"Agitator." 1412.06. 
. (C.) ij4!l/06, W. S. H,twson. Improl'elllents in 
the construction of cupeL" for assay purposes and in 
trays empl"yed therewith. 14.12.06. . 

(P). 550/06. E. IVI. Good win. Improvements in 
jockeys or rope grips for mechanical haulage arrange
lIlen ts and the like. 15. 12.06. 

(P.) 551/06. J. C. Smith. ImprOl'emellts in 
npparatus for treating alluI'ial diamondiferolls or 
aLin I'ial auriferous ground. 18.12 06. 

(P.) 552/06. ~; Desiter. New an,l nsefnl 
illlprol'ements in ore concentrators. 19.12.06. 

(C.) 55il/06. H. Klee. Method of lIlanuf'LCturing 
artilicial stone plate.s from fibrous Ilmterials and 
hydraulic substances. 19.12.06. 
. (P.) 554/06. M. Cussen. Blanket .concentrating: 
taLIe. 19.12.0G. 

(C.) 555/06. H. R. Lees. Improyements in 
potato diggers, cleaners, graders and baggers, usable 
also for analogous purposes. 19.12.06. 

(C.) 556/06. G. \V estinghouse. Improl'ements 
in draft gear for I·ehicles. 21.12.06. 

(P.) 557/06. L. B. Woodworth (l), Harris Lee & 
Co., ],td. (2). llllprol'ed leading-in tube and 
insulator for condnctors. 21.12.06. 

(C.) 558/06. H. ]~acy. Improvements in the 
constrnetion of electro-lIuignets. 21.12.1)6. 

(C.) 1i59/06. O. Pfeiffer. 1 mprOl'emenLs in 
grillding utills. 21.12.06. 

(C.) ·I)OI/Of1. C. M. Jacohs (I), R .J. Insell (2). 
11Ilprol'etu()uts relating to sig'nalling' on millnL)'s. 
21.12.06. - - . 

Changes of Addresses. 

Members and Associates al'e requested to notify thc 
Secretal'y immediately of any chan,qe 'in address, 
otherwise it is impossible to gu.w·antee the delivery of 
Jott}'na.ls or Notices. The Seel'eta1'Y should bc at once 
not'ifted at' non-'J'eeeipt of .Jmf.1'nals a.nd Notices. 

ADENEY, G. B., I/o .Johallneslmrg; 'May Consoli
dater! G, M. Co., Ltd., P. O. Box 50, (}ermiston. 

A~DEI:SON, \Y. '1'., l/o Gleu Deep, Lt.i., ; Rose Deep 
Ltd., P. O. Box 6, ({ermiston. ' 

AVEsso:'<, H., I/o A ust!'ia; Goudhergwerk HOS'1 Anna, 
Kapniklmnya, Hnngary. . 

BAYLEY, R. F. G., l/o EltlHLm; MijiIbonw 
Maatsehappij, l'tedjang Lebong, Leholl" Donok 
Snmatra, D. K fndies. '" 

COE, \V. C., I/o Eldorn,lo Mine; Ayrshire Mine 
. Lomaglludi, Hhodesia. . ' 

CUOWTIlER, J., l/o Glasgow; Tennta Etl'llsen. 
Miniere, Campiglia ~iarittillla, Toscana, Ital}'. 
(Geneml Manager, Etl'llscan Copper Estates, 
Ltd.) . 

DAWIlAllN, OSCARS., l/o East Rand; Poste Restante, 
Singa,pore. 

DE"IKIN, C. K, l/o Sheffield; Village Deep, Ltd., 
P. O. Box 1141i, ,Jolmnnesbnrg. 

GARTHWAITE, E. H., t/o London; c/o Oakland Ballk 
of Snvillgs, Oakland, Cal., U.S.A. 

nrnL[:-1, N. E., t/o Bnl:1wayo ; TIH;lta Mine, (J,neque, 
Rhodesia. 

HART, S. H., l/o L:Lllglaagte; E:Lst G wandn Mines, 
West Nicholson, i:i. lihodesia. 

HEBBAIW, A., t/o Johannesburg; P. O. Box 98, 
l.1u,nglaagte. 

HILL[ARD, C. B., l/o Jolmnnesbnrg; French Rand 
G. iH. Co., Ltd., P. O. Box 2ij, Luipanrdsl'lei. 

.JOT~LY, T. S., I/o Rho<le;;ia; .Jubilee Gold Co., Ltd., 
. P. O. Box 11:22 Johannesburg. 

1\:,1I00["U, C. D., t/o Nell' York; Oriental Consoli
(lated MIning Co., Chittahalhie, Korea. 

LEUPOLII, H., t/o .Johannesburg; 544, B:1rt Mitre, 
Bnenos Ayres, S. America. 

MANNHEDl, H. C., l/o East Molesey; 40, High Court 
Buildings, Johannesburg. . 

i\iOSHlm., \Y. G., to Butters', Dil-is:tderoCo.,Salvador, 
C. America. 

NAHNSEN, Dr, GIlD., l/o.Johannesburg; 7, Heinrich 
Hertzstr., H alii burg, Gerlllany. 

PIDDINGTON, F. L., l/o Joh:LIlnesburg; Tanga, 
LyttoIl St., North Sydney, N.~. W. 

RoFJo~: G. P. \V., to lliverina G. M., Riverina near 
Menzies, \V cst A Ilstralia. 

SMITH, ROWLAND,. t/o Ayrshire Mine; Kia Ora 
.. i\iine, Ballket Jnuction, LOlllagnndi, Rhodesia. 

SORENSEN, S. S., l/o Ut:1h ; P. O. Box 382, Monterey, 
Cal., U.S.A. 

TAYLOR, .J. A., l/o Krngersdorp; Knights Deep, 
Ltd., P. O. Box 14:3, Germiston. 
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